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1About us

About the tIo

The Telecommunications Industry 
Ombudsman is an independent dispute 
resolution service that is free for 
residential and small business consumers 
who have been unable to resolve a 
telecommunications complaint with their 
service provider. 

We deal with most complaints about 
telephone, internet and related services. 
We aim to achieve fair and reasonable 
outcomes by considering relevant laws, 
best industry practice and the unique 
circumstances of each complaint. 
Although the majority of complaints are 
resolved quickly by referral back to the 
service provider or through a facilitated 
agreement, we can make binding 
decisions up to $50,000 and 
recommendations up to $100,000.

The TIO Scheme is governed by a Board and a Council. The Board has corporate governance 
responsibilities and is mainly made up of individuals nominated by telecommunications service 
providers, the members of the TIO Scheme. 

The TIO Council is made up of an equal number of representatives of consumers and service 
providers with an independent Chairman. The Council’s responsibilities include maintaining the 
Ombudsman’s independence by acting as an intermediary between the Ombudsman and the 
Board, and monitoring and making recommendations about amendments to the TIO 
Constitution.

How Is tHe  
tIo funDeD?

The TIO is an industry-funded Ombudsman 
service. Telecommunications service 
providers who are members of the TIO are 
charged a fee if we receive a complaint 
from one of their customers. 

As an alternative dispute resolution 
office, our fees are not designed to be 
punitive. We are a not-for-profit company 
and charge members of the TIO only for 
the costs incurred in delivering our 
dispute resolution service. The TIO does 
not issue fines, but our fees act as an 
incentive for service providers to keep 
complaints made to us to a minimum. 

More information about our fee structure 
is available on our website. 
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ombudsman’s message

in the 2011-12 financial year, the Tio received 193,702 new complaints –  
two per cent fewer than in the previous financial year. 

There has been a significant trend, since April 2012, of reduced complaints, with the last 
quarter being our quietest for almost two years. This is a positive sign that reflects the focus 
by a number of telcos on improving their customer service. 

Complaints about mobile phone services make up almost two out of every three new complaints. 
These complaints increased by almost 9.3 per cent during the last year. 

I am concerned about substantial increases in complaints for financial over commitment, 
unexpectedly high bills and disputed data and roaming charges for mobile services. These 
complaints demonstrate the urgent need for stronger spend management tools and better 
information for consumers about mobile products and costs. The new Telecommunications 
Consumer Protections Code, which began on 1 September 2012, should stop many of these 
complaints if it is fully implemented. 

Disputes about unaffordable bills also demonstrate the need for flexible and responsive 
approaches to assist consumers. This year, we have sponsored an ongoing discussion with 
industry, consumer and regulatory stakeholders, with the aim of establishing a best practice 
framework to assisting consumers in financial hardship. 

More small businesses – some 27,000 of them – have contacted the TIO to make a complaint in 
the past year. To promote our accessibility to this important part of the Australian community 
and economy, we have changed how we define small business, and increased the monetary 
limits for complaints we can determine to $50,000. 

Conciliation, which was fully in place by September 2011, is delivering fast and fair dispute 
resolution. Substantially fewer cases now require extensive investigations, and service providers 
are increasingly engaged in solving complaints earlier. Consumer satisfaction with conciliation 
is very high, more than 90 per cent. 

Our 2012 annual report is titled Preparing for the Future, and reflects our focus on preparing for 
a telecommunications industry that is continually changing and converging – with new 
technologies, services and products. We have reviewed our Vision, roles and business strategies, 
resulting in an expanded remit for the TIO, where our focus is not only on solving complaints, 
but also working to improve customer service and complaint handling in the 
telecommunications industry. 

Our work this year has been made easier by the strong support from our Council and Board. 

I am also extremely proud of the work of my TIO colleagues during the past year. Our employees 
have been innovative, engaged and resilient in the face of substantial changes. I present this 
report of our work on their behalf.

Simon Cohen

Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman
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board Chairman’s message

The Tio has undergone significant change over the past year. 

Complaints referred back to the TIO after industry members have been unable to achieve a first 
level resolution are now dealt with by conciliation rather than investigation and the average 
time taken has reduced from 54 to 21 days. A far greater proportion of complaints are now 
dealt with at this level, without further escalation, and this increased effectiveness has had a 
one-time financial impact on the TIO. For the first time in at least a decade annual operations 
have produced a small deficit. The prudent governance of cash and cash reserves has 
comfortably accommodated this deficit, and this has been assisted by the move to monthly 
billing.

The membership of the company has remained stable with 1,221 member companies.

A number of important reviews of the company occurred during the year. The Australian 
Communications and Media Authority conducted a Reconnecting the Customer review, the 
Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy conducted a Reform of the 
Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman review and the Board initiated a review of the 
effectiveness of the Scheme. All three reviews confirmed the TIO is achieving its objectives and 
provided views on, among other things, the governance of the Scheme and the capacity of the 
Scheme to be pro-active through the analysis of systemic issues and reporting. The Board has 
established a joint committee of Board and Council members, comprising equal numbers of 
consumer and industry representatives, to consider and make recommendations on the views on 
governance expressed in those reports. The systemic complaints and reporting matters outlined 
in those reviews are being addressed at an operational level by the Ombudsman. In addition to 
these external reviews a significant internal audit regime has confirmed that the TIO is well run 
and has raised the bar by encouraging even better performance.

There has been no turnover of directors this year, although two long serving alternate directors, 
Gary Smith (Optus) and Brian Currie (Vodafone) have departed. Gary’s association with the TIO 
is extending through his appointment to the TIO Council and we wish him well there. I must 
thank Council for their hard work through a challenging year, and the Ombudsman and his team 
for their dedication and commitment.

John Rohan

Board Chairman
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Council Chairman’s message

the last 12 months have been a time of review, change and improvement  
at the tIo.

A number of reviews related to the TIO have been conducted or completed during the period, 
including reviews by KPMG, the Australian Communications and Media Authority and the 
Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy. The TIO Council has been 
actively involved in providing input and consultation to these reviews and will continue to  
take an active role as the many recommendations tabled are considered for implementation.

Council has also overseen numerous changes to the TIO Scheme during the period. These 
include changes to the Constitution of the TIO as well as TIO complaint resolution processes 
and procedures. Most notably, the TIO has successfully implemented a new process for the 
handling of “Level 2” complaints adopting a conciliation approach to dispute resolution. Initial 
results from this process change are very positive, with substantial reductions in the time it 
takes to resolve these complaints along with high levels of satisfaction being recorded from 
both consumers and members.

The TIO has also introduced new procedures for handling enquiries from consumers that have 
been unable to contact their provider. We have also increased the Ombudsman’s determination 
and recommendation powers to $50,000 and $100,000 respectively, effective 1 July 2012. 
Finally, the TIO successfully implemented a new complaints handling system, which went live  
in May, 2012.

Complaint volumes to the TIO remain high, but are reducing. Total new complaints received for 
the 2011-12 period were 193,702 compared with 197,682 in 2010-11. As I noted in my report 
last year, many of these complaints could have been resolved directly by the industry member  
if the customer had been able to contact the appropriate department of that member. I am 
pleased to say that some members have taken steps to address this significant issue by 
improving their complaint handling capacity and advising their customers how to make contact. 
But, there is much more to be done by industry if we are to materially reduce new complaints 
made directly to the TIO.

Looking forward, the next 12 months will see a number of key activities for the TIO and  
Council as we absorb changes as a result of new systems and processes and work through the 
recommendations of the reviews mentioned above. Council has also undertaken to perform a 
major review of the TIO Constitution over the coming months. Finally, we will be pro-actively 
assessing and providing input on new industry developments that could affect consumers and 
potentially yield new types of complaints. These include the rollout of the National Broadband 
Network and the convergence of banking and telecommunications technologies such as the use 
of smartphones for financial transactions.

I would like to thank Ombudsman Simon Cohen and Deputy Ombudsman Diane Carmody for their 
initiatives and leadership, including the numerous improvements to TIO processes and systems 
that have been achieved. In addition, I thank Council for their efforts throughout the year and 
outgoing Council members Sue Sdregas and Wayne Warburton their dedicated service to Council. 
We also welcome Catriona Lowe and Gary Smith as new members of Council.

Finally, on behalf of Council, I express our thanks to the TIO Board for their support throughout 
the year and for their collaborative approach in working with Council.

Andrew Dyer

Council Chairman
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board and Council in 2011-12

board members in 2011-12

John rohan 

Independent Director and 
Chairman of the Board 

John Rohan has been the 
Managing Director of Vodafone 
Australia Pty Ltd, Vodafone New 
Zealand Ltd and Vodafone Network 
Pty Ltd. He has also held the role 
of Executive Director, Vodafone 
Pacific. Previous positions include 
Executive General Manager of 
James Hardie Building Services 
and Technologies, Chief Executive 
of McConnell Dowell’s Building 
Product Group, Australia and New 
Zealand, and General Manager of 
Comalco Building Products.

ravi bhatia

Founder and former CEO of  
Primus Australia

Ravi founded Primus Australia 
and retired as its CEO in 2011. He 
has held senior management 
positions in the US, Germany and 
other countries with Primus, MCI, 
OTC and Siemens in sales, 
marketing and public policy. Ravi 
is a member of the Board of the 
Alfred Foundation and the 
President of Australia India 
Business Council - Victoria.

stephen dalby

Chief Regulatory Officer, iiNet

Stephen has been involved in the 
telecommunications industry for 
more than 40 years. Since 2003, 
he has been an executive with 
the iiNet Group. Stephen is also 
CEO of Chime Communications 
Pty Ltd, iiNet’s carrier subsidiary, 
is on the boards of 
Communications Alliance Ltd and 
Prosubi Ltd and is based in Perth.

michael elsegood

Manager, Regulatory Compliance 
and Safeguards, Optus

Michael Elsegood supervises 
Optus’ Disability Action Plan and 
manages numbering matters and 
Optus’s compliance with 
obligations that support law 
enforcement agencies. In a 
telecommunications industry 
career spanning more than 30 
years, he has been involved with 
call charging and billing accuracy 
standards, quality of service 
reporting, end-to-end 
performance standards and 
number portability.

board chairman directors
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Jane harvey 

Independent Director

Jane Harvey has extensive 
experience across the financial 
services, health care and public 
company sectors. Directorships 
include: IOOF Holdings Ltd, 
Medibank Private Ltd, Colonial 
Foundation Trust, and oversight 
Board of the Department of 
Treasury and Finance. Jane is a 
Victorian Council member of the 
Australian Institute of Company 
Directors.

Jules scarlett

Director Cross Company and 
Complaint Management

Jules is Director Cross Company 
and Complaint Management at 
Telstra.  Jules has responsibility 
for the framework of driving 
customer satisfaction at Telstra 
as well as facilitating senior 
customer service reviews.  Jules 
is also responsible cross company 
for complaint management.  She 
has worked for Telstra for more 
than 12 years.

louise sexton

Group General Counsel and 
Company Secretary, Vodafone 
Hutchison Australia 

Louise Sexton is Group General 
Counsel and Company Secretary 
of Vodafone Hutchison Australia 
(VHA) and Company Secretary of 
Hutchison Telecommunications 
(Australia) Limited (HTAL).

Prior to the formation of VHA in 
June 2009, Louise had been 
General Counsel and Company 
Secretary of HTAL since 
September 1998.

Louise has extensive legal and 
regulatory experience as General 
Counsel and Company Secretary 
in listed public companies across 
a number of high technology 
industries in Australia.

Louise also brings experience 
from her time working for the 
Federal Attorney-General’s 
Department and for one of 
Australia’s largest law firms.

phill sporton

Executive Director of Service 
Delivery, Telstra 

Phill Sporton is the Executive 
Director of Service Delivery in 
Telstra Operations. This area of 
Telstra is responsible for the 
installation, connection and 
repair of Telstra’s products, 
services and plant. Along with 
Australia’s largest field workforce 
(approximately 3,500 field 
technicians), Phill’s organisation 
is made up of teams across field-
related customer activation and 
assurance functions, fault 
recording call centres and a 
range of back of house and 
support functions. 

Having started with Telstra as an 
engineer in 1983, Phill has spent 
28 years at Telstra in a range of 
roles, including several positions 
in senior management. 

directors continued
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alexandra Thomas

Director, Customer Solutions and 
Service, Optus

Alexandra Thomas is the Vice 
President Customer Solutions and 
Services at Optus. In this role, 
Alex is responsible for 
professional and managed 
services at Optus, as well as 
customer service operations for 
business and government 
customers.

gary smith

Head of Regulatory Compliance, 
Optus

Gary Smith is Head of Regulatory 
Compliance, Optus and has more 
than 20 years of experience in 
the telecommunications industry, 
including working with the 
former telecommunications 
industry regulator, AUSTEL.  He 
has also worked with the Reserve 
Bank of Australia and the 
Victorian Parliament. Gary has a 
B Econ/Politics (Hons), has been 
extensively involved in the 
establishment of the 
co-regulatory arrangements for 
the telecommunications industry 
and is also a board member of 
Communications Alliance.

Gary Smith resigned as alternate 
director on 30 April, replacing Sue 
Sdregas on TIO Council on 1 May 
2012.

brian currie

General Manager of Regulatory 
Affairs, Vodafone Hutchison 
Australia (Alternate Director )

With more than 30 years in the 
industry, Brian Currie has broad 
experience and knowledge that 
covers telecommunication 
engineering, management and 
regulatory affairs. He has formal 
qualifications in engineering and 
management.

christine Williams

Deputy Director, Regulatory 
Affairs, Telstra (Alternate Director)

Christine Williams has performed 
a range of roles as regulatory 
manager and legal counsel for 
many difference aspects of 
Telstra’s business. Before joining 
Telstra in 1996, Christine was a 
senior associate in private legal 
practice. 

alternate directors
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andrew dyer

Council Chairman

Andrew Dyer was appointed 
Chairman in 2010. He is a 
company director and serves on a 
number of boards including the 
Transport Accident Commission, 
American Australian Association, 
The Good Foundation, Monash 
University Engineering 
Foundation and the Australian 
Solar Energy Society. He also 
serves on a number of advisory 
boards including the Melbourne 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Victorian College of the Arts and 
Faculty of Music at the University 
of Melbourne, the Australian 
Regenerative Medicine Institute 
at Monash University and the 
Richmond Football Club. 

Andrew has held executive roles 
in the utilities, technology and 
professional services industries, 
based in both Australia and 
overseas. He was also Victoria’s 
Commissioner to the Americas. 

A former McKinsey & Co 
consultant, Andrew holds a 
Bachelor of Engineering with 
first class honours from Monash 
University and an MBA from 
Georgetown University in 
Washington DC.

Teresa corbin 

Australian Communications 
Consumer Action Network 

Teresa Corbin is Chief Executive 
Officer of the Australian 
Communications Consumer Action 
Network (ACCAN), a peak 
consumer body for the 
telecommunications industry. 
Teresa led the project to 
establish ACCAN, which began 
operating on 1 July 2009. 
Through her work in the 
community sector, in policy and 
management positions, she has 
built strong links with consumer 
groups at a regional, national 
and international level.

chris dodds

Chris Dodds represents the 
Australian Council of Social 
Service (ACOSS) on Telstra’s Low 
Income Measures Assessment 
Committee (LIMAC), in the 
position of chair. He is immediate 
past president of the Council of 
Social Service of NSW (NCOSS). 
He has been involved in 
community services for more 
than 30 years and in 
telecommunications issues for 
the last 10 years. While not 
representing any particular 
organisation on the TIO Council, 
Chris has a keen interest in the 
challenges facing those on low 
incomes or confronting other 
disadvantage.

dr paul harrison

Dr Paul Harrison (PhD, MAICD) is 
a senior lecturer and chair of the 
consumer behaviour and 
advertising program at Deakin 
University’s Graduate School of 
Business. Dr Harrison is also the 
leader of the Ethics and Social 
Engagement research cluster at 
the Centre for Sustainable and 
Responsible Organisations. His 
research, consulting and writing 
examines the psychology of 
emotional and rational behaviour, 
and the effect of marketing and 
advertising on consumer 
behaviour from an ethical and 
corporate social responsibility 
perspective. Paul is involved on a 
number of boards and 
committees, including being a 
past chair, and current board and 
audit committee member of the 
Asylum Seeker Resource Centre, 
and director of consumer 
behaviour research consultancy, 
tribalinsight.

Council members in 2011-12

user and public interest group representativescouncil chairman
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loretta Kreet 

Legal Aid Queensland

Loretta Kreet has spent the last 
10 years working exclusively in 
the area of consumer credit 
within the community sector and 
Legal Aid Queensland. She is a 
consumer director on the 
Financial Co-operative Dispute 
Resolution scheme, a board 
member of Parent to Parent Inc 
and a member of the Brisbane 
Consumers’ Association.

dr Wayne Warburton

Wesley Mission Australia 

Dr Wayne Warburton is a 
psychologist and financial 
counsellor at Wesley Mission in 
Sydney and a research fellow and 
lecturer with the Department of 
Psychology at Macquarie 
University in Sydney. He is also a 
consumer advocate on the Telstra 
Credit Management Working 
Group and the principal editor of 
Sharkwatch, a national financial 
counselling journal.

Trevor hill

Telstra

Trevor Hill is Group Manager, 
Consumer and Compliance, Public 
Policy and Communications at 
Telstra. He has worked for Telstra 
in a variety of management and 
policy roles.

Jonathan matthews 

Intelligent IP Communications

Jonathan has worked in the 
telecommunications industry for 
the past 15 years. During this 
time he has working with a 
number of major as well as small 
niche carriers in all levels of 
business management. Currently 
Jonathan is an executive director 
and co-founder at Intelligent IP 
Communications, a national 
Telecommunications Carrier 
providing unified communications 
to businesses throughout 
Australia and specialising in 
delivering solutions to remote 
locations.

industry representatives 
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sue sdregas

Optus

Sue Sdregas has worked in the 
telecommunications industry for 
the past 19 years with 15 of 
those spent at Optus. In her roles 
she managed a broad range of 
functions within the customer 
care arena including the 
escalated complaints team and 
the customer knowledge 
management team, and strategy 
and planning.

Sue Sdregas finished her term on 
20 April 2012

gary smith

Optus

Gary Smith is Head of Regulatory 
Compliance, Optus and has more 
than 20 years of experience in 
the telecommunications industry, 
including working with the 
former telecommunications 
industry regulator, AUSTEL.  He 
has also worked with the Reserve 
Bank of Australia and the 
Victorian Parliament. Gary has a 
B Econ/Politics (Hons), has been 
extensively involved in the 
establishment of the 
co-regulatory arrangements for 
the telecommunications industry 
and is also a board member of 
Communications Alliance.

Gary Smith replaced Sue Sdregas 
from 1 May 2012

ross Wheeler 

Albury Local Internet Pty Ltd

Ross Wheeler joined the Council 
as the elected member 
representative of internet service 
providers. He is the proprietor 
and founder of Albury Local 
Internet, a regional ISP, that has 
been operating since May 1995.

John Wilkes

Vodafone Hutchison Australia

John is a Chartered Accountant 
with more than 20 years 
experience in a range of Finance, 
Sales, Marketing, Risk and Audit 
roles across Australia, New 
Zealand, Asia, North America and 
Europe. John joined Vodafone 
Australia in 2008 following 
positions in KPMG, Air New 
Zealand and Stockland. He brings 
extensive governance experience 
with roles also encompassing a 
strong emphasis in customer 
service and corporate 
responsibility. 

industry representatives continued
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Conciliation

In 2011-12, the TIO adopted a faster and more effective process – 
conciliation – to handle complaints that were unresolved through 
referral to the consumer’s service provider. 

During a conciliation, the TIO acts as a facilitator between the 
consumer and service provider and helps them reach an agreed 
resolution to a complaint. Conciliation allows consumers and service 
providers to be clear on the issues in dispute, each other’s views, and 
the available solutions. The TIO is able to assist parties through 
fostering clear and effective communications, and by providing 
information about relevant laws, industry standards and TIO position 
statements that may be relevant to the complaint. 

Conciliation is a much less formal practice, and has resulted in faster 
complaint resolutions. Complaints are now more likely to be resolved 
at an earlier stage, rather than becoming lengthy investigations. We 
continue to achieve fair and reasonable outcomes for consumers, which 
are reflected in the high levels of satisfaction recorded in our 
consumer surveys of TIO services. (See page 12.) 

During the conciliation process, the TIO provides consumers with 
regular updates about the progress of their complaint, and we focus on 
building effective relationships with both the consumer and service 
providers. Where necessary, we “shuttle” between the parties to 
explore possible solutions and address any blockers to an agreement.

live transfers

The conciliation process was streamlined with the introduction of “live 
transfers” during this year. In the past, if a consumer could not resolve 
their complaint with their service provider after our referral, they may 
have had to wait several days for a call back while a more senior TIO 
officer assessed their complaint. 

With live transfers, a consumer who contacts us with an unresolved 
complaint is transferred directly to the TIO officer who will conciliate 
their complaint. Live transfers reduce the run around for consumers, 
and increase the speed of our complaints process. 

Conciliation snapshot

old level 2 process Conciliation

54.6 days average closure time 21.3 days

11.1 % rate of complaints 
requiring further 

investigation

1.6 %

AmIr’s ComPlAInt

amir contacted us about a $700 debt  
he disputed with his provider. 

In June, he called his provider to sign up over the phone to a mobile 
contract that came with a new handset and a new number. A couple 
of months after using his service, he received a bill of more than 
$700. He called his provider, which told him that the reason for the 
high bill was that he had gone over his data limit. 

Trying to get to the root of the problem, he told his provider that he 
only used the internet for Skype to Skype calls, which he thought 
were excluded from his data allowance in his contract. After looking 
into his usage his provider discovered that he was using an 
application he had downloaded himself and had incurred charges 
because it hadn’t been downloaded through the provider’s portal. 

Amir argued that he hadn’t been told about this when he called the 
provider to take out the contract, and didn’t have the portal installed 
on his phone either. The provider disputed it hadn’t given him this 
advice, but when Amir asked to hear the recording of the phone call 
again, the provider would not play it to him. The provider offered a 
$200 credit, which Amir was dissatisfied with. As he continued to 
dispute the debt, he only paid what he believed was correct, and the 
provider disconnected his service for non-payment. 

When Amir called us, we referred his complaint back to the provider, 
which did not respond within the initial referral period, so we 
conciliated the complaint. 

We called Amir’s provider and outlined the issues that he had told us in 
his complaint. A representative from his provider looked into the 
summary of issues and offered to resolve Amir’s complaint by 
reconnecting his service, sending him a link to the correct place where 
he should download Skype from, and waiving the excess usage charges. 
They also offered him a $40 goodwill credit. 

Amir accepted this offer and the complaint was closed.

0
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Old level 2 process Conciliation

Average closure time
(days)

Rate of complaints requiring
further investigation (%)
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timeliness

The vast majority of the complaints we receive are solved through our 
referral of a consumer to specialist complaint handling staff at their 
service provider. We give the provider 10 working days to resolve the 
dispute. The consumer is provided with clear information about the 
“pathway” back to the TIO if they are not satisfied with how the 
service provider has handled their complaint. Where a consumer does 
not contact us again after that time, we regard the complaint as 
resolved and the case remains closed. In 2011-12, 88.5 per cent of our 
complaints were solved through referral. 

Complaints closed 2011-12

under 10 days 88.5%

In 2011-12, the TIO’s introduction of conciliation greatly improved the 
length of time that it takes us to resolve a complaint once it moves 
into our investigation phase. Complaints that are not resolved through 
referral are now more likely to be resolved through conciliation rather 
than detailed investigations.

Complaints  
closed

Percentage of 
complaints not 
solved through 

referral

Percentage of all 
complaints

between 0 and 35 
days 70.2 7.9

between 35 and 77 
days 22.5 2.5

in more than 77 days 7.3 0.8

tHe tIo’s ComPlAInt ProCess

We use a number of methods to facilitate a resolution, each with 
their own timeframes: 

REFERRAL – we refer the complaint to the service provider to give it 
another chance to resolve the complaint together with the consumer. 
The vast majority of our complaints are resolved this way, within a 
few days.

CONCILIATION – if a provider doesn’t make an offer, or the consumer 
is dissatisfied with the provider’s offer, we will work with the 
consumer and service provider to facilitate an agreement.

INVESTIGATION – if we are unable to reach a solution through 
conciliation, we may investigate the complaint and ask for evidence 
to support both the consumer’s and the service provider’s claims to 
decide an outcome.

DETERMINATION – if we are not satisfied that the matter has been 
resolved, the Ombudsman will decide on the appropriate solution to 
the complaint. Determinations by the Ombudsman are binding on 
service providers. 

DetermInAtIons

The Ombudsman or Deputy Ombudsman can issue a determination if 
a complaint is not resolved through our processes of referral, 
conciliation or investigation. Our determinations are legally binding 
on service providers. 

Very few determinations are issued each year. Generally the parties 
are likely to resolve the disputes at an earlier stage of the complaint 
handling process. In 2011-12, there were no determinations issued.

Consumer satisfaction with tIo services

Consumers who contacted the Telecommunications Industry 
Ombudsman in 2011-12 continued to express high levels of satisfaction 
with our service. 

Every year we commission surveys to gauge how successfully we were 
able to meet the expectations of the consumers who contacted us. 
This was the first year we explored consumer satisfaction with our 
conciliation process. 

We conducted two surveys, one in September and another in December 
2011. Each had a sample of 200 consumers whose complaints had been 
resolved through referral and 100 consumers whose complaints had 
been resolved through conciliation. We asked consumers to rate their 
satisfaction with our handling of their complaint and their satisfaction 
with the outcome of their complaint. 

The results of the two surveys were very positive, especially about the 
satisfaction with the TIO’s handling of their complaint:

referral september 2011 December 2011

satisfied Very or 
extremely 
satisfied

satisfied Very or 
extremely 
satisfied

satisfaction with 
Tio’s handling of 
complaint 96% 77% 94% 83%

satisfaction with 
outcome of 
complaint 85% 64% 74% 59%

Of those consumers who expressed dissatisfaction with the outcome of 
their complaint in the September survey, 15 per cent contacted us 
again. For those who were surveyed in December and were dissatisfied 
with the outcome of their complaint, 22 per cent contacted us again. 

The reasons behind the remaining dissatisfied consumers not 
contacting us again included fatigue in trying to have the complaint 
resolved, eventually coming to an agreement with the provider and a 
perceived lack of follow-up or encouragement from the TIO. 

Conciliation september 2011 December 2011

satisfied Very or 
extremely 
satisfied

satisfied Very or 
extremely 
satisfied

satisfaction with 
Tio’s handling of 
complaint 93% 75% 97% 86%

satisfaction with 
outcome of 
complaint 89% 70% 89% 72%

feedback about the tIo

The TIO has an avenue for consumers to make formal compliments or 
complaints about the services it offers. 

In 2011-12, we received 138 compliments about the courtesy, 
professionalism and timeliness of individual TIO officers. 

We received 68 formal complaints about our service. Of those, 17 were 
found to be substantiated.
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sHAne’s ComPlAInt

shane contacted us after receiving a bill of 
almost $12,500 following an overseas trip. 

As he had already had a high bill from roaming charges from 
a previous overseas trip, he tried to make sure it didn’t 
happen again. Before leaving, he contacted his provider to 
discuss suitable roaming plans. He said the provider 
suggested adding a roaming data pack to his mobile, which 
he agreed to do.

He was also told that while overseas, he could make unbilled 
calls to check his spending. After arriving overseas, Shane 
called his provider and was advised that it was unable to 
check the usage. He called again the following day and was 
transferred between multiple departments and no-one was 
able to assist him. He told us that after a number of calls, 
he still could not get a response.

Back home, after receiving the large bill, he raised the issue 
with his provider. He was told he was liable for the charges 
this time because the provider had already waived roaming 
charges the last time it had happened. It also said that it 
had no record of Shane’s calls from overseas; however  
Shane showed us call records listing that the calls had been 
made. 

During the time the complaint was conciliated, the provider 
made several offers of resolution – it initially offered to 
reduce the charges by 75 per cent and later by 90 per cent. 
Shane did not accept either offer because he felt he had 
taken reasonable precautions to avoid the debt. 

He also thought the offer was unacceptable because the 
data pack he had been offered was inadequate for the needs 
he had described to the provider. 

Shane’s provider agreed to waive the full amount. Shane 
accepted the offer and the complaint was closed.

Amendments to the tIo Constitution

In December 2011, the TIO Council approved a number of amendments 
to our Constitution and recommended to the Board that these be 
adopted. The Board approved the amendments, which have also been 
the subject of consultation with the Federal Ministers with 
responsibilities for Telecommunications and Consumer Affairs. The 
most substantial new provisions concern the monetary limits for 
complaints handled by the TIO, and our information collecting powers. 
The amendments came into effect on 1 July 2012.

monetary limits

There has been a significant increase to the amounts that we can make 
directions or recommendations for (clauses 6.1(a) and 6.2 of the TIO 
Constitution). The amount that we have the power to make legally 
binding directions for has increased from $30,000 to $50,000. The 
amount that we have the power to make recommendations for has 
increased from $85,000 to $100,000. There has been an increase to the 
monetary limit for our arbitration powers to $100,000 (clause 6.4 of 
the TIO Constitution). These new limits only apply to new complaints 
received after 1 July 2012.

Providing information and documentation 

Previously, the TIO Constitution only required that members provide 
documentation in response to a standard or systemic investigation.  
To make this requirement clearer, amendments to clauses 5.1(c) and 
5A.2(f) now mean that service providers need to provide both 
documents and information relevant to a complaint, if this is 
requested by the TIO.
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JustIn’s ComPlAInt

Justin, a small business owner, called us 
about a connection delay that he claimed was 
causing him financial loss. 

Justin had contacted his provider to relocate his landline 
because he was moving his office to new premises. Because 
it would be located in a different exchange, his provider 
advised he would need to change his telephone number and 
offered to redirect calls from the original number to the 
new one, which Justin accepted. 

Both parties agreed on a connection date and Justin’s 
provider advised that it would disconnect the number at his 
old premises on the same day. 

After that, Justin received advice from a tradesman that 
once a number is disconnected, a redirection is not possible. 
Justin contacted his provider, which confirmed this would 
be the case and assured Justin that they had cancelled the 
disconnection. 

However, once the business relocated, Justin began 
receiving calls for an unknown person. He realised that his 
service had been disconnected and the redirection was not 
working correctly. 

Justin told us that it took a further three weeks for the 
landline to be connected and the redirection to work 
correctly. This, he told us, led him to lose money because he 
relied on calls from phone directories for new business. 
Justin told us that to mitigate his loss, he had to use his 
mobile more than usual and had his business 1300 number 
diverted to his mobile at considerable cost. 

Justin submitted a compensation claim to his provider for 
$8,500 in lost income. In response, the provider considered 
the claim was not sufficiently substantiated and offered 
Justin three options: he could provide evidence that would 
support his claim; accept whatever compensation he would be 
entitled to under the Customer Service Guarantee Standard 
(CSG); or accept a $5,000 payment in lieu of either. 

As Justin could not support his compensation claim, and the 
$5,000 that the provider offered was well above the 
compensation he would be entitled to under the CSG standard, 
he accepted the payment and the complaint was closed.

small business consumers

The TIO handles complaints from small businesses on the basis that 
these consumers, like residential consumers, are less likely to have the 
resources to pursue a grievance with their service provider through the 
formal legal system.

New complaints from small businesses increased 18.3 per cent in 
2011-12 (27,008 new complaints compared to 22,836 in 2010-11).

During 2011-12, we researched small business complaints, and 
consulted small business experts and other Ombudsman schemes to 
design a more flexible approach to defining small businesses. 

Our new approach means we will continue to assist small businesses 
with an annual turnover of less than $3 million and up to 20 
employees (or up to 100 staff in the case of seasonal operations or 
manufacturing businesses).

Even where these criteria might not be met, we will consider other 
aspects such as the issues in dispute, the nature of the business (for 
example, whether it is not for profit or it operates from a home), and 
whether the business is independently owned and funded by a small 
number of individuals who make most of the important business 
decisions. 

In the past, the TIO would also take into account the amount in 
dispute and the business’ yearly expenditure on telecommunications. 
These criteria have now been removed. 

As well as these more flexible criteria, small businesses will benefit 
from changes made to the TIO Constitution that increase our powers to 
make binding directions and recommendations, which came into effect 
on 1 July 2012. The TIO can now make determinations in disputes up 
to $50,000 and recommendations up to $100,000. Read more about 
changes to the TIO Constitution on page 13.

systemic issues
The TIO can investigate issues arising from complaints that may affect a 
large number of consumers as a result of a failure in a service provider’s 
systems or processes. We identify those “systemic issues” by monitoring 
complaint data, alerts from our staff and information received from 
service providers. 

When we decide that an issue warrants our involvement, we first 
approach the service provider informally for information. Based on this 
we may recommend potential solutions and seek undertakings from the 
provider to resolve the issue. Most systemic issues are resolved at this 
stage with cooperation from the service provider. 

If we are unable to negotiate a solution informally with the provider, we 
may need to formally investigate the issue. Finally, if a resolution is not 
achieved at this stage, we may decide to report the issue to a regulator. 

Systemic investigations are a key area that the TIO will focus on to 
deliver our new vision and roles. By more effectively dealing with and 
reporting on systemic issues, we will seek to fulfil our commitment to 
contribute to better customer service and complaint handling in the 
telecommunications industry. 

Our reporting on systemic issues was also the subject of 
recommendations made by the Australian Communications and Media 
Authority’s (ACMA) Reconnecting the Customer report, and the 
Department of Communications, Broadband and the Digital Economy’s 
(DBCDE) review of the TIO.

From 1 July 2012, our Systemic Investigations team became a part of 
the newly created Industry, Community and Government Division, taking 
on the role of Industry Improvement, which will help us deliver on our 
strategic planning and respond to the recommendations of the ACMA 
and DBCDE reviews.
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Acting on non compliance 

Under the Telecommunications (Consumer Protection & Service 
Standards) Act 1999 eligible carriage service providers are required to 
join and comply with the TIO Scheme. We do not enforce this 
legislation – that is the role of the Australian Communications and 
Media Authority (ACMA). However, the ACMA cannot exercise its 
enforcement power without the information or evidence we provide. 
When we believe a service provider does not comply with the TIO 
Scheme, we will refer them to the ACMA.

Some issues that can be considered non-compliant behaviour include 
failing to provide information about a complaint, failing to comply 
with determinations or failing to comply with an industry code. The 
vast majority of service providers who are part of the scheme work 
cooperatively with us, and historically only very few service providers 
(if any) are required to be referred to the ACMA due to 
non-compliance. In 2011-12 we made three referrals to the ACMA for 
non-compliance.

We may also refer service providers who do not apply for membership 
of the TIO when it is appropriate to do so. In 2011-12, we referred  
12 service providers to the ACMA concerning TIO membership.

systemic issues in 2011-12

The systemic issues team conducted 79 investigations, including 
matters acted on informally or formally in the last financial year. 
These related to:

Important work done by the TIO’s Systemic Investigations team in 
2011-12 includes:

•	 Monitoring	and	raising	informal	investigations	with	a	number	of	
small providers who had complaints made against them after 
consumers claimed being misled into transferring their services. 
This usually happened by some telemarketers misleadingly 
introducing themselves as representatives from a large provider.  
As a result, some providers amended the sales scripts that their 
telemarketers used, terminated contracts with agencies that were 
causing the issue, or implemented better quality assurance 
processes to make sure that new customers had given informed 
consent to transferring their services. Affected consumers were 
transferred back to their preferred providers.  

•	 Partnering	with	the	Australian	Competition	and	Consumer	
Commission (ACCC) to alert consumers about an internet banking 
and mobile transfer scam. From 2011, we have been monitoring 
complaints from consumers who are victims of a scam where their 
mobile phone number is transferred away to a third party without 
proper authorisation, and who then have large sums of money 
withdrawn from their bank accounts. The scammers use the 
fraudulently obtained number to receive an SMS code to validate 
an internet banking transaction. 

•	 Referring	a	service	provider	to	the	ACMA	after	being	unable	to	
formally resolve an issue regarding potential entitlement of 
consumers to compensation under the CSG Standard 2006. A large 
number of consumers complained about lengthy connection and 
repair delays to which they had no effective redress after having 
purportedly waived their rights under the Standard at the time. It 
was the TIO’s view that the provider had not provided enough 
information to the consumer when proposing a waiver of rights.  

sysTemic case sTudy:  
Aero teleCom ImProves  
PoInt of sAle ADvICe

Aero Telecom, a small telecommunications company offering 
landline services, joined the TIO in September 2011. After 
only two months of being a member, we noticed they were 
receiving an unusually large number of complaints for an 
emerging provider. 

On closer analysis of these complaints, we noticed there was 
a common theme: consumers would claim they had 
inadvertently switched to Aero after receiving a call from a 
telemarketer that misrepresented the company they were 
calling from, usually by claiming they were calling from the 
consumers’ existing service providers. The consumers said 
they only realised what had happened when they received a 
bill from Aero. 

We became concerned that the telemarketers were not 
accurately stating they were calling on behalf of Aero, and 
were therefore transferring consumers’ services without 
their informed consent. We contacted Aero Telecom about 
the issue and asked it to clarify what steps it would take to 
ensure it was accurately representing its identity as a 
supplier, obtaining informed consent before transferring 
consumers’ services and providing accurate information 
about cooling off period rights and obligations. 

As a result of our conversations, Aero’s sales scripts were 
amended to avoid staff misrepresenting the company, 
ensuring consumers understood the effect of agreeing to 
their offerings and verifying the consumer’s consent before 
the end of statutory cooling off periods as required under 
the Australian Consumer Law and the Telecommunications 
Consumer Protections Code. 

The company also undertook to provide staff training and 
improve its quality assurance program.

As a result of implementing these measures, from February 
to June 2012 we only received two complaints involving 
point of sale advice issues for Aero Telecom.

Credit 
management 11%

Billing and 
payments 33%

Point of sale advice 19%

Contracts 10%Connections 3%

Customer service 3%

Faults 5%

Transfers 16%
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Dashboard

ComPlAInt stAtIstICs

new complaints by consumer type

08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 % change

residential 162,131 152,572 174,529 165,905 -4.9

small business 13,566 14,955 22,836 27,008 18.3

other 249 245 317 789 148.9

Total 175,946 167,772 197,682 193,702 -2

* other includes: government, community and charity

most consumers who approach the Tio are residential. however, in 2011-12 the number of complaints 
from small businesses increased by 18 per cent compared to the previous year. in 2011-12, the Tio 
broadened its definition of a small business to be able to help more small businesses who have a 
grievance they are unable to resolve with their telephone or internet provider. 

Billing and
Payments  20.1%

Other
Issues*
2.0%

Connection
(Provisioning)
2.0%

Contracts
9.7%

Credit
Management
11.4%

Complaint 
Handling

14.2%

Faults
17%

Customer Service
23.6%

Other
0.5%

*includes Transfers, Privacy, Directories, 
 Disability, Land Access, Phonecards 
  and Payphones

Residential
85.6%

Small Business
13.9%

concilations and 
investigations
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new complaints v. conciliations and investigations

08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 % 
change

new 
complaints 175,946 167,772 197,682 193,702 -2

investigations 22,152 24,217 20,635 19,800 -4
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new complaints by 
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51,119
48,043

52,187

42,353

new complaints 2011-12 by quarter

an increased commitment to improving customer service 
by some telecommunications providers has contributed to 
significant decreases in complaints to the Tio in the 
april-June 2012 period.

Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12 total

51,119 48,043 52,187 42,353 193,702 

FinAnciAl yeAR new complAints

2008-09 175,946 
2009-10 167,772 
2010-11 197,682 

2011-12 193,702 

change (%)* -2

enquiRies

30,650

39,805

39,928 

53,131

33.1

level 2 level 3 level 4

17,391 4,321 440 

20,013 3,791 413 

17,863 2,415 357 

19,358 401 41 

8.4 -83.4 -88.5

new complaints
matters that we refer back to the service 
provider for a final chance at resolution 
without our involvement.

enquiries
matters that we cannot deal 
with directly or that are outside 
our function and powers.

conciliations and investigations 
matters that require our involvement, including 
conciliations (level 2) and detailed investigations where 
we can make a binding decision (levels 3 and 4).

*from 2010-11
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continuing a trend in consumer demand in mobile 
devices, the number of mobile service related 
complaints to the Tio in 2011-12 increased  
9 per cent from the previous year. complaints 
about mobile services make up almost two out  
of every three complaints to the Tio. 
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new complaints by 
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new complaints by 
quarter

2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

MPS  2,587

Internet  30,856

Mobile  122,834

Landline  37,425

175,946 167,772

197,682 193,702

conciliations and investigations by service type

 fY 
08-09

fY 
09-10

fY  
10-11

fY 
11-12

% 
change

internet 4,213 5,764 4,111 2,975 -27.6

landline 9,223 8,882 6,631 4,598 -30.7

mobile 7,981 9,242 9,754 12,083 23.9

mobile 
premium 
services 735 329 139 144 3.6

Total 
investigations 22,152 24,217 20,635 19,800 -4

conciliations and investigations for landline and 
internet services decreased by 30.7% and 27.6% 
respectively. conciliations and investigations for 
mobile services increased by 23.9%. conciliations 
and investigations for mobile premium services 
increased slightly by 3.6%.

new complaints by service type

 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 % 
change

internet 41,560  42,685 37,092 30,856 -16.8

landline 55,667 46,859 46,040 37,425 -18.7

mobile 65,128 74,231 112,376 122,834 9.3

mobile 
premium 
services 13,591 3,997 2,174 2,587 19

Total new 
complaints 175,946 167,772 197,682 193,702 -2
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MPS  144  

Internet  2,975

Mobile  12,083

Landline  4,598

22,152

24,217

20,635 19,800

every new complaint involves at least one issue. some new 
complaints can involve multiple issues – for example a complaint 
about a faulty mobile service may also involve a concern over the 
lack of response from the service provider about the fault. in 
such circumstances, the Tio would record one new complaint 
with two issues – a faults issue and a customer service issue. in 
2011-12 there was a 22.4% increase in credit management issues. 
all other issues for new complaints decreased.

*other includes: transfer, privacy, directories, land access, 
disability, phone cards and payphones.

top seven issues in new complaints

Complaint 
handling 14.2%

Customer
service 23.6%

Billing and payments 20.1%

Credit
management 11.4%

Connections 
(Provisioning) 2% Other issues 2%*

Contracts 9.7%

Faults 17%
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trends overview

The TIO received 193,702 new complaints in the 2011-12 financial year, 
a two per cent drop compared to 2010-11. Although this is not, of 
itself, a substantial decrease from the record number of complaints we 
received in 2010-11, we have noticed positive signs for more 
significant decreases in new complaints in the April-June 2012 period. 

A clearly stated increased commitment to customer retention, 
customer service and complaint handling by the three larger 
telecommunications providers has contributed to significant decreases 
in complaints to the TIO in the last quarter of 2011-12.

The successful rollout of conciliation at the TIO over the financial year 
has contributed to quicker resolutions and led to a substantial 
decrease in the number of complaints requiring detailed investigations 
(level 3 and 4).

Complaints about the “big three” service providers

Complaints made about the big three telcos – Telstra, Optus and 
Vodafone – understandably have the most substantial impact on 
overall TIO complaint trends.

Telstra has registered a 21 per cent decrease in complaints, making 
2011-12 its third consecutive year of reduced complaints to the TIO. 
Improvements in customer service and complaint handling are 
evidenced by reductions in issues about undertakings not actioned, 
inadequate advice, point of sale advice and bill disputes. 

This decrease has been offset by increased complaints for Optus and 
Vodafone.

Optus had substantial increases in new complaint numbers, up almost 
47 per cent, driven by mobile service-related issues such as faults, 
inadequate spend controls and disputed internet charges. 

The TIO received almost 17 per cent less complaints about Optus in the 
final quarter of 2011-12 when compared to the previous quarter.

Complaints about Vodafone have also continued to rise (11 per cent), 
but the issues in these complaints have changed from last year. The 
issues that prevailed in Vodafone’s complaints in 2010-11 about its 
well publicised network problems have reduced significantly. However, 
mobile-associated issues such as inadequate spend controls and 
internet usage charges have had significant increases. 

The TIO received 25 per cent fewer new complaints about Vodafone in 
the final quarter of 2011-12 when compared to the previous quarter.

Complaints about mobile phone services 

Continuing a trend in consumer demand for mobile devices, the 
proportion of mobile service complaints to the TIO in 2011-12 was  
63 per cent, or 122,834 – a 9 per cent increase from the previous year. 

There have been increases across most issues in mobile phone service 
complaints, but those in the areas of telecommunications debt (credit 
management) and billing continue to be of concern. We received:

•	 15,752	issues	about	financial	overcommitment	due	to	inadequate	
spend management tools, double the number received in 2010-11

•	 13,943	issues	where	consumers	disputed	the	total	of	their	bill,	a	 
33 per cent increase 

•	 10,556	issues	about	disputed	internet	usage	charges,	a	150	per	
cent increase from the previous year

•	 4,186	issues	about	disputed	roaming	charges,	a	69	per	cent	
increase compared to the previous year. 

In fact, 88 per cent of all the issues of financial overcommitment due 
to inadequate spend management tools that we recorded were from 
mobile phone users; 63 per cent of all the issues we recorded about 
disputed totals of bills were from mobile phone users; and 83 per cent 
of the issues of disputed internet charges were from mobile phone 
users. 

In contrast, credit management issues for non-mobile internet services 
have decreased for the last two years. Larger data allowances, data 
shaping and timely usage alerts have contributed to this decrease. 
There are valuable lessons to be learnt in the mobile phone market 
from dedicated internet services. 

About tHe tIo’s DAtA terms

This is a brief guide to some of the terms used in our statistics. 

NEW COMPLAINTS: are disputes that residential and small business 
consumers bring to us after being unable to resolve them directly 
with their service provider. We will refer these back to complaint 
handling specialists at the service provider to give them another 
chance to resolve the complaint.

CONCILIATIONS AND INVESTIGATIONS: are complaints that require 
further involvement by the TIO if a complaint is not resolved through 
referral. The TIO may seek to resolve these through conciliation or 
formal investigation. 

ENQUIRIES: are matters we cannot deal with directly because they 
are outside of our jurisdiction or powers, or the consumer has not 
raised the matter with their provider before contacting us.

ISSUES: are the types of problems that consumers raise in their 
complaints. Each complaint may involve multiple issues. 

SERVICE TYPE: the different services consumers may complain to us 
about. They are landline, mobile, internet, and mobile premium 
services. 

LEVEL 2, 3 AND 4: are the different stages a complaint may go 
through if it is not solved through referral. Level 2 complaints are 
solved through conciliation and Level 3 and 4 complaints are solved 
through investigation. 

About our  
rePortInG metHoDoloGY

In January 2011, the TIO stopped separately charging providers 
whenever a consumer returned to the TIO for further advice but 
where the complaint could not be taken further. This includes where 
no action was taken on the first consumer contact because for 
example, the offer made by the provider was reasonable or the TIO 
did not have the power to assist any further. Because of this change, 
we have removed “further advice” matters from all prior year 
statistics (both for TIO new complaints and issues) reported in this 
annual report. 

In May 2012, the TIO implemented a new complaints management 
system. Our reporting methodology remains the same, although 
minor adjustments were made in the migration of data across to the 
new system. For this reason, there are minor differences in the data 
in this annual report when compared to quarterly statistics 
previously published in the course of 2011-12. 

The data in this annual report does not reflect credits or adjustments 
made after billing periods as a result of any reclassification of cases.
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These issues also show the urgency for the increased safeguards 
contained in the new Telecommunications Consumer Protections Code, 
which came into effect on 1 September 2012. Those specific 
requirements about unit pricing and timely usage alerts won’t come 
into effect until 2013; it is therefore important that consumers seek to 
become well informed of the pricing structure of their services, and for 
service providers to play an active role in protecting their consumers 
from falling into debts they cannot afford to pay. 

The TIO facilitated a forum on financial hardship in November 2011 to 
address some of the issues that arise from telecommunications debt 
and the impact it can have on vulnerable consumers. 

small business complaints

In 2011-12 we worked with the aim of remaining relevant to small 
business consumers by expanding our definition of what we consider to 
be a small business, after noticing an increase in the number and 
complexity of disputes in complaints we received from small business 
consumers.

Small business complaints make up almost 14 per cent of all 
complaints to the TIO, with 27,008 complaints received during the 
financial year. This was an increase of 18 per cent compared to the 
previous year. 

The issues that small business consumers mentioned in their 
complaints are similar to those raised by residential consumers: 
customer service issues, mobile phone coverage, confusing contract 
terms and inadequate spend management tools. 

Increase in enquiries

We recorded 53,131 enquiries in 2011-12, a 33 per cent increase 
compared to the previous year. The main driver for these enquiries was 
consumers seeking preliminary advice before submitting a complaint 
with their service provider. This increase may have to do with 
increased community awareness about TIO services. 

A significant number of enquiries was also received from consumers 
who came to the TIO before they had given their service provider an 
opportunity to consider their complaint. 

We also received 1,336 enquiries about subscription television 
services, which are outside our jurisdiction. When we receive 
complaints about pay TV we refer consumers to their provider or to the 
relevant Fair Trading office for their state. In May 2012 we made a 
submission to the Australian Subscription Television and Radio 
Association (ASTRA) in which we outlined the number of enquiries 
made about Pay TV and common issues in them, highlighting the need 
for an external dispute resolution service that can take consumer 
complaints about them. 

Our submission supported the recommendation made by the 
Productivity Commission that TIO’s powers should be extended to 
accept complaints about subscription television, given the increased 
convergence of communications services and the nature of the issues 
in enquiries about Pay TV, which closely align to the issues we see in 
telecommunications services. 

case sTudy 
lAurA’s ComPlAInt

laura contacted us after being unable to 
resolve a dispute over excess internet usage 
charges from her mobile with her provider. 

She told us that when she signed up for a smartphone plan, 
she asked the provider to send her an SMS when she was 
close to reaching her plan limit. This would be easier for her 
than checking an online usage meter. The provider obliged 
and everything went well until one month she didn’t receive 
an SMS and, instead of her usual $150 bill, her provider sent 
an invoice for $1,600. 

Laura told us that the following month she didn’t receive an 
SMS either and her account came to $1,100. With a debt of 
$2,700, she called her provider to find out why the SMS 
warnings had stopped and to try and have some of the 
charges waived as she believed her provider hadn’t done 
enough to alert her about the high bills. 

Her provider gave her a $600 credit but was unable to 
explain why the SMS alerts had stopped. Laura was not 
satisfied with this resolution and called us. After we 
referred the complaint back to her service provider, she was 
offered a further $1,900 credit but the SMS alerts were not 
restored and she continued to receive high bills for another 
two months. 

Laura called us back and we conciliated the complaint. 
During that process, the provider’s complaint handling staff 
told us that the reason why Laura wasn’t receiving an SMS 
was because they couldn’t send an SMS for excess data, only 
for excess calls. They also told us they had talked to Laura 
about ways to check her usage after our initial referral. 
They offered a further credit to resolve the complaint, 
bringing her total account down to $600, which she agreed 
to pay.
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methodology

To provide a worthwhile comparison of complaint numbers between 
postcodes, we have taken into account postcodes with populations 
greater than 1,000 people and where the TIO received more than 100 
complaints. 

Population data was sourced from population data by Postal Area 
(POA) as per the Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011 Census. The TIO 
captures most consumers’ residential postcodes or their place of 
business when we record a new complaint. However, we may not record 
a consumer’s postcode if the complaint was submitted online. 

Postcode information was available for 98.2 per cent of new 
complaints received this year. The remaining 1.8 per cent of complaints 
where the postcode was not captured may result in minor discrepencies 
between the sum of individual states’ complaints and the number of 
new complaints published elsewhere in this report.  

state new complaints %

nsW 60,398 31.7

Vic 56,785 29.8

Qld  34,077 17.9

sa 15,936 8.4

Wa 15,832 8.3

acT 3,203 1.7

Tas 2,883 1.5

nT 1,169 0.6

Top postcodes

Postcode location(s) Complaints (per 
1,000 pop)

3000 melbourne city 24.4

3008 docklands 22.2

5000 adelaide city 21.9

2150 parramatta 21.5

2000 sydney city 20

2015 alexandria 19.6

2045 haberfield 19.4

3754 doreen 19.2

3182 st Kilda 19.1

3061 campbellfield 18.8

 

Geographical trends

Australia wide

Total new complaints to the TIO per state in 2011-12 closely reflected 
state by state populations based on the Australian Bureau of Statistic’s 
2011 census. The three states with the highest number of complaints 
to the TIO were also the most populous: New South Wales was the 
state with the highest number of complaints, followed by Victoria and 
Queensland.

However, in proportion to their population, the states with the highest 
numbers of complaints were Victoria (10.6 complaints per 1,000 
people), South Australia (9.9 complaints per 1,000 people), and ACT 
(8.9 complaints per 1,000 people).

The 10 postcodes with the most complaints per 1,000 people 
concentrated in inner city Victoria, with five postcodes in the top 10 
and New South Wales, with four postcodes in the top 10. In proportion 
to its population, the postcode with the highest number of complaints 
in Australia was 3000, which corresponds to Melbourne City, with 24.4 
complaints per 1,000 people.

Across all states the most complained about issues were in the 
categories of customer service and complaint handling, with consumers 
facing problems about receiving incorrect or inadequate advice by 
customer service staff, and about not having promises actioned by 
their providers once they had made a complaint. 

These issues are symptomatic of other, more substantial issues that are 
also themes in all states – poor mobile phone coverage and disputes 
over high bills. 

 population based on australian bureau of statistics census 
2011. There are some cases where the Tio cannot record a 
consumer’s postcode, therefore we have excluded those 
complaints from this counting.
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south Australia

We received 15,936 new complaints from South Australia. In proportion 
to its population, this represents 9.9 complaints per 1,000 people, and 
makes it the state with the second highest rate of complaints in 
Australia. 

The issues most commonly complained about by South Australians were 
about poor customer service and about service providers not actioning 
their undertakings to resolve a complaint. Underlying these complaints 
were issues were about:

•	 poor	mobile	network	coverage	(2,340	issues)
•	 disputes	about	the	total	amount	of	a	bill	(1,730	issues)
•	 a	failure	by	service	providers	to	give	consumers	another	avenue	of	

recourse by referring them to the TIO if unable to resolve a 
complaint (1,651 issues).

The postcodes with the highest number of complaints per 1,000 people 
were in inner city Adelaide. Adelaide City, with 21.9 complaints per 
1,000 people was also the postcode with the third highest rate of 
complaints per 1,000 people in Australia. Most complaints from 
Adelaide City were driven by issues about the quality of information 
given to a consumer at the point of sale when contracting a service. 

A number of suburbs surrounding the city of Elizabeth, north of 
Adelaide, also featured among the top 10 postcodes with most 
complaints in the state. The main concern of residents in this area was 
mobile phone coverage. 

snapshot – south australia

new complaints Population Complaints per 1,000 
pop

15,936 1,596,570 10

Top postcodes

Postcode location(s) Complaints per 1,000 
pop

5000 adelaide city 21.9

5007 hindmarsh and surrounds 18.1

5115 munno para and surrounds 17.4

5031 mile end and surrounds 14.1

5110 bolivar and surrounds 14

5114 blakeview and surrounds 14

5067 norwood and surrounds 13.4

5096 para hills and surrounds 12.9

5039 melrose park 12.8

5019 semaphore and surrounds 12.7

victoria

We received a total of 56,785 new complaints from Victoria. In 
proportion to its population, this represents 10.6 complaints per 1,000 
people, and makes it the state with the highest number of complaints 
in Australia. 

The issues that were most complained about by Victorians had to do 
with poor customer service, and about service providers not actioning 
their undertakings to resolve a complaint. Underlying these complaints 
were issues were about:

•	 poor	network	coverage	(9,675	issues)
•	 disputes	over	the	total	amount	of	a	bill	(6,543	issues)
•	 the	quality	of	information	given	to	a	consumer	at	the	point	of	sale	

(6,103 issues).

Per 1,000 population, the majority of complaints came from inner city 
Melbourne and suburbs with some recent housing developments such 
as Doreen. Five postcodes in Melbourne feature among the top 10 
postcodes in Australia with the highest rate of complaints per 
population – Melbourne CBD, Docklands, Doreen, St Kilda and 
Campbellfield.

Issues of financial overcommitment were the main driver for 
complaints in Melbourne.  

snapshot – Victoria

new complaints Population Complaints per 1,000 
pop

56,785 5,354,040 10.6

Top postcodes

Postcode location(s) Complaints per 1,000 
pop

3000 melbourne cbd 24.4

3008 docklands 22.2

3754 doreen 19.2

3182 st Kilda 19.1

3061 campbellfield 18.8

3066 collingwood 17.8

3057 brunswick east 17.7

3205 south melbourne 17.4

3004 melbourne 17.1

3181 prahran 16.9

 population based on australian bureau of statistics census 
2011. There are some cases where the Tio cannot record a 
consumer’s postcode, therefore we have excluded those 
complaints from this counting.
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new south wales

The TIO received the most new complaints (60,398) as a whole from 
New South Wales, which is reflective of their population, the largest in 
Australia. However, in proportion to its population, New South Wales 
had the fourth highest rates of complaints in the country, with 8.7 
complaints per 1,000 people. 

The most common issues raised by consumers in New South Wales were 
about poor customer service and service providers not actioning their 
undertakings to resolve a complaint. Underlying these complaints were 
issues were about:

•	 poor	network	coverage	(10,818	issues)
•	 disputes	over	the	total	amount	of	a	bill	(6,586	issues)
•	 the	quality	of	information	given	to	a	consumer	at	the	point	of	sale	

(6,263 issues).

Parramatta (2150) was the postcode with the highest number of 
complaints – 21.5 per 1,000 people. It was also the fourth postcode 
with the most complaints in relation to its population, Australia wide. 
Parramatta had a high incidence of complaints about consumers who 
were credit default listed without proper notification. Customer 
service aside, this was the most prevalent issue.

Postcodes 2171 and 2161, both in the outer west fringe of Sydney, 
were mainly concerned about poor mobile phone coverage. 

snapshot – new south Wales

new complaints Population Complaints per 1,000 
pop

60,398 6,917,656 8.7

Top postcodes

Postcode location(s) Complaints per 1,000 
pop

2150 parramatta 21.5

2000 sydney city 20

2015 alexandria and 
surrounds

19.6

2045 haberfield 19.4

2171 hoxton park and 
surrounds

15.9

2011 potts point and 
surrounds

15.7

2016 redfern 15.6

2481 byron bay and 
surrounds

15.2

2161 guildford and 
surrounds

15.1

2010 darlinghurst 15

Australian Capital territory

We received 3,202 new complaints from the nation’s capital, and the 
third highest rate of complaints per population, with 8.9 complaints 
per 1,000 people. 

The most common issues raised by consumers in ACT were about poor 
customer service and about service providers not actioning their 
undertakings to resolve a complaint. Underlying these complaints were 
issues were about:

•	 poor	mobile	network	coverage	(557	issues)
•	 the	quality	of	information	given	to	a	consumer	at	the	point	of	sale	

(321 issues)
•	 disputes	about	the	total	amount	of	a	bill	(295	issues).

Consumers in Canberra’s outer northern suburbs, particularly the 
suburbs around Gungahlin and Belconnen, complained mostly about 
issues to do with poor coverage. Similar problems were experienced by 
consumers who called us from Canberra’s outer southern suburbs in the 
surrounds of Kambah and along the Murrumbidgee River. 

snapshot – australian capital Territory

new complaints Population Complaints per 1,000 
pop

3,203 357,218 9

Top postcodes

Postcode location(s) Complaints per 1,000 
pop

2914 amaroo and surrounds 10.6

2612 braddon 9.9

2913 ngunnawall and surrounds 9.6

2902 Kambah 9.5

2905 isabella plains and surrounds 9.3

2615 melba and surrounds 8.9

2904 monash and surrounds 8.7

2602 dickson and surrounds 8.6

2617 belconnen and surrounds 8.6

2906 conder and surrounds 8.4

 population based on australian bureau of statistics census 
2011. There are some cases where the Tio cannot record a 
consumer’s postcode, therefore we have excluded those 
complaint from this counting.
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western Australia

We received 15,832 new complaints from consumers in Western 
Australia in 2011-12. In proportion to the state’s population, this 
amounts to seven complaints per 1,000 people. 

The most common issues raised by Western Australian consumers were 
about poor customer service and about service providers not actioning 
their undertakings to resolve a complaint. Underlying these complaints 
were issues were about:

•	 poor	network	coverage	(2,512	issues)
•	 disputes	over	the	total	amount	of	a	bill	(1,872	issues)
•	 high	bills	as	a	result	of	inadequate	spend	management	tools	(1,655	

issues).

The Perth City (postcode 6000), had 18.7 complaints per 1,000 people. 
The most common issue in this area was financial overcommitment due 
to inadequate spend management tools. 

Butler, in Perth’s outer north, was second in the state’s top postcodes 
with 11.9 complaints per 1,000 people. This is an area of population 
growth due to the Brighton Estate development in recent years. The 
most common issue in Butler was mobile phone coverage. 

Baldivis, outside Rockingham, was the third suburb with the most 
complaints. Most of these were also about poor mobile phone 
coverage. 

snapshot – Western australia

new complaints Population Complaints per 1,000 
pop

15,832 2,239,171 7.1

Top postcodes

Postcode location(s) Complaints per 1,000 
pop

6000 perth city 18.7

6036 butler 11.9

6171 baldivis 10.5

6069 The Vines and surrounds 10

6053 bayswater 9.6

6101 east Victoria park 9.6

6061 mirrabooka and surrounds 9.4

6051 maylands 9.1

6065 Wanneroo and surrounds 9

6030 clarkson and surrounds 8.9

Queensland

We received 34,077 new complaints from consumers in Queensland, or 
7.8 per 1,000 people. 

The most common issues raised by Queensland consumers were about 
poor customer service and about service providers not actioning their 
undertakings to resolve a complaint. Underlying these complaints were 
issues were about:

•	 poor	network	coverage	(4,593	issues)
•	 disputes	over	the	total	amount	of	a	bill	(3,903	issues)
•	 the	quality	of	information	given	to	a	consumer	at	the	point	of	sale	

(3,623 issues).

A number of postcodes in the Gold Coast area, including Broadbeach, 
Southport, Burleigh Heads and Surfers Paradise, featured among the 
postcodes where we received the most complaints in Queensland. The 
main issue that drove these complaints was poor mobile coverage. 

snapshot – Queensland

new complaints Population Complaints per 1,000 
pop

34,077 4,332,737 7.9

Top postcodes

Postcode location(s) Complaints per 1,000 
pop

4000 brisbane city 15.6

4217 surfers paradise and surrounds 15.2

4005 new farm 14.8

4101 south brisbane and surrounds 14.8

4218 broadbeach and surrounds 13.9

4215 southport 13.8

4220 burleigh heads 13.6

4053 stafford 13.3

4227 reedy creek 12.8

4210 studio Village 12.8

 population based on australian bureau of statistics census 
2011. There are some cases where the Tio cannot record a 
consumer’s postcode, therefore we have excluded those 
complaints from this counting.
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northern territory

We received the fewest number complaints in Australia from consumers 
in the Northern Territory – 1,169 new complaints. In proportion to its 
population this is a rate of 5.5 complaints per 1,000 people. 

The most common issues raised by consumers in the Northern Territory 
were about poor customer service and about service providers not 
actioning their undertakings to resolve a complaint. Underlying these 
complaints were issues were about:

•	 disputes	over	the	total	amount	of	a	bill	(141	issues)
•	 poor	network	coverage	(137	issues)
•	 the	quality	of	information	given	to	a	consumer	at	the	point	of	sale	

(111 issues).

snapshot – northern Territory

new Complaints Population Complaints per 1,000 
pop

1,169 211,943 5.5

Top postcodes

Postcode location(s) Complaints per 1,000 
pop

0830 palmerston and surrounds 8

0820 stuart park and surrounds 6.7

0810 coconut grove and surrounds 6.6

0870 alice springs and surrounds 5.8

tasmania

We received 2,883 new complaints from Tasmania. In relation to its 
population this is a rate of 5.8 complaints per thousand people – the 
second lowest rate of complaints in Australia. 

The most common issues raised by Tasmanian consumers were about 
poor customer service and about service providers not actioning their 
undertakings to resolve a complaint. Underlying these complaints were 
issues were about:

•	 disputes	over	the	total	amount	of	a	bill	(360	issues)
•	 a	failure	by	a	service	provider	to	give	a	consumer	another	avenue	

of recourse by referring them to the TIO if unable to resolve a 
complaint (269 issues)

•	 the	quality	of	information	given	to	a	consumer	at	the	point	of	sale	
(269 issues)

Hobart was the suburb with the most complaints received per 1,000 of 
population in Tasmania. Aside from issues about customer service, 
consumers in Hobart complained about overcommitment due to 
inadequate spend controls.

The adjacent suburbs of Claremont and Glenorchy, north of Hobart are 
second and third on the list, with 7.1 and 6.8 complaints per 1,000 
people respectively. Disputes over the total amount of a bill were the 
main issues in these two areas aside customer service and complaint 
handling.

In regional Tasmania, we received 5.1 complaints per 1,000 people in 
Devonport. Customer service and complaint handling aside, the issues 
recorded in that area were disputes over the total of bill and 
collections agents pursuing consumers for debts that were in dispute. 

Launceston registered 4.8 complaints per 1,000 people. Mobile phone 
coverage was the main issue mentioned in complaints from that area. 

snapshot – Tasmania

new complaints Population Complaints per 1,000 
pop

2,883 495,351 5.8

Top postcodes

Postcode location(s) Complaints per 1,000

7000 hobart 9.4

7011 claremont and surrounds 7.1

7010 glenorchy and surrounds 6.8

7018 mornington and surrounds 5.2

7310 devonport 5.1

7250 launceston and surrounds 4.8

 population based on australian bureau of statistics census 
2011. There are some cases where the Tio cannot record a 
consumer’s postcode, therefore we have excluded those 
complaints from this counting.
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top 10 service providers

telstra

total 10-11 total 11-112 % Change

new complaints by year  78,949 61,991 -21.5%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter 18,581 19,971 22,506 17,891 15,680 14,203 17,188 14,920 

internet 4,508 4,654 4,934 3,636 3,022 2,803 4,047 3,718 

landline 7,310 8,198 9,189 7,134 6,009 5,183 6,169 5,695 

mobile 6,511 6,840 8,091 6,909 6,470 6,053 6,708 5,243 

mobile premium services 252 279 292 212 179 164 264 264

optus

total 10-11 total 11-12 % Change

new complaints by year 28,323 41,602 46.9%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter 6,571 5,737 6,965 9,050 10,605 10,613 11,122 9,262 

internet 1,074 803 844 1,078 1,262 1,090 1,393 1,291 

landline 1,067 909 1,055 1,119 1,112 1,148 1,370 1,197 

mobile 4,325 3,960 4,993 6,779 8,142 8,262 8,150 6,593 

mobile premium services 105 65 73 74 89 113 209 181 
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vodafone

total 10-11 total 11-12 % Change

new complaints by year 35,563 39,588 11.3%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter 4,184 7,480 14,672 9,227 10,479 10,734 10,514 7,861 

internet 518 670 787 542 608 470 479 495 

mobile 3,606 6,726 13,822 8,590 9,764 10,143 9,867 7,179 

mobile premium services 60 84 63 95 107 121 168 187

vHA (3)

total 10-11 total 11-12 % Change

new complaints by year 19,046 17,314 -9.1%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter 3,895 3,731 5,912 5,508 6,397 5,055 3,913 1,949 

internet 436 338 387 329 473 274 255 137 

mobile 3,396 3,335 5,473 5,135 5,848 4,717 3,599 1,777 

mobile premium services 63 58 52 44 76 64 59 35
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virgin

total 10-11 total 11-12 % Change

new complaints by year 6,142  8,177 33.1%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter 1,488 1,373 1,572 1,709 1,524 1,597 2,520 2,536 

internet 215 169 180 160 110 108 134 152 

landline 63 43 45 19 13 17 23 14

mobile 1,167 1,130 1,335 1,505 1,377  1,453 2,311 2,329 

mobile premium services 43 31 12 25 24 19 52 41

tPG

total 11-12 total 10-11 % Change

new complaints by year 3,662 4,797 -23.7%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter  851  928  1,384  1,049  832  731  958  922 

internet 590 598 885 696 521 450 561 597

landline 103 177 322 232 173 164 267 202

mobile 143 144 170 119 137 113 124 118

mobile premium services 15 9 7 2 1 4 6 5
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Dodo

total 10-11 total 11-12 % Change

new complaints by year  2,966 2,827 -4.7%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter 666 787 790 723 665 648 840 674 

internet 351 392 413 346 320 314 412 318

landline 157 195 181 173 169 181 258 184

mobile 152 197 193 203 175 153 170 171

mobile premium services 6 3 3 1 1 0 0 1

Crazy John’s

total 10-11 total 11-12 % Change

new complaints by year 2,781 2,622 -5.7%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter 501 593 801 886 1,004 566 619 433 

internet 59 64 70 95 81 27 30 37

mobile 428 514 720 775 908 529 566 374

mobile premium services 14 15 11 16 15 10 23 22
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iinet

total 10-11 total 11-12 % Change

new complaints by year 2,974  2,188 -26.4%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter 302 1,094 943 635 502 578 578 530 

internet 181 397 375 276 233 288 271 285

landline 121 596 475 299 231 252 262 207

mobile 0 98 90 60 37 35 38 37

mobile premium services 0 3 3 0 1 3 7 1

Primus

total 10-11 total 11-12 % Change

new complaints by year 1,110 1,055 -5.0%

Jul-sep 10 oct-Dec 10 Jan-mar 11 Apr-Jun 11 Jul-sep 11 oct-Dec 11 Jan-mar 12 Apr-Jun 12

new complaints by quarter 311 249 282 268 264 233 309 249 

internet 141 98 104 123 112 96 121 96

landline 159 138 164 117 135 120 154 124

mobile 11 12 14 28 17 17 33 29

mobile premium services 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
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CoDe DAtA we CAPture

CONFIRMED BREACHES - a confirmed breach is identified during a 
formal investigation (levels 3 and 4 of our process). It is never 
recorded without giving the service provider a reasonable 
opportunity to respond with evidence and its own version of events. 
The TIO Officer assesses the service provider’s response and any 
other information in the complaint, before making a decision as to 
whether a particular code clause has been breached.

POSSIBLE CODE ISSUES – these are generally recorded during Referral 
and Conciliation (Levels 1 and 2), where the claims of the consumer 
indicate that a code compliance problem might exist.

Complaints by service provider

Detailed complaint statistics for providers that had 25 or more new 
complaints in 2011-12 can be viewed and downloaded on our Annual 
Report website as Excel spreadsheets. Available spreadsheets are:

· New complaints by providers with more than 25 new complaints
· Investigations by providers with more than 25 new complaints
· Issues in new complaints by providers with more than 25 

complaints
· Issues in investigations by providers with more than 25 complaints

 These can be accessed at www.tio.com.au/annualreport in the 
“Downloads” section.

Issues by category

Detailed statistics of all issues recorded by the TIO in 2011-12 can be 
viewed and downloaded from our Annual Report website as Excel 
spreadsheets. Available spreadsheets are:

· Issues in new complaints
· Issues in investigations

 These can be accessed at www.tio.com.au/annualreport in the 
“Downloads” section.

report on industry codes

Industry Codes are rules identified by the telecommunications industry 
as the benchmarks of best practice. The TIO is conferred the power to 
receive, conciliate and investigate the resolution of complaints and to 
report on complaints under a number of industry codes that have been 
formally registered by the Australian Communications and Media 
Authority (ACMA). During 2011-12, the industry codes most commonly 
considered by the TIO were the Telecommunications Consumer 
Protections Code 2007 (TCP Code) and the Mobile Premium Services 
Code 2007 (MPS Code).

Confirmed code breaches in 2011-12

The TIO recorded 1,146 confirmed code breaches during 2011-12, a 
drop of 75 per cent from the previous financial year. A key reason for 
the decrease is that more TIO cases are being resolved via conciliation, 
and are not escalated to a TIO investigation, where the TIO 
investigates and records code breaches. This decrease may not 
necessarily reflect improved code compliance within the 
telecommunications industry.

The TIO recorded confirmed code breaches in relation to 62 different 
service providers during 2011-12. More than 85 per cent of these 
confirmed breaches related to only 10 service providers.

Of the 1,146 confirmed breaches recorded, 1,133 (98.87 per cent) 
relate to the TCP Code. Almost half the confirmed breaches concerned 
compliance with the complaint handling provisions of the TCP Code 
(548 confirmed breaches), while credit management related TCP Code 
provisions accounted for another 18 per cent (200 confirmed 
breaches). Billing chapter provisions of the TCP Code accounted for 13 
per cent (147 confirmed breaches).

Confirmed tCP Code breaches – by chapter

tCP Code breaches by clause – top 5 issues

Clause Descriptions Confirmed 
Code 

breaches

9.2.5 a provider must seek to resolve a complaint at 
first contact, and where this is not possible the 
complaint must be finalised within 30 days or as 
soon as practicable in all the circumstances.

144

3.2.1 The information that the provider gives to a 
consumer must be accurate, relevant, current 
and timely.

142

9.1.1(f) providers must record, action and monitor the 
undertakings they make to resolve consumer 
complaints.

142

9.1.1(d) a provider must have adequate resources with 
the authority to resolve complaints and achieve 
outcomes.

115

6.4.1 providers must both ensure and be able to verify 
and demonstrate that their billing is accurate.

86

Customer
transfer
(Ch 8) 1%

Prices, terms 
and conditions
(Ch 4) 6.1%

General rules
(Ch 3) 13.8%

Billing (Ch 6) 13%

Billing  (Ch 6)  34%

General rules
(Ch 3) 17.5%

Customer transfer
(Ch 6)  1.2%

Credit management  
(Ch 7)  16.9%

Complaint handling
(Ch 9) 22%

Consumer
contracts
(Ch 5) 1.5%

Prices, terms 
and conditions
(Ch 4) 7.2%

Complaint handling
(Ch 9) 48.4%

Credit management
(Ch 7)  17.7%

Consumer contracts
(Ch 5) 0.2%

chapters relevant to confirmed Tcp code breaches

CoDe CHAnGes

The TCP Code 2007 was replaced by a new Code on 1 September 2012. 
The MPS Code 2009 was replaced by a new code on 1 June 2012.
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Possible code issues in 2011-12

In 2011-12, the TIO recorded 438,406 possible code issues. Possible 
code issues are instances where, based on the consumer’s account of a 
complaint, we identify that there may have been a breach of a code. 

We recorded possible code issues in relation to 356 different service 
providers, but more than 94 per cent of those can be attributed to 
only 10 providers.

Of all possible code issues, 98 per cent concerned compliance with the 
TCP Code, most commonly related to the Billing and Complaint 
Handling chapters in the code. 

Possible tCP Code issues by clause – top 5 issues

Clause Descriptions Possible 
Code 

issues 

3.2.1 The information that a provider gives to a 
consumer must be accurate, relevant, current and 
timely.

73,735

6.4.1 providers must both ensure and be able to verify 
and demonstrate that their billing is accurate.

57,148

9.1.1(f) providers must record, action and monitor the 
undertakings they make to resolve consumer 
complaints.

44,394

6.4.2 bills must contain enough information for a 
consumer to be able to verify that charges are 
consistent with the agreed upon contracted 
prices and discounts.

24,352

6.3.2(e) bills issued by a provider must include a 
description of the charges and credits being 
billed, including third party charges.

21,559

looking ahead

A future of new technologies and a robust, consumer-focused industry 
code of practice will set the pace for the future at the TIO. 

In effect since 1 September 2012, the new TCP Code promises to be a 
safety net for consumers in a wide range of issues that have been the 
subject of much public debate over the last year. Stronger 
requirements for service providers to disclose information in 
advertising and at the point of sale, timely and effective alerts to help 
people manage their spending, and clearer standards on complaint 
handling are some of the features that will benefit consumers. 

The TIO is working to ensure our staff have a close understanding of 
the new Code and that our systems are in place to report on the types 
of complaints we receive as they relate to these new rules for best 
practice in the industry. We will be closely monitoring the industry’s 
implementation of the Code and where necessary, liaising directly with 
service providers or the regulator to assist them to make these 
protections a reality. 

Converged technologies are fast evolving thanks to the growth of 
mobile devices and network improvements. M-commerce is already a 
reality in Australia and an area with potential of overlap for the 
finance and telecommunications industries. Thousands of transactions 
can be made, from shopping to banking via electronic apps, SMS, 
social networks or Near Field Communications-enabled handsets, 
converting a phone into a virtual wallet. 

With more of these services on offer, and in such a competitive 
market, there will be challenges around the way that the services are 
marketed and added on to the mobile phone plans of the future. How 
to deal – and who should deal – with any complaints that arise from 
M-Commerce related services is something that we are in the process 
of exploring with other Ombudsman services.

The National Broadband Network (NBN) is one of the biggest and most 
ambitious infrastructure projects ever undertaken in Australia. The 
NBN is moving beyond test sites to a full scale rollout across Australia 
that will take some 10 years. We are closely monitoring the progress of 
the NBN as it becomes the standard for telecommunications 
connections and the implications it may have for consumers. 

We are carefully planning the best strategy to future proof the TIO to 
make sure that our services remain relevant to the community in the 
midst of this constant industry evolution. An expanded vision with an 
organisational structure that will help deliver this strategy is under 
way, focusing on continuous internal improvement and becoming an 
expert voice about the telecommunications industry in Australia. 

Customer
transfer
(Ch 8) 1%

Prices, terms 
and conditions
(Ch 4) 6.1%

General rules
(Ch 3) 13.8%

Billing (Ch 6) 13%

Billing  (Ch 6)  34%

General rules
(Ch 3) 17.5%

Customer transfer
(Ch 6)  1.2%

Credit management  
(Ch 7)  16.9%

Complaint handling
(Ch 9) 22%

Consumer
contracts
(Ch 5) 1.5%

Prices, terms 
and conditions
(Ch 4) 7.2%

Complaint handling
(Ch 9) 48.4%

Credit management
(Ch 7)  17.7%

Consumer contracts
(Ch 5) 0.2%

possible Tcp code issues – by chapter
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Awareness of tIo services

In 2011-12, we raised awareness of our services among consumers 
through our publications, a new website and the TIO’s first ever online 
annual report.

resilient Consumers

In August 2011 we launched the Resilient Consumers report, which 
highlighted the repeated and time consuming attempts of consumers 
to try to resolve problems with their service providers. The report 
highlighted the need for simpler complaint processes, better training 
for customer service staff, and proper records of complaints and 
resolutions agreed to. The report received extensive media coverage, 
with a potential cumulative national audience of 10.5 million. 

tIo talks

We published three editions of our consumer and stakeholder 
publication, TIO Talks. Launched in December 2011, February 2012 and 
June 2012, TIO Talks featured stories on our research on trends and 
systemic issues in the telecommunications industry, the kinds of issues 
consumers can make a complaint about and our work in the community. 

Some of the topics we highlighted include:

•	 Small businesses and the TIO. We outlined the results of our 
research into the increasing numbers, issues and complexity of 
small business complaints, which led us to redefine our criteria for 
what constitutes a small businesses for a more flexible approach. 
The information was widely reported, increasing awareness about 
our service among this important section of the Australian 
economy. 

•	 Misleading telemarketing practices. We brought attention to our 
systemic investigations into misleading telemarketing practices. A 
number of telcos have engaged in a practice where they contact 
consumers implying that they are calling from the consumers’ 
existing providers and mislead them into agreeing to transfer their 
services. We explained consumers’ rights if they had been affected, 
our work with providers to prevent this issue from continuing, and 
provided advice for consumers in case they receive one of such 
telemarketing calls.

•	 A new vision for TIO. We discussed expanding our vision and roles 
beyond dispute resolution to include contributing to improvements 
in customer service and complaint handling in the 
telecommunications industry. The change was the first step of a 
wider strategic planning for the TIO. 

mAnY wAYs to ContACt us

The TIO tries to make sure that our services are accessible to all 
Australians by offering a multitude of ways to contact us. Consumers 
can contact us by phone, email, fax, letter, in person or through our 
online complaint form. 

In 2011-12 we made ourselves even more accessible by working 
together with the National Relay Service to make it easy for people 
who are deaf, or have a hearing or speech impairment to contact us. 
Our staff received deafness awareness training to better understand 
and respond to the needs of those consumers.

We also continue to offer information in 31 languages other than 
English and free access to interpreters and translators to any 
consumer that may need them. 

first online annual report

Last year’s annual report, published in November 2011, was the TIO’s 
first as a micro-website. The use of a micro -website substantially 
increased the accessibility of online annual report information, and 
reduced the environmental impacts associated with substantial 
numbers of paper copies.

The report showed that 2010-11 was the busiest year on record for the 
TIO, with 197,682 new complaints received. We highlighted emerging 
trends associated with credit management and the increasing use of 
smartphones. The annual report launch was the most widely covered 
since the TIO’s inception in 1993. It is estimated that the coverage of 
the launch reached a potential cumulative audience of 16.2 million 
people via 300 news items. 

Accessibility
A new website

The TIO launched a new, more intuitive, accessible and functional 
website on 16 September 2011. 

Developed with usability as one of its key features, the new  
www.tio.com.au has a mobile-friendly version and contains text and 
video information in more than 30 languages including Auslan. It is 
easy to navigate, thanks to a two-level, colour coded navigation and 
sections tailored to different audiences. 

The new website provides a better experience for users by allowing 
them to get the information they want faster and within fewer clicks, 
instead of disengaging with the website in favour of other 
communication channels. 

The rate of people accessing the website on a mobile device increased 
by almost 120 per cent. Visits from mobile devices accounted for 13 
per cent of all visits to our web site in 2011-12, compared to 6 per 
cent in the previous year. 

2010-11 2011-12

632,961 Visits 638,408

3.56 pages per visit 3.17

3 min 47 sec average visit duration 3 min 40 sec

59.96% new visitor 62.36%

40.04% returning visitor 37.64%

43.29% bounce rate 36.53%

38,348 mobile visits 84,321

enGAGement
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Community engagement

The TIO’s outreach program helps ensure that we are accessible to all 
Australians, especially people who are beyond the reach of traditional 
news media, and also informs us of important developments that are 
occurring in particular communities. 

In 2011-12, TIO officers reached out to consumers at 102 events across 
all states. Indigenous and culturally and linguistically diverse 
consumers (CALD) were the focus of our outreach efforts during the 
year. 

consumers in financial hardship

In November 2011, we facilitated a forum between consumer 
representatives, financial counsellors, regulators and 
telecommunications service providers, to discuss financial hardship 
policies in the telecommunications industry. About 25 people 
discussed how telecommunications debt was affecting people in 
hardship and possible ways that this could be alleviated. The forum 
has resulted in a continuing dialogue which is working on the 
development of a common hardship policy for the telecommunications 
industry. 

A first this year was our attendance at financial counsellors’ 
conferences in all states except the Northern Territory and Tasmania, 
and sponsorship of the national financial counsellors’ conference in 
Melbourne.

culturally and linguistically diverse australians

Cultural and language barriers may mean that people who are newly 
arrived in Australia need extra assistance accessing the TIO. We 
publish our information in a variety of languages and invite consumers 
to contact us by using the telephone interpreter service. 

We also undertook a series of activities to reach out to CALD 
communities, particularly refugees who have recently arrived here. 
These activities took us to migrant resource centres in every state 
capital and also to Cairns.

Thanks to the help of the Footscray Community Legal Service, the TIO, 
in partnership with other Melbourne-based ombudsman services, 
continued its participation in Bring Your Bills days throughout the 
western suburbs of Melbourne. During these visits, we spoke directly 
to people about their telecommunications complaints, and lodged 
matters on their behalf with the information we gathered. We ensured 
that the people we spoke to were aware of our services and we 
provided information that would equip them with the knowledge to 
resolve their current complaints and ways, to prevent any further 
issues occurring.

indigenous australians

In August 2011, we visited Darwin and Alice Springs to speak to 
Indigenous community legal centres about some of the issues their 
clients faced. Community members told us of cases where people on 
low incomes and with little financial literacy had been sold post-paid 
mobile phone plans with the potential to lead them into big debts. 
Despite limited mobile coverage by some providers in central Australia, 
some Indigenous consumers told us about being sold plans with the 
assurance that their new phone would work in their community. When 
they discovered that they did not have coverage, it was difficult in 
some cases to get a resolution.

In late 2011 the TIO used the information gained in discussions with 
intermediary agencies that work with Aboriginal clients during an 
outreach visit to the Northern Territory to inform a submission made 
to the Regional Telecommunications Review.  

View a full calendar of events in 2011-12. (Appendix 1, page 41)

A calendar of future events is available on our website.

mIrJAnA JovetIC 
CommunICAtIons mAnAGer

Time at the TIO: two years 

I was attracted to working at the TIO because 
telecommunications is something that everyone relates to. 
Mobiles and internet are part of just about everyone’s life 
these days and are essential services in so many ways.

The telecommunications industry is constantly changing and 
it’s important the TIO keeps up and reflects new technology 
in our own workplace. Launching a new website, exploring 
how to use social media to be more accessible, introducing a 
Wiki-based intranet and live webcasting of our Annual Report 
launch are great parts of my job. 

I’ve learned so much, not least that the TIO is not just about 
telecommunications. It’s about people from all walks of life 
and some in truly difficult circumstances.

The passion with which TIO staff help consumers resolve  
their issues and uphold the independence of an Ombudsman’s 
office never ceases to amaze me. It’s a true pleasure  
of the job. 

But I think the greatest reward is when I meet someone new 
and hear a much-repeated refrain: “You work at the TIO?  
I have called them before. They are great!”
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Industry engagement
The TIO is committed to being accessible to service providers as well 
as consumers. To ensure this is the case, we embarked on several 
projects throughout 2011-12 to create an environment where providers, 
as members of the scheme, can be kept informed of news from the TIO 
and have an opportunity to provide feedback.

Account management model

We introduced an account management model to our Industry 
Engagement (formerly Member Communications) team to give service 
providers a single point of contact at the TIO for any information 
needs and as an avenue for feedback. Those service providers that 
have regular interactions with us were assigned a dedicated adviser. 

ombudsman roadshow

Almost 150 service providers attended briefings held in five cities in 
March 2012 by Ombudsman Simon Cohen and Deputy Ombudsman Diane 
Carmody. These briefings provided detailed information about our 
improvements in complaint resolution, and provided an opportunity for 
service providers to put their feedback directly to the Ombudsman. 

mnews

Our website contains a section tailored to service providers, which 
includes MNews, a blog-style news section which we regularly use to 
keep service providers informed on changes within the TIO. 

our membership

The TIO is a compulsory, industry-based Ombudsman service. Under the 
provisions of the Telecommunications (Consumer Protection and Services 
Standards) Act 1999, if a company or business wishes to participate in 
the telecommunications industry in Australia it must also become a 
member of the TIO.

At the end of the 2011-12 financial year there were 1,221 members of 
the scheme, seven more than in 2011-12. 

See Appendix 3 (page 41) for a list of TIO members as at 30 June. 

A list of current TIO members is available on our website and in 
Appendix 2 (page 43).

Government and regulation
The TIO makes submissions to regulators and other agencies about 
trends in dispute resolution within the telecommunications industry. 

Through our submissions we provide expert information to different 
government and industry inquiries about the ways in which issues, 
legislation or codes of practice can and do affect telecommunications 
consumers. 

In 2011-12 we made 12 public submissions, ranging from feedback to 
proposed industry codes to submissions to inquiries about debt 
collection issues and regional consumers. 

Highlights

The most comprehensive submissions we made this year were: 

Telecommunications consumer protections (Tcp) code draft

We presented an extensive submission in response to the draft TCP 
Code released for public comment by the industry’s peak body, 
Communications Alliance in October 2011. In it, we stressed the 
importance of the TCP Code for all sectors of the industry, highlighting 

leIGH’s ComPlAInt

leigh contacted us about a problem 
cancelling a wireless internet account. 

Leigh was unhappy with his internet provider as he had 
received a high bill for excess data usage. He had made a 
complaint to the provider and managed to have a $900 bill 
reduced to an amount that he considered more reasonable. 
He told us that, after he paid that the reduced amount, he 
requested to have the service cancelled, which the provider 
agreed to, asking him to return the USB stick “if he could”. 
He stated that this made him believe that he didn’t have to 
send the USB stick back, and he contracted a service with 
another provider. 

Several months later he noticed that his account was being 
direct debited by the provider. He contacted them and they 
said that the reason he was still being billed was because 
his service hadn’t been cancelled, which he disputed and 
was unable to resolve. 

After our initial referral of the complaint, the provider told 
Leigh they would continue to bill him because he hadn’t 
returned the USB stick, filled a cancellation order form 
which was sent to him, or paid an early termination fee. 
Leigh was dissatisfied with this outcome because, as he told 
us, the provider hadn’t sent a cancellation form or expressly 
asked him to return the USB stick. 

During conciliation, Leigh and the provider were unable to 
agree about the cancellation. The provider claimed they had 
told Leigh there would be an early termination fee, and that 
he needed to return the USB stick and fill out a cancellation 
order, whereas Leigh claimed he hadn’t been told this. 

To clarify the situation, we asked the provider to send 
information that supported their claim. They sent through a 
voice recording that showed that Leigh had been clearly 
advised of the steps he needed to take to cancel his service, 
which included returning the USB and the form, as well as 
paying an early termination fee of $150. The recording also 
showed that Leigh had agreed to these steps. 

As a way of resolving the complaint, the provider offered to 
settle for the charges it had been direct debiting Leigh 
since his initial cancellation request – $140 – in lieu of an 
early termination fee. Given the circumstances, we believed 
this was a reasonable resolution. Leigh accepted the 
resolution and we finalised the complaint.
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the strengths of the revised code, including the removal of the word 
“cap” and new rules around clearer pricing information for new 
consumers. Our recommendations included: 

•	 Improving	the	structure	and	consistency	of	the	draft	to	make	the	
overall document more accessible and easy to understand.

•	 Making	the	language	of	the	Code	more	simple	to	ensure	its	
accessibility for a wider audience.

•	 Providing	more	specific	advice	about	the	functions	and	structure	
of the Code’s proposed compliance body, Communications 
Compliance, as the constituent documents were not a part of the 
Code itself. 

regional telecommunications review 

We provided an analysis of the number and types of complaints most 
commonly received from regional and remote Australia in response to 
the Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital 
Economy’s (DBCDE) enquiry into regional telecommunications. Among 
the challenges faced by regional and remote residents as 
telecommunications consumers, we listed distance, a lack of awareness 
of rights and limited information on new technologies. We also 
highlighted some concerning issues faced by Indigenous consumers, 
who come to us with multiple issues of financial overcommitment, 
billing, debt collection and credit management. Our recommendations 
included: 

•	 Consider	placing	special	obligations	on	service	providers	who	
promote their services in remote areas to have systems in place to 
ensure cultural awareness among staff about Indigenous 
communities and issues, and implementing appropriate financial 
hardship policies as a result of the concerning financial hardship 
issues faced by Indigenous consumers who have used our services. 

•	 More	education	to	young	people	and	community	workers	in	
regional and remote areas to ensure awareness of their rights and 
avenues of recourse where they may be unable to resolve 
complaints with their provider. 

debt collection harmonisation regulation options 

This paper, proposed by the Consumer Affairs Forum (formerly 
Ministerial Council on Consumer Affairs), sought to understand the 
current models of debt collection regulation in different states and 
territories in order to develop a consistent regulation in Australia by 
the end of 2012. We highlighted the issues in debt collection practices 
in the telecommunications industry as evidenced by complaints we 
receive, like debt collectors that continue to pursue debts that are in 
dispute or have been paid; debt collectors using harsh, harassing or 
offensive methods to recover payments; and default listings over debts 
in dispute or that have been paid. The paper proposed options that 
may be pursued for a harmonised approach to regulating debt 
collection practices. We supported those options that included:

•	 Licensing,	code	of	conduct	and	complaint	handling	rules	that	
would not duplicate or conflict with other regulatory frameworks, 
providing clarity to consumers and providers about rights and 
obligations, and best industry practice guidelines. 

•	 Requirements	for	debt	collectors	to	provide	more	information	to	
consumers about the debt, consequences of failing to pay, what to 
do if a debt is disputed and recourse to independent avenues of 
redress.

•	 Education	and	training	to	staff	to	increase	their	awareness	of	the	
impact that debt collection can have on consumers. 

list of submissions 

See page 51 (Appendix 3) for a full list of submissions made by  
TIO in 2011-12.

PHIllIP moneY  
CommunItY relAtIons mAnAGer

Time at TIO: eight years

My role involves principally working with vulnerable and 
disadvantaged consumers to tell them about the TIO’s 
existence and also to provide them with the means of access 
to the TIO.

Because it’s difficult to engage with all consumers 
effectively on a one-on-one basis we have to prioritise 
which consumers we have to reach out to. Therefore it is the 
view of the organisation that the consumers we should 
engage with are vulnerable and disadvantaged.

What I most like about my role is that I can hear people’s 
stories directly from them. After years of going through 
spreadsheets with complaints, the discussions I’ve had with 
consumers have brought these complaints to life. 

A common theme I’ve found in those discussions about 
people’s complaints is that they end up in trouble because 
they don’t seem to understand what they’ve got themselves 
into. A good example was from a Burmese woman who spoke 
at the hardship forum the TIO facilitated this year. She said 
a lot of Burmese people spend years in refugee camps 
before coming to Australia, and don’t have much experience 
of mobile phones. From that, they come into a situation 
where they’re offered very sophisticated technology that 
can run up a large amount of credit in a short time. 

The hardship forum we facilitated this year is one of the 
personal highlights of my role. I felt that we reached some 
common goals between community, government and 
industry quite quickly, and that was really quite rewarding. 

It has been an enormous privilege to have had my horizons 
widened and expanded in this role.
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staff overview

In 2011-12 staff numbers stabilised in comparison to the previous year, 
when a sharp increase in complaints caused the TIO to address demand 
by hiring more staff. As at 30 June 2012, we had 264 employees, of 
which 52 per cent are male and 48 per cent are female. The majority of 
our workforce (81 per cent) works full time. 

new teams

Some new teams were created to assist in delivering the TIO strategy 
for 2012-15, in accordance to our vision and roles. These teams will 
allow us to put in place continuous improvement practices to our 
systems, develop our staff’s skills, better engage with our 
stakeholders, ensure the quality of our work and contribute to 
improved complaint handling in the telecommunications industry.

tIo organisational structure

Our organisational chart can be viewed on Appendix 4 (page 52).

wellness program

Our People and Development team organises a year-long program of 
wellness activities for our staff. These are aimed at helping them 
maintain their physical and mental wellbeing by promoting healthy 
eating, physical activity, budgeting, healthy relationships and keeping 
their health in check. Some of the activities done this year included:

•	 Hearing	health	tests
•	 Quit	smoking	seminars
•	 10,000	Steps	Challenge
•	 Healthy	eating	cooking	demonstrations
•	 Budgeting	workshops	
•	 WorkHealth	consultations

brenDAn’s ComPlAInt

brendan contacted us about a debt which 
was assigned to his name in error.

Brendan told us that two years ago, he went to a provider’s 
shop to sign up for a new mobile phone plan and was told it 
was not possible because he had an outstanding internet 
bill of $430. He told them that he didn’t have a computer at 
home, let alone an internet service. 

The provider acknowledged it was an error in their system, 
promised Brendan they would rectify it and signed him up 
for his plan. He used his mobile phone for some months 
until it was suddenly suspended. Brendan contacted his 
provider to find out the reason for the suspension, as he 
had been paying his bills on time. The provider advised him 
of the outstanding $430 internet debt, which again was 
acknowledged as an error that would be fixed. Brendan told 
us that after that, his phone was suspended a number of 
times for the same error and each time the provider assured 
him it would be rectified. Eventually, his phone stopped 
being suspended and Brendan assumed the error had finally 
been fixed. 

Near the end of his contract, he decided to continue with 
his provider and upgrade his plan. However, the provider 
said it was unable to make the upgrade until he paid an 
outstanding amount of $430, which had been referred to a 
collections agency. 

During our conciliation of Brendan’s complaint, the service 
provider discovered that the reason why Brendan had no 
knowledge of the wrong debt was because the internet 
service had been connected by a third person on his 
account, who Brendan identified as his ex-girlfriend. The 
collections agency had also sent a bill to Brendan’s previous 
address. 

The service provider waived the incorrect debt and 
confirmed that the collections agency had not placed a 
credit default listing against his name. The provider 
upgraded Brendan to the plan he wanted.

orGAnIsAtIon 
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strategic planning

The TIO began a comprehensive strategy planning process in the 
second half of 2011. 

This process included extensive staff consultations, and close 
consideration of the views of stakeholders about what will be 
important to ensure the TIO is successful in coming years. We 
canvassed what the vision, roles and values of the TIO should be to 
allow us to adapt to the substantial changes in the 
telecommunications industry, regulation and consumer demand for our 
services.

The new vision, roles and three year strategy were announced in June 
2012, and an organisational restructure is underway to align all TIO 
business units with our new strategies. 

our new vision

Our vision is to deliver an exceptional telecommunications dispute 
resolution service for consumers, service providers and the Australian 
community. We aim to contribute to better customer service and 
complaint handling within the telecommunications industry. 

our roles

The TIO plays four main roles in the Australian telecommunications 
industry:

Resolving disputes: the TIO’s first and primary role is to provide a 
dispute resolution service that is accessible, independent, fair, 
efficient, responsive and effective.

Improving telecommunications services: the TIO assists 
telecommunications service providers and their industry to improve 
their services to consumers, through identifying systemic issues and 
engaging with industry representatives. 

Being an independent voice: the TIO is an independent and expert 
voice about matters affecting telecommunications consumers. We 
provide information and analysis to government and industry, and 
reach out to the community. 

Leading by example: the TIO is innovative, adaptable, collaborative, 
responsive, resilient and forward thinking. We value very highly the 
work of our people and support their ongoing knowledge and skill 
development.

mArCo’s ComPlAInt

marco called us about being default listed for 
a $1,900 phone account he claimed he had 
no knowledge of.

He told us that he only became aware of the default listing 
when he applied for a mortgage, which was rejected on the 
grounds of having a bad credit rating. He claimed he had 
never received notification from his provider about the 
default and he had been living at the same address for the 
last two years. 

After our initial referral of his complaint, the service 
provider told him that the default listing was accurate and 
would not be removed. Marco was dissatisfied with this 
outcome and contacted us again. 

When we conciliated the complaint, we got in touch with 
Marco’s service provider, which showed us records of their 
correspondence and dealings with him. That correspondence 
showed that Marco had been sent a letter advising him of 
the debt. The records also showed that he had responded to 
this by contacting the service provider to negotiate a 
payment arrangement of $150 per fortnight. 

The provider’s records showed that Marco had honoured the 
payments for the first three fortnights of the arrangement 
and then did not make any more payments for five months. 
The provider then sent him a notification that he would be 
default listed, and Marco began to make payments after the 
default listing notice had been issued.

After assessing this information, we came to the decision 
that Marco’s provider had followed the appropriate credit 
management steps in the lead up to the default listing. 
Marco had been aware of the debt, had organised a payment 
arrangement that he didn’t adhere to and as a consequence, 
was default listed. 

Marco accepted the outcome and we closed the complaint. 
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A new complaint handling system

On 1 May 2012, following two years of intensive planning and 
implementation, the TIO transferred to a new complaint handling 
system, RADaR. A significant update to our infrastructure, RADaR is 
designed to deliver greater efficiency and effectiveness in the TIO’s 
day to day operations.

RADaR replaces a complaints management system that was more than a 
decade old, and is based on Resolve software, which is used by most 
other Ombudsman offices in Australia. RADaR provides a complete 
complaint record for every dealing, and has allowed the TIO to move to 
a largely paperless record system. RADaR automates some of our 
current administrative tasks, and will in due course provide additional 
scope for data analysis, which will give increased reporting and trend 
analysis capacity.

RADaR’s infrastructure addresses the needs of the TIO in a dynamic 
telecommunications industry, and ensures the TIO is well-placed to 
address forecast consumer demand for the Ombudsman’s services. 

sImon mCKenzIe  
InDustrY enGAGement mAnAGer

Time at TIO: eight years

My role involves working with service providers, which are the 
members of the scheme, to act as a point of contact with the 
TIO and exchange information about different issues that may 
have an impact on complaints. 

The role provides me with a great deal of insight into the 
telecommunications industry, which is so dynamic and has 
such a variety of business models and people. It gives me an 
opportunity to work with providers to assist them to resolve 
complaints, provide fair outcomes to their customers and to 
review their practices where necessary. 

It’s quite rewarding from the point of view that it’s wider than 
one complaint. Working in investigations I used to deal with 
isolated matters whereas in Industry Engagement I’ve had the 
chance to present to organisations at team level, provide 
training and analysis to senior management and promote 
information and knowledge exchange at the company level as 
well as individual. 

I like meeting provider representatives and learning about 
their businesses, as well as the challenges they face in 
providing a good customer experience in an industry that is 
constantly changing and is very competitive. The industry 
provides a widely loved and adopted suite of products and 
services, so it’s relevant to just about every Australian who 
wants to communicate, pretty much 100 per cent of the 
population. 

We’ve been able to provide our experience and advice to 
growing companies about the different issues that others 
before them have encountered when expanding into offering 
different products and services. It has been rewarding to see 
providers that have taken advantage of our offer of training 
experience rapid growth without too much disruption to their 
business due to complaints. 

I’m studying Law at the moment with the assistance of the TIO 
and that has really helped, on top my Commerce and 
Management background developed in service industries, to 
add a legal understanding of the telecommunications industry 
and how consumer issues may be tied to the movement of 
assets, product launches, restructures, mergers and 
acquisitions or insolvencies. It has given me the knowledge to 
assist companies to come to terms with operational issues that 
have an impact on the consumer experience. 
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reviewing the tIo 

KPmG review

The TIO’s Articles of Association require us to conduct regular and 
independent reviews of the organisation. The TIO Board commissioned 
consultancy firm KPMG to conduct such a review in December 2010, 
and its report was presented to the Board in June 2011.

KPMG’s review was broadly very positive, recognising that we are 
meeting the benchmarks for alternative dispute resolution bodies 
originally set by the then Department of Industry Science and Tourism 
(DIST) and embraced by the Australian and New Zealand Ombudsman 
Association (ANZOA).  

The review noted the changes facing the telecommunications industry, 
such as convergence, the increasing rate of mobile services and the 
National Broadband Network (NBN). All of these things mean that the 
TIO may face increased demand and complexity, as well as greater 
government and consumer attention. 

The KPMG report recommended operational changes to increase the 
accessibility of the TIO, and our capacity to respond to variable 
complaint demand. The report also recommended a more strategic 
orientation and structured planning process to drive continual TIO 
improvement. Since the report the TIO has completed a thorough 
review of our Vision, roles and strategy, encapsulating many of the 
recommendations of KPMG in the various strategic priorities (See 
Strategic Planning). 

KPMG also made observations and recommendations concerning the 
TIO’s governance structure. Subsequently, both the current Board and 
Council have indicated that the TIO should move toward the adoption 
of a unitary governance structure. Work has commenced, through a 
transition committee of industry and consumer representatives, for 
developing and designing long-term governance arrangements, 
including an implementation plan. 

the DbCDe’s inquiry into reform of the tIo 

 The Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital 
Economy (DBCDE) reported on its inquiry into reform of the TIO in May 
2012. The report followed the ACMA’s Reconnecting the Customer Inquiry 
report, which included recommendations about the governance 
arrangements and systemic investigation procedures of the TIO.

The DBCDE report found that the TIO has and continues to provide 
high quality dispute resolution services despite surges in complaints. 
However, to better prepare the TIO for future complaint surges and a 
more complex telecommunications industry, the report made a number 
of recommendations to enhance our role. These include:

•	 increase	compliance	incentives	for	service	providers	to	work	with	
the TIO

•	 improve	public	reporting,	including	about	non-compliance,	
additional complaint metrics and the TIO’s own performance

•	 widen	the	definition	of	systemic	issues,	and	increase	the	reporting	
of our work in this area

•	 assist	service	providers	to	improve	their	own	dispute	resolution	
practices

•	 review	our	dual	governance	structure	(Board	and	Council)	to	adopt	
a unitary model.

The operational recommendations have been considered in developing 
our 2012-15 Strategy. Those recommendations that suggest changes  
to the TIO Constitution are currently under consideration by the  
TIO Council.

PetrA JAnKulovsKI 
ConCIlIAtIon mAnAGer

Time at the TIO: 1.5 years

My role involved implementing a conciliation process at the 
TIO. I was attracted to the role because I love dispute 
resolution. I’ve always enjoyed focusing on resolutions and 
conciliation really helps any issues move quickly towards a 
resolution. 

My background is in social work and counselling. I majored 
in solution-focused therapy, which is a method that 
concentrates on solutions and not problems to create 
outcomes for the parties involved. I have experience in 
family counselling. 

The thing that attracted me to Ombudsman schemes in 
particular was independence. It’s also very diverse – after 
implementing the process there was ongoing coaching and 
mentoring that needed to be done, not only with staff and 
managers, but also with service providers. 

A personal highlight was seeing closure times reduce. When 
I started at the TIO, the average closure time was 54 days, 
and now it’s 21 days. That’s a great achievement for 
everyone. 
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enterprise bargaining

In late 2011, the TIO received a request from some employees to begin 
bargaining for an enterprise agreement. To ensure that this was the 
view of the majority of staff a ballot was conducted by the Australian 
Electoral Commission in December 2011. 

A majority of employees supported the request for bargaining, and the 
TIO agreed to the request in January 2012. Negotiations are currently 
underway, with both employees and the TIO presenting their positions 
in a series of meetings. The bargaining process should be concluded 
during 2012-13. 

sYstemIC CAse stuDY 
tPG Internet’s orAl wAIvers 
unDer tHe CsG stAnDArD

The Customer Service Guarantee Standard (CSG) is legislation 
that sets out the minimum standard times in which a service 
provider must connect or repair a fault on a landline service. 
It also gives consumers the right, if these times are not 
met, to be compensated for a delay. In certain 
circumstances, a service provider may ask a consumer to 
waive their rights under the CSG Standard.

From early 2011, the TIO received a significant number of 
complaints from consumers about connection and repair 
delays with their telephone services provided by TPG and 
their possible entitlement to compensation under the 
Customer Service Guarantee (CSG) Standard 2006. 

We noticed that TPG was informing consumers during 
telephone sales calls that the connection of a standard 
telephone service would take longer than what the CSG 
Standard allows in most circumstances. TPG also required 
customers to waive their rights and protections under the 
CSG Standard when applying for a telephone service. 
According to the CSG Standard 2006, a provider could 
request a consumer to waive their rights in exchange for a 
significant service benefit. 

We raised our concerns with TPG that its telephone-based 
oral waiver did not appear to be compliant with the section 
of the Standard that sets the minimum of information a 
provider is obligated to give consumers about the protection 
and rights they would forgo by accepting the waiver.

The CSG Standard was updated and came into force on 1 
October 2011. One of the features of the Standard in 2011 
was the removal the requirement of a provider to offer a 
“significant service benefit” when requesting a consumer to 
waive their rights. In light of this, as well as changes that 
TPG had made to its oral waiver scripting as of 12 May 2011, 
the TIO and TPG agreed to look at the validity of its waivers 
within three specific periods:

BEFORE 12 MAY 2011. We considered that TPG’s oral waiver 
did not meet the requirements of the original CSG Standard.

BETWEEN 12 MAY 2011 AND 1 OCTOBER 2011. We considered 
that TPG’s oral waiver met the requirements of the original 
CSG Standard.

AFTER 1 OCTOBER 2011. We considered that TPG’s oral waiver 
met the requirements of the updated CSG Standard. 

On the basis that a number of TPG customers – those who 
signed up for a service before 12 May 2012, and purportedly 
agreed to waive CSG rights – may have been entitled to 
compensation under the 2006 CSG Standard retrospectively, 
the TIO asked TPG to identify affected consumers and 
redress any detriment. TPG indicated that it was prepared to 
treat complaints from such customers as being eligible for 
CSG compensation but that it did not wish to approach those 
customers again for the purposes of either seeking a revised 
waiver or to offer compensation to affected customers.

As permitted under the TIO Constitution, and because a 
resolution was not agreed with TPG, the TIO referred the 
Systemic issue to the Australian Communications and Media 
Authority for further consideration.
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event Date location

accoms award dinner 7 July 2011 sydney, nsW

beaQ conference 15 July 2012 brisbane, Qld

national small business summit 26 July 2011 sydney, nsW

bring your bills day 4 august 2011 Werribee, Vic

Know your rights expo 15 august 2011 darwin, nT

meeting with staff from nT legal aid 15 august 2011 darwin, nT

meeting with staff from naaJa 15 august 2011 darwin, nT

meeting with staff from darwin community legal centre 16 august 2011 darwin, nT

meeting with staff from melaleuca refugee centre 16 august 2011 darwin, nT

meeting with staff at caalas 17 august 2011 alice springs, nT

Know your rights expo 17 august 2011 alice springs, nT

meeting with staff from the centre for appropriate Technology 18 august 2011 alice springs, nT

alice springs career expo 18 august 2011 alice springs, nT

socap symposium 31 august 2011 sydney, nsW

financial counsellors association of Victoria - annual conference 7 september 2011 geelong, Vic

accan conference 7 september 2011 sydney, nsW

financial counsellors meeting nsW 9 september 2011 sydney, nsW

financial counsellors conference of nsW 18 september 2011 pokolbin, nsW

student information sessions 19 september 2011 sunbury, Vic

bring your bills day 21 september 2011 ascot Vale, Vic

financial counsellors of south australia conference 26 september 2011 adelaide, sa

financial counsellors association of Western australia 27 september 2011 perth, Wa

nsW aboriginal rugby league Knockout carnival 30 september 2011 bathurst, nsW

bring your bills day 11 october 2011 braybrook, Vic

commsday congress 11 october 2011 melbourne, Vic

Queensland multicultural festival 15 october 2011 brisbane, Vic

national association of community legal centres conference 17 october 2011 hobart, Tas

anti poverty Week forum 18 october 2011 campbelltown, nsW

bring your bills day 21 october 2011 essendon north, Vic

Visit to malcolm Turnbull’s office 7 november 2011 edgecliff, nsW

caV community information day 8 november 2011 sunbury, Vic

nbn co forum 10 november 2011 melbourne, Vic

Tio Telco debt forum 14 november 2011 melbourne, Vic

good service forum 15 november 2011 Wilcannia, nsW

homeless symposium 16 november 2011 sydney, nsW

meeting with the staff from the office of John Williams 16 november 2011 broken hill, nsW 

cooperative legal services delivery meeting 16 november 2011 broken hill, nsW 

federation of ethnic communities councils of australia conference 17 november 2011 adelaide, sa

comview conference 28 november 2011 melbourne, Vic

meeting with staff from central community legal service 29 november 2011 adelaide, sa

meeting with financial counsellors at uniting care Wesley 29 november 2011 adelaide, sa

meeting with staff from the office of The hon Kate ellis 29 november 2011 adelaide, sa

meeting with staff from metropolitan migrant resource centre inc 12 december 2011 mirrabooka, Wa

meeting with staff from consumer credit legal service (Wa) inc 12 december 2011 perth, Wa

meeting with staff from senator ludlum’s office 12 december 2011 fremantle, Wa

all stars bumehla festival 3 february 2012 gold coast, Qld

having a say conference 8 february 2012 geelong, Vic

sydney mardi gras 12 february 2012 sydney, nsW

bring your bills day 14 february 2012 flemington, Vic

broadband and beyond conference 22 february 2012 sydney, nsW

dpV/nds 2012 conference 1 march 2012 melbourne, Vic

bring your bank account day 2 march 2012 braybrook, Vic

caV community forum 2 march 2012 Wonthaggi, Vic
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event Date location

launch of asic’s money management resources and education 
initiative for newly arrived communities

6 march 2012 auburn, nsW

The corporate takeover of childhood: who’s paying the price? The 
3rd australian conference on children and the media

9 march 2012 melbourne, Vic

Third age network 13 march 2012 melbourne, Vic

ethnic leaders forum 14 march 2012 adelaide, sa

caV and Whittlesea community connections information day 15 march 2012 Thomastown, Vic 

bring your bank account day 16 march 2012 footscray, Vic

ombudsman roadshow 19 march 2012 Various

seniors day royal easter show 10 april 2012 sydney, nsW

commsday summit 17 april 2012 sydney, nsW

Kildonan uniting care hardship forum 19 april 2012 collingwood, Vic

meeting with financial counsellors at Victoria university 26 april 2012 melbourne, Vic

seventh national deafness sector summit 28 april 2012 melbourne, Vic

anZoa conference 30 april 2011 melbourne, Vic

Visit to indigenous communities with Wesley community care 30 april 2012 cairns, Qld 

meeting with staff from the office of senator Jan mclucas 30 april 2012 cairns, Qld

meeting with staff from the cairns community legal centre 1 may 2012 cairns, Qld

Visit to yarrabah with indigenous consumer assistance network 1 may 2012 cairns, Qld

financial counsellors association of Queensland conference 2 may 2012 palm cove, Qld

meeeitng with staff from the cairns migrant resource centre 3 may 2012 cairns, Qld

meeting with staff from the mulunga corporation 3 may 2012 mareeba, Qld

agfest field day 3 may 2012 launceston, Tasmania

financial counsellor of australia conference 15 may 2012 melbourne, Vic

edr conference 16 may 2012 melbourne, Vic

caV information day 22 may 2012 West heidelberg, Vic

bring your bills day 12 June 2012 broadmeadows, Vic

money Talks information session: all hung up: consumer law & 
phone contract traps 

12 June 2012 fitzroy, Vic

financial hardship forum 13 June 2012 melbourne, Vic

bring your bills day 14 June 2012 ringwood, Vic

bring your bills day 20 June 2012 sunshine, Vic

second national settlement conference 2012 “creating our 
future” 

27 June 2012 adelaide, sa
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trading name Date 
Joined

internet service provider
1990 multiline bbs pty ltd 08-sep-98
2000 computers and networks pty ltd 27-Jan-06
2501 group pty ltd 19-Jun-09
3 guys broadband internet 20-nov-06
5Tel communications pty ltd 01-dec-09
a & r computer services pty ltd 15-aug-06
a&r computers pty ltd 15-feb-07
e-wire connection point pty ltd 21-dec-11
accessplus pty ltd 24-apr-01
clever communications operations pty ltd 05-Jan-03
accsoft computer Technology pty ltd 26-oct-97
accsys iT pty ltd 20-feb-02
ace internet services pty limited 01-sep-97
australian corporate Technology pty ltd 18-aug-05
acTew retail ltd & agl acT retail investments pty ltd 07-Jun-01
acure Technology pty ltd 01-Jun-04
adam internet pty ltd 14-oct-97
richard J Williams & marilyn K golding-Williams 07-aug-98
adrian blake pty limited 26-apr-12
The Trustee for the l&b cornwell family Trust 15-apr-04
albury local internet pty ltd 29-nov-00
allegro networks pty ltd 03-feb-06
alpha dot net australia pty ltd 30-oct-97
alphawest services pty ltd 09-Jul-98
alwaysonline pty ltd 28-Jan-01
amcom Telecommunications limited 01-Jun-07
amnet broadband pty ltd 03-oct-11
aW communications pty ltd 10-mar-03
access net unit Trust 25-may-02
ans communications pty ltd 01-apr-98
dunk, roger K 09-dec-97
mcKay, Kenneth 21-Jul-00
armadillo applied computer Technologies pty ltd 02-sep-05
australianet iT pty ltd 13-mar-00
australia on line pty ltd 24-mar-98
australia internet solutions pty ltd 11-oct-97
austlink pty ltd 06-may-08
lennox, damian James 25-mar-09
azure Wireless pty ltd 14-Jul-05
banana shire council 17-may-99
barden, paul William 01-mar-06
barnetwork pty ltd 05-oct-03
belmont computer centre pty ltd 22-may-08
betterlink pty ltd 20-dec-98
bigair group limited 24-nov-02
bigdy pty limited 19-dec-04
biota blue pty ltd 12-sep-08
Wellstead, peter John 25-Jul-02
blitzwave pty ltd 11-Jul-05
blue net pty ltd 18-nov-02
blubroadband pty ltd 19-dec-07
hussain, dawud ameen 04-may-98
bon media pty ltd 30-Jun-05
bordernet internet pty ltd 23-Jun-03
bravo internet pty ltd 13-aug-07
smith, alwyn laurence 16-dec-05
broadband phone pty ltd 07-dec-05
broadcast engineering services (australia) pty ltd 19-sep-02
broadbandnet pty ltd (in liquidation) 11-Jan-06
broadband Wireless pty ltd 09-Jan-06
bTas pty ltd 09-Jan-12
buijk finance pty ltd 02-nov-05
cbiT pty limited 22-nov-05
down under consultants pty ltd 12-may-98
central coast internet pty ltd 12-nov-97
central data pty ltd 02-nov-00
The Trustee for channel communicaTion hybrid 
uniT TrusT

14-mar-06

chariot internet ltd 29-oct-97
cheapanet pty ltd 06-Jul-06
charter resources group holding pty ltd 21-sep-05
gratesand pty ltd 19-nov-98
ciphertel pty ltd 21-apr-05
cirrus communications pty ltd 18-may-05
city cable pty ltd 19-sep-06
clarineT internet solutions pty ltd 25-Jul-97
clear Technology pty ltd 22-nov-06
clubnet international pty ltd 17-Jan-99
community information strategies australia inc 21-nov-04

commerce australia pty ltd 02-apr-98
computers now pty ltd 09-aug-02
comstar Trust 11-feb-03
davis, Troy stephen 23-apr-03
comwel pty ltd 19-oct-09
bucan holdings pty ltd 01-Jul-97
internex australia pty ltd 09-mar-98
contal information Technology pty ltd 12-Jun-98
connect West pty ltd 21-oct-04
corinthian engineering pty ltd 06-apr-98
corpita pty ltd 15-apr-03
coretech aust pty ltd 03-aug-07
rural systems Trust 27-mar-04
cross link pty ltd 28-may-02
csi holdings pty ltd 18-Jul-97
c s. sutherland corporation pty ltd 08-sep-03
cybercentral pty ltd 26-aug-08
cyberone pty ltd 03-sep-97
The Trustee for cynergic uniT TrusT 11-sep-06
d & m Technologies pty ltd 02-apr-01
datahealth 27-Jun-12
gcomm py ltd 18-Jun-03
datalan australia pty ltd 16-Jun-03
data Traffic services pty ltd 03-aug-07
davidoff, peter William 08-dec-09
dayTec australia pty ltd 19-feb-00
dcs internet pty ltd 14-oct-97
depot iT pty limited 23-aug-04
diggy australia pty ltd 13-sep-99
digital river networks pty ltd 23-nov-05
Welsh, steven edward 22-apr-09
digital Technologies & Telecommunications pty ltd 01-Jan-06
domain Trading pty ltd 02-sep-99
dpT solutions pty ltd 29-Jun-09
dragnet internet services pty ltd 29-Jun-09
The Trustee for easemail.net Trust 26-apr-05
david W & J g rutch 10-Jul-99
eastern Wireless pty ltd 20-Jun-05
easy internet services pty ltd 03-oct-03
easynet pty ltd 27-nov-97
easyTel communications pty ltd 14-Jun-06
echobreeze pty ltd 19-Jan-03
ecn pty ltd 12-mar-03
ecopost pty ltd 04-aug-97
eftel radio pty ltd 06-may-02
The Trustee for elmtree consulting services unit Trust 28-may-99
elu information systems pty ltd 26-oct-97
emerge Technologies pty ltd 14-nov-99
ensyst pty limited 13-may-05
inerd pty ltd 18-may-98
escape communications pty ltd 09-aug-02
e-sharp Technology pty ltd 06-aug-02
ethan group pty ltd 03-Jun-10
etherTech pty ltd 02-Jun-99
fish Telecom pty ltd 01-Jul-02
farmworks australia limited 20-nov-07
evanscorp pty ltd 01-nov-01
lonicera pty ltd 07-nov-99
evolving Technology solutions pty ltd 05-dec-06
extentia corporation pty limited 23-mar-04
eZ adsl pty ltd 24-Jan-07
ezylink internet pty ltd 18-Jan-99
f1 computer services 16-Jun-99
mackin, dean J 17-Jan-99
sohonet pty ltd 22-oct-03
first link internet service pty ltd 01-Jul-97
firestorm computing pty ltd 20-Jan-04
flexirent capital pty ltd 10-Jun-09
fortana networks australia pty ltd 22-dec-09
foundation iT services pty ltd 28-mar-08
fox all service pty ltd 24-aug-98
m.W frahn & a.J stevens 07-Jan-04
freegate networks 01-sep-99
The Trustee for fuTure Web uniT TrusT 09-Jul-98
gamexpress glen Waverley pty ltd 21-Jun-02
gel Works pty ltd 22-Jul-99
geocel pty ltd 16-feb-06
geo media broadband pty ltd 26-apr-06
geonet pty ltd 26-apr-06
gKy distributors pty ltd 01-Jul-97
Zantico pty ltd 03-may-00
global Wire australia pty ltd 05-Jul-00

APPENDIx 2  
member lIst
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global solutions network pty ltd 25-aug-03
golden iT pty ltd 11-dec-03
gpK computers pty ltd 31-oct-11
graytech hosting pty ltd 18-Jan-08
greenbay communications pty ltd 17-apr-03
haddow, shane robert 07-Jul-06
hande pty ltd 29-mar-03
hanod investments pty ltd superanuation fund 29-aug-01
harbouriT pty ltd 16-Jan-06
highway internet services pty ltd 03-Jul-01
hissey & associates pty ltd 05-Jan-03
citisystems (aust) pty ltd 07-may-99
hitech support pty ltd 23-Jun-02
home secure (aus & nZ)  pty ltd 26-nov-07
hood sweeney Technology pty ltd 04-Jan-07
horizen enterprises pty ltd 08-sep-99
hosting Technologies pty ltd 26-aug-03
hotkey internet services pty ltd 28-oct-97
hotspotzz pty ltd 01-Jul-05
hotline iT pty ltd 11-feb-04
T.a cross & h.J Jagla & m.J roberTson 09-Jul-98
The Trustee for The swish australia Trust 11-sep-03
i-connect internet pty ltd 31-Jul-03
integrated data labs pty ltd 01-sep-99
Tas communications pty ltd 09-Jun-05
The independent Trust 10-Jan-00
infinite networks pty ltd 26-oct-03
infoxchange australia 15-sep-06
graham c maltby & Klaus d boehme 07-aug-07
instra corporation pty ltd 20-Jun-07
interdomain pty ltd 31-dec-97
interwerks pty ltd 06-dec-01
intrapower Terrestrial pty ltd 29-Jul-98
internet solutions pty ltd 06-sep-06
The Trustee for WaTTleTree discreTionary TrusT 27-oct-97
ip exchange pty ltd 08-nov-07
isage 07-Jun-99
iseek communications pty ltd 27-oct-11
information systems Technology network pty ltd 15-may-00
iTd group pty ltd 14-sep-04
iT systems management pty ltd 21-may-03
Jackar australia pty ltd 02-mar-06
arThur, Jason philip 18-Jan-01
Jigsaw Technology pty ltd 20-apr-98
Jimojo pty ltd 09-Jan-07
ossini pty ltd 25-mar-00
sublime ip pty ltd 11-aug-98
JWc internet services 15-Jul-02
Kangaroo Tech pty ltd 27-Jun-12
Kaphoops pty ltd 11-Jun-08
Kean, michael charles 06-apr-09
Ketteridge, peter Walter 13-apr-04
King island regional development organisation inc 2520 12-aug-99
laptop connect Wireless pty ltd 29-Jun-09
lb & gl rodda pty ltd 12-nov-03
leading edge internet pty limited 02-Jul-01
link innovations pty ltd 27-nov-03
The dyer family Trust 09-nov-98
peTer & helen a bundy 15-mar-99
lmha network ltd 27-nov-07
Teklogik pty ltd 08-feb-06
logic iT solutions pty ltd 23-sep-09
magnafield Technology distribution pty ltd 28-dec-97
marlec pty ltd 25-aug-08
maxi internet services pty ltd 23-apr-02
mccullagh family Trust 23-sep-05
mclean, ian duke 21-aug-07
mcpherson media pty ltd 20-Jan-98
mackay computer services pty ltd 10-feb-00
megalink australia pty ltd 29-apr-03
melbourne pc user group inc 12-oct-97
melbourne Wireless incorporated association 02-dec-05
internet lifeguard pty ltd 15-Jan-04
edward & catherine Jozis 30-apr-98
david f & brownwyn K angove 17-dec-97
mikka international pty ltd 23-Jul-97
mindvision interactive pty ltd 20-aug-97
minerva micro pty ltd 31-mar-98
minopher pty ltd 30-dec-97
modern pty ltd 15-nov-99
monopod computers pty ltd 08-nov-11
matilda internet pty ltd 17-sep-98

multibase Web australis 01-Jul-97
mydoor.com.au pty ltd 20-nov-06
mediamesh pty ltd 22-apr-09
mylink Wireless pty ltd 28-may-04
nanoetek pty ltd 30-apr-03
nbn co limited 23-apr-10
network computer Training pty ltd 14-nov-00
nec australia pty ltd 02-aug-02
net2000 pty ltd 14-Jul-98
netbay internet pty ltd 01-Jan-01
netcentral.com.au pty ltd 14-aug-00
The Trustee for netcore unit Trust 01-Jul-97
netforce pty ltd 13-dec-01
net4 pty ltd 15-oct-09
netmail axcess pty ltd 07-Jun-99
netmastery pty ltd 23-aug-99
agnew, myles adam 10-feb-99
The Trustee for ro family Trust 16-nov-97
net solutions pty ltd 16-Jul-99
netspace online systems pty ltd 01-Jul-97
bytecard pty ltd 10-dec-97
network synergy corporation pty ltd 11-may-06
network Technology (aust) pty ltd 20-may-02
netwave communications pty ltd 14-oct-09
aaron p Wirth & philip J grainger 07-oct-02
yorke systems pty ltd 09-nov-98
d'silva alastair John 18-feb-01
nexg e-access pty ltd 07-Jun-11
nexon asia pacific pty 11-sep-03
nextgen networks pty ltd 13-feb-01
The Trustee for nissen family Trust 27-aug-04
no more Wires.com pty ltd 30-oct-00
nornet enterprises pty ltd 29-aug-02
noro communications pty ltd 20-apr-09
north industries pty ltd 09-oct-03
integrity network solutions pty ltd 20-feb-03
nT Technology pty ltd 27-aug-98
nuskope pty ltd 06-may-08
nvision pty ltd 27-aug-99
ocean broadband ltd 21-mar-05
ocTec limited 10-feb-99
offis pty ltd 19-nov-98
onThenet pty ltd 30-oct-97
shs holding pty ltd 15-may-03
on Q communications pty ltd 08-dec-09
on Q networks pty ltd 16-dec-09
operations & Technology group pty limited 20-Jun-07
optic fibre & Wireless pty ltd 23-feb-04
opoc solutions pty ltd 18-aug-03
optus broadband pty ltd 29-Jun-00
origin net 22-Jun-12
The orion on-line Trust 06-apr-98
instant iT services 20-apr-99
output dsJ pty ltd 27-Jun-03
over The Wire pty ltd 26-mar-07
The lohning family Trust 17-nov-99
The Trustee for shop safe Trust 30-may-03
ozcom consulting services 01-Jun-07
ozguide 15-Jun-99
ozisp pty ltd 17-nov-02
pacific Wireless australia pty ltd 18-mar-02
batman investments pty ltd 09-dec-02
patash pty ltd 13-oct-97
personal broadband australia limited 17-dec-03
fred iT group pty ltd 21-sep-06
pc users group (acT) incorporated 13-dec-11
perth international exchange aTf the perth iX Trust 18-apr-06
petersen, stephen d 03-dec-98
pivit pty ltd 27-may-05
Keishen pty ltd 19-dec-06
planet ozi pty ltd 14-mar-06
platform computing pty ltd 08-mar-00
d.J hooTon & Kingtone pty ltd & b.p randall  
& m.J sWeeT

02-aug-05

port of brisbane corporation 31-Jul-06
property communications management international  
pty ltd

29-sep-10

a frankel & Jm noble 12-may-99
preferred internet provider 25-nov-97
primebase pty ltd 13-dec-04
a.c.n. 091 642 858 pty ltd 20-aug-99
dreamTilt pty ltd 04-sep-06
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project eclectic r&d (sa) pty ltd 19-oct-05
puddlenet pty ltd 18-Jul-06
Quik internet australia pty ltd 12-nov-03
pearson, alan robert 07-dec-05
b l nankivell & r g nankivell 09-nov-98
Quintessa holdings pty ltd 05-Jul-99
redgum software & support pty ltd 17-sep-00
Wilson, robert T 17-sep-98
reynolds Technology pty ltd 23-Jul-01
pentana solutions pty ltd 12-may-00
rimway holdings pty ltd 20-nov-02
The murray pioneer pty ltd 08-dec-97
roK Technology pty ltd 19-Jan-00
analyst programmers pty ltd 22-Jul-99
beyond disability incorporated 15-sep-03
rural business machines pty ltd 02-feb-98
satellite and Wireless pty ltd 15-aug-06
saunders properties pty ltd 31-Jul-02
saving green pty ltd 26-nov-09
savvis australia pty ltd 21-oct-99
editure education services limited 01-Jul-97
scoastnet pty ltd 14-oct-97
sebastopol college 10-aug-99
dotaussie.com pty ltd 31-mar-03
The Trustee for shephard family TrusT 01-dec-09
anderson, michael John 11-nov-08
michael parnell pty ltd 10-sep-99
sixty second crater pty ltd 15-aug-05
sis group pty ltd 11-mar-03
skymesh pty ltd 10-Jun-05
sms global pty ltd 21-Jul-09
smV & gJ bambrick 01-sep-03
The somerville group 12-apr-10
russell, robin mark 08-Jul-02
south sydney Junior rugby league club ltd 11-nov-01
spacelink communications pty ltd 25-Jul-02
spartan information Technology pty ltd 15-Jan-10
spencer gulf Telecasters ltd 20-sep-02
speednet communications pty ltd 27-Jul-99
The Ward investment unit Trust 14-Jul-98
spi electricity pty ltd 31-Jul-06
spintel pty ltd 20-apr-98
spitfire internet services pty ltd 18-apr-00
sprint international australia pty ltd 25-Jul-00
steal internet pty ltd 31-Jan-06
bbiT pty ltd 27-aug-98
south West healthcare 15-apr-08
everynet pty ltd 21-dec-10
schwartz, Jacob issac 22-oct-09
symbio networks pty ltd 23-may-06
sympac computing pty ltd 03-Jun-98
synapse i.T pty ltd 20-Jun-07
Tasmanet pty. ltd. 26-oct-05
Van den eynde robert frank & denise Joan 11-apr-06
Tc communications pty ltd 23-sep-09
Tech 2u pty ltd 10-aug-99
clarke family Trust 16-Jun-99
berlic, ernest frank 12-may-98
Techsus pty ltd 18-aug-05
Teksupport pty ltd 03-oct-97
Tellurian pty ltd 05-Jan-05
northern Technology holdings 24-Jul-03
Taccom pty ltd 22-mar-99
Telco Talk communications pty ltd 02-may-06
chequer, Jeremy arthur 27-may-11
The australian internet company pty ltd 01-Jul-97
The boss group pty ltd 24-mar-06
The friendly giant pty ltd 27-oct-99
infoxchange australia 02-dec-97
highlevel innovations pty ltd 10-mar-98
TouchTV pty ltd 25-feb-04
Townsville division of general practice ltd 29-may-07
Tower computer aid pty ltd 19-aug-04
Towong shire council 05-may-09
Tpg internet pty ltd 01-Jul-97
Tups company pty ltd 13-Jun-12
Turbonet pty ltd 13-Jun-03
TX communications pty ltd 22-nov-98
united Telecommunications pty ltd 01-feb-07
unistar enterprises pty ltd 24-Jul-07
unitedip pty ltd 28-nov-04
university of Queensland information Technology 
services

17-Jun-98

Vantage communications pty ltd 24-oct-11
Velocity internet pty limited 25-aug-03
Vertical Telecoms pty ltd 07-feb-01
Vibe multimedia pty ltd 04-mar-10
library board of Victoria 25-mar-98
K lane & a.d pirie property management 10-Jul-06
Vintek pty ltd 24-may-01
Virtualcity pty ltd 21-mar-04
Virtual communities ltd 07-apr-03
Virtual computers pty ltd 02-nov-97
Vivid Wireless pty limited 28-sep-09
Warick grubb J 04-aug-04
Wave connect (no 1.) pty ltd 16-may-11
Web australis pty ltd 01-Jul-97
Web prophets pty ltd 21-oct-03
g.a Wigzell & m.e Wigzell 18-Jan-07
Justin fultiak & goldline Technologies pty ltd 15-aug-07
Webzone holdings pty ltd 20-mar-03
Wellington communications pty ltd 25-Jul-00
We.neT.au pty ltd 14-mar-04
Western advance pty ltd 17-oct-07
West australian networks pty ltd 14-Jul-98
Westconnect Technologies pty ltd 08-sep-98
We solve it pty ltd 28-apr-04
KJ & Kf coble 15-Jun-99
Westway nominees pty ltd 14-Jul-05
Wide blue ocean pty ltd 23-aug-04
Winderee investments pty ltd 19-feb-08
Winshop internet (aust) pty ltd 05-dec-08
Wired sky pty ltd 02-may-06
Wirefree networks pty ltd 15-aug-06
Wizz pty ltd 14-Jun-06
Wobygong pty ltd 02-dec-02
Wood dragon pty ltd 17-dec-02
World.net services pty ltd 19-mar-00
Timothy n Worth & didileia r Worth 01-apr-03
see, Keat Teik 02-sep-98
XyZed pty ltd 21-Jul-00
White, anthony e 23-sep-99
yless4u pty ltd 23-may-06
your asp pty ltd 27-may-02
hull, robert William 09-feb-03
World.net services pty ltd 19-mar-00
XyZed pty ltd 21-Jul-00
yippii pty ltd 18-Jul-12
yless4u pty ltd 23-may-06
yorke systems pty ltd 09-nov-98
your asp pty ltd 27-may-02
Zantico pty ltd 03-may-00
internet service provider Total 453

other
1800 phone home 06-feb-07
aggregato mobile direct pty ltd 25-Jun-10
askari, Kamal 05-dec-08
australia-Japan cable (australia) limited 01-feb-01
clarinet australia pty ltd 08-dec-05
cmobile pty ltd 20-sep-12
commoditel (australia) pty ltd 11-aug-04
connectivity iT pty ltd 25-Jan-12
d.J blacKer & m.J blacKer 23-may-05
dialogue communications pty ltd 30-aug-04
digital distribution australia pty ltd 11-feb-01
essential energy 08-dec-02
eTsa utilities 14-Jan-01
firstpath pty ltd 23-aug-10
fusion broadband 06-aug-12
gaptel australia 02-oct-12
index consultancy - australia pty ltd 21-Jul-06
investel 17-aug-12
ipera communications pty ltd 19-mar-00
ipsTar australia pty ltd 21-sep-06
iTelecom Wholesale pty ltd 27-Jan-10
Jeenee 19-Jul-12
Jemena asset management (2) pty ltd 31-Jan-08
Kallistrate pty ltd 06-sep-06
Kazatky, samuel Joshua 06-dec-05
lowercall (aust) pty ltd 02-may-12
luminet pty ltd 21-mar-11
lycamobile pty ltd 10-feb-10
medion australia pty limited 08-oct-12
miscellany pty ltd 08-apr-04
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motomachi pty ltd 27-sep-12
m-squared developments 01-aug-12
nbn Tasmania ltd 22-apr-10
new skies satellites australia pty ltd 02-Jan-06
office advisors pty ltd 10-mar-04
omniconnect pty ltd 18-sep-97
openetworks pty ltd 26-feb-07
optic networks pty ltd 15-aug-12
opticomm co pty ltd 07-apr-09
optus Vision pty ltd 07-dec-97
oziplex pty ltd 27-sep-02
pivotel satellite pty limited 28-apr-03
powertec Telecommunications pty ltd 09-feb-06
powerTel ltd 01-Jul-97
Quantum multimedia communications pty ltd 30-aug-02
railcorporation of nsW 28-apr-09
reelTime media limited 07-Jul-06
reward mobile pty limited 06-feb-05
rp 25 pty ltd 12-Jul-06
savvy communications (aust.) pty ltd 07-Jun-10
sensis pty ltd 01-Jul-97
sms centre 01-may-12
soul pattinson Telecommunications pty ltd 05-may-99
suretel pty ltd 09-nov-04
syncaccessgroup pty ltd 08-oct-09
Technocash limited 08-dec-06
Telco service select 11-sep-12
The Trustee for The Kwietniak family Trust 01-mar-06
The Trustee for The Wizard unit Trust 11-aug-10
Think mobile pty limited 25-Jul-06
Torus networks pty ltd 17-sep-12
TransacT communications pty ltd 16-apr-99
unifier2 pty ltd 28-mar-12
urban renewal authority Victoria 27-aug-09
Verizon australia pty limited 26-Jun-98
Vernet pty ltd 30-may-06
Vocus fibre pty ltd 20-may-11
Webcentral pty ltd 30-Jun-03
World Without Wires 19-Jun-06
Xantic b.V. 16-feb-03
other Total 70

Telephone and internet service provider
0014 pty ltd 31-oct-00
outside edge australia pty ltd 18-oct-05
1300 Words pty ltd 11-Jul-05
1410 communications pty ltd 18-sep-02
2Tribe pty ltd 23-feb-09
321 internet pty ltd 13-aug-10
The 3rd eye Telecom pty ltd 12-oct-11
a3 evolution pty ltd 03-may-11
aapT ltd 01-Jul-97
united office Technologies pty ltd 15-aug-08
ace communications group pty ltd 17-apr-03
acn pacific pty ltd 22-mar-06
acquire enterprises pty ltd 17-Jul-07
active communication servics pty ltd 22-Jan-10
active utilities pty ltd 31-Jul-06
access Wireless & cable pty ltd 21-Jul-06
australian communication exchange ltd 01-Jul-97
addictive Technology solutions pty ltd 14-Jan-10
ai Tel pty ltd 21-Jul-06
allconnect Telecommunications pty. limited 29-Jun-11
alliance Telecom pty ltd 27-oct-11
allied Talk & data 21-may-12
The Trustee for the allTel Trust 11-sep-07
alphacall (australia) pty ltd 23-aug-10
alphanet pty ltd 05-oct-97
The Trustee for mTa family Trust 16-dec-10
primus online pty ltd 08-aug-03
australian private networks pty ltd 18-Jan-06
applied Voip pty ltd 13-dec-11
aptus international services 10-mar-11
arcon communications pty. ltd. 04-oct-05
asia Telco investments pty ltd 24-Jun-05
asian pacific Telecommunications pty ltd 13-Jul-00
astron business services pty ltd 17-aug-05
astro communications group pty ltd 27-aug-09
astron communication and information services pty ltd 16-Jul-97
australian communications consortium limited 23-may-06
australian computer solutions pty ltd 25-Jan-12

esmonde, david John 25-Jul-05
aurora energy pty ltd 20-mar-09
Tastel community Telco pty ltd 21-may-01
aussie broadband pty ltd 22-Jul-08
The trustee for australian data & Voice unit Trust 07-feb-11
australian national Telecom pty ltd 27-sep-11
The aussie phone company 21-mar-11
australian Technology partnerships aust 11-feb-04
auZtel Telecom pty ltd 23-feb-09
auz Telecom pty ltd 02-may-11
axient pty ltd 22-sep-11
ballarat community enterprise limited 18-apr-05
barefoot Telecom pty ltd 13-may-11
The Trustee for dunphy investment Trust 13-may-05
baycrown management pty ltd 01-aug-06
soul communications pty ltd 26-may-99
beagle internet pty ltd 09-Jun-04
club Telco pty ltd 13-Jul-10
besT internet and Telecom pty ltd 08-oct-07
bendigo community Telco ltd 15-sep-00
best Telecom pty ltd 22-nov-11
betteroff networks pty ltd 01-Jul-08
Telemates pty ltd 07-feb-06
bluefire corporation pty limited 28-Jun-99
biz com solutions group pty ltd 09-Jan-12
bKb internet pty ltd 04-feb-04
blitz Telecom operations pty ltd 22-mar-07
blackstump solutions 29-Jan-07
blueiQ pty ltd 29-may-07
blue orb Telecommunications pty ltd 29-may-07
birkett, clive maxwell 21-mar-11
break free communications pty ltd 17-nov-09
brennan Voice and data pty ltd 04-dec-08
clarus Telecom pty ltd 21-Jul-06
broadband multinet pty ltd 22-nov-11
broadVoip pty ltd 06-Jan-10
The Trustee for broadband anywhere unit Trust 19-Jul-05
broadband solutions pty ltd 22-Jan-07
business by phone (nsW) pty limited 10-Jun-09
budget Telecom pty ltd 22-feb-05
buzz broadband pty limited 25-may-05
bwired group pty ltd 05-Jul-05
canard pty ltd 24-dec-07
cardcall pty ltd 18-sep-97
caretel pty ltd 15-sep-11
freecall connect pty ltd 16-feb-06
cc management group pty ltd 29-sep-11
c-fone pty ltd 08-oct-08
choice Telecom pty ltd 17-nov-09
clear networks pty ltd 19-apr-05
cT 129 pty ltd 03-mar-08
clubcoms utilities pty ltd 04-aug-05
cloud communications australia pty ltd 20-feb-12
cloud plus pty ltd 06-Jan-11
clublinks Telco pty ltd 14-feb-06
clarkson mclaren corporate communications pty ltd 06-may-04
cnT corp pty. ltd. 28-sep-09
coastnet pty ltd 24-may-10
commschoice pty ltd 25-Jun-09
White, nathan John 29-may-07
commsys pty ltd 10-oct-06
complete Telecom pty ltd 26-may-10
coms centre australia pty ltd 12-Jan-09
community solutions australia pty ltd 08-oct-03
The trustee for comVergence uniT TrusT 14-nov-05
connex communications pty ltd 10-sep-09
conVoiTec pTy lTd 28-nov-08
cortel pty ltd 09-may-11
community Telco australia ltd 21-oct-03
corporate Telecom pty limited 03-oct-05
coast to coast Telecoms pty ltd 20-Jun-07
crave consulting pty ltd 30-may-06
creative Telcom pty ltd 20-Jul-05
csg communications pty ltd 03-feb-12
customonline pty ltd 22-Jun-06
d2p pty ltd 22-oct-06
danfe pty ltd 23-aug-11
The Trustee for daraco Trust 31-Jan-12
dart global pty ltd 22-oct-03
efTel limited 16-feb-00
datamart pty limited 21-sep-11
datawave internet pty ltd 23-mar-07
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deal Telecom pty ltd 24-Jun-08
destra corporation ltd 22-feb-06
deuo australia pty ltd 28-mar-11
digital Telecom pty ltd 23-aug-11
simple Telecom pty ltd 12-sep-08
diversus group pty ltd 12-may-10
dodo australia pty ltd 10-sep-01
dolphin Telecom pty ltd 24-oct-11
dombec pty ltd 19-feb-08
christmas island internet administration limited 24-mar-01
down under communications pty limited 02-may-05
The Trustee for d. seeto family Trust 22-apr-05
dsm connect pty ltd 23-feb-11
dusfim consulting pty ltd 12-oct-11
e-Tel communications pty ltd 08-apr-04
The Trustee for the hayley family Trust others 24-oct-11
chris murphy enterprises pty ltd 13-Jul-99
The trustee for my group enterprises Trust 02-feb-10
endeavour clever networks pty ltd 17-Jul-07
efficient data communications pty ltd 06-may-08
efficiency first Technology pty ltd 09-Jan-12
efTel more Than broadband pty ltd 01-Jan-01
e.g.m. corporation pty ltd 06-dec-11
ehW Technology pty ltd 14-Jun-06
eKiT.com pty ltd 25-nov-09
empcom pty ltd 16-feb-03
empicentre systems pty ltd 05-dec-06
escapenet Trust 11-Jan-98
e-Talk communications pty ltd 21-aug-07
everything Telco pty ltd 19-mar-09
e-Vision internet pty ltd 22-Jul-08
excel Telecommunications pty ltd 28-mar-12
exetel pty ltd 21-apr-04
eztel communications pty limited 08-mar-12
fairTalk pty ltd 19-oct-09
fair Tel pty ltd 02-Jul-09
fat free rentals pty ltd 07-oct-09
firenet pty ltd 14-Jul-11
e-Vision networks pty ltd 17-may-04
flexitel communications pty ltd 23-aug-10
flexinet holdings pty ltd aTf flexinet Trust 19-dec-11
flexilink comms pty ltd 24-Jan-11
T.J harmer & V.m harmer 10-Jan-07
fonality pty ltd 03-Jun-10
fonecall pty ltd 17-nov-11
fonex Telecom pty ltd 23-mar-11
foreTel 01-Jun-12
forum group pty ltd 19-Jan-12
fuel-Tel pty ltd 29-Jun-09
fuzeconnect pty ltd 18-Jun-08
gazal Telecom australia pty ltd 16-mar-10
gcomm home pty ltd 03-mar-06
geelong community enterprise ltd 29-may-07
glocomm pty ltd 31-oct-06
global net media pty ltd 09-mar-06
globaltell pty ltd 10-mar-11
global connect communications pty ltd 23-aug-99
coghlan, Kim 20-Jun-07
The halogen group pty ltd 10-Jan-08
hammon, matthew James 10-feb-12
Zettanet pty ltd 21-Jul-98
hmTel pty ltd 04-nov-11
homelinX pty ltd 07-apr-04
homesat TV australia pty ltd 25-mar-11
hope Telecommunications pty ltd 28-mar-12
horizon mobile communications (australia) pty ltd 26-may-09
anittel communications pty ltd 05-feb-10
hottest deals pty ltd 10-Jun-09
h Telecom pty ltd 12-aug-10
community assets ltd 13-aug-07
Vha(3) 20-aug-02
icT provisioning pty ltd 31-Jan-12
integrated data networks management australia pty ltd 25-feb-10
idXneT computing pty ltd 02-dec-97
if Telecom pty ltd 10-oct-05
iinet ltd 25-aug-98
ozemail 09-mar-05
chime communications pty ltd 31-aug-00
imagine global pty ltd 18-Jun-08
indeecom pty ltd 24-oct-11
indigo Telecom (aust) pty ltd 12-nov-08
infocus security solutions pty ltd 27-aug-09

3play neTWorKs pTy lTd 11-sep-06
innoveight pty ltd 15-sep-05
Tastel community enterprise limited 05-aug-05
V granaTa & f liparoTi & r liparoTi 31-mar-05
inspired communications pty ltd 29-may-07
information service providers pty ltd 09-oct-07
insight i.T. pty ltd 12-aug-10
integrity automation pty ltd 11-aug-05
Telecommunications integration services pty ltd 07-apr-10
in-Tech Telecommunications pty ltd 28-aug-98
integra corporation pty ltd 05-Jan-10
intelligent ip communications pty ltd 01-apr-09
interface communications 10-Jun-10
intellifone pty ltd 27-aug-09
inticon pty ltd 01-may-09
internode pty ltd 01-Jul-97
invisilink pty ltd 09-sep-10
ip gateway pty ltd 24-oct-11
ipgen pty ltd 14-mar-12
amcom ip Tel pty ltd 09-dec-03
ip Voice & data pty ltd 10-mar-11
genisyst pty limited 01-Jul-97
isphone australasia pty ltd 26-Jul-05
isp networks pty ltd 24-oct-05
south east Qld community Telco limited 13-nov-02
The Trustee for ivery family Trust 23-Jul-07
iVoisys pty ltd 13-sep-11
pipe networks 10-Jul-02
Jadi 1 pty. ltd. 30-sep-10
du plessis investments (Qld) pty ltd 23-feb-06
JarraJ pty ltd 13-feb-09
mahnkoph, gary martin 12-mar-12
davison, Joshua 16-oct-08
ihug pty ltd 02-nov-03
JKr holdings pty ltd 19-Jul-04
first link pty ltd 27-nov-07
shalavin, michael 31-oct-11
Kddi australia pty ltd 10-feb-99
Kia communications pty ltd 27-Jul-04
King computer solutions pty ltd 22-sep-08
Kironet pty ltd 29-may-07
The Trustee for KJT family Trust 30-dec-04
Klaustel communications 26-nov-10
Knowledge by design pty ltd 01-Jul-97
Komtel pty ltd 29-aug-06
Kordia solutions pty ltd 20-Jun-12
Kubos group pty limited 21-oct-11
communicomm pty ltd 30-may-06
liberty Telecoms pty ltd 16-may-06
lime australia pty ltd 28-nov-05
linked Telecom pty ltd 28-apr-09
live call pty ltd 02-may-12
living networks enterprises pty ltd 27-nov-07
loaded net pty ltd 19-Jun-07
logitel pty ltd 10-nov-11
logitel communications pty ltd 19-mar-02
lucidity enterprises pty ltd 21-Jul-05
australux Telecommunications (australia) pty ltd 10-Jun-09
m2 commander pty ltd 13-Jul-09
m8 Telecom pty ltd 10-mar-03
macquarie Telecom network carrier services pty limited 21-dec-00
macquarie Telecom pty. limited 04-Jul-11
The Trustee for the K & r harm family Trust 28-mar-00
mach Technology group pty ltd 15-sep-05
max Telecom pty ltd 26-nov-08
m2 clear pty ltd 09-feb-11
members Telecom pty ltd 15-may-09
The mercuri group pty ltd 01-aug-05
member service australia pty ltd 10-Jun-09
message stick Telecommunications pty ltd 10-feb-04
mettacom pty ltd 23-apr-10
ivox ltd 09-Jul-04
mgm Telecom pty ltd 15-dec-10
mibroadband pty ltd 23-sep-04
mino services pty ltd 28-apr-11
miracom Telecommunications pty ltd 22-sep-05
m5 network security pty ltd 29-sep-09
ml & md Technologies pty ltd 25-nov-09
The trustee for the monty family Trust 27-apr-06
motiv communications pty ltd 22-sep-08
movo communications pty ltd 09-Jan-12
mTechnologies australia pty ltd 12-mar-12
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mbV ltd 16-may-06
my business Voice pty ltd 17-apr-12
gordon ross communications pty ltd 07-may-10
my net fone pty ltd 13-feb-06
my own Tel pty ltd 16-dec-10
myport pty ltd 21-sep-11
my Telecom holdings pty ltd 21-dec-07
Zebra Telco providers pty ltd 12-sep-08
national Telefonix pty ltd 30-Jun-11
national phone & data pty ltd 31-oct-06
naTTec communications pty ltd 22-Jul-08
national Voice and data pty ltd 22-sep-11
TransacT Victoria communication pty ltd 15-may-00
nehos communications pty ltd 13-aug-07
The Trustee for noto business Trust 22-mar-07
new Telecom australia pty ltd 24-sep-07
cooper, matthew phillip 09-Jan-09
netco holdings pty ltd 10-sep-09
netscapade pty ltd 26-aug-04
neTsip pty ltd 20-oct-08
neural networks data service pty ltd 21-sep-11
newsat networks pty ltd 06-aug-01
next business Telecommunications pty ltd 16-Jan-06
nexgen australia pty ltd 21-oct-09
next generation Voice pty ltd 31-Jan-08
next Telecom pty ltd 27-feb-08
nittel communications pty limited 29-sep-11
The Trustee for nobleheart Trust 14-nov-08
noojee Telephony solutions pty ltd 08-apr-11
north Queensland Telecom pty ltd 23-nov-04
norwest information Technology pty ltd 01-mar-12
now Telecom pty ltd 28-apr-09
nsane developments pty ltd 06-dec-11
o23 corporate pty ltd 05-sep-11
The Trustee for pma Trust 18-sep-08
oncue communications pty ltd 12-Jun-12
focus Telecom group pty ltd 05-dec-08
onenetwork pty ltd 18-Jul-06
optus networks pty ltd 01-Jul-97
beachley, philip paul 23-Jun-03
opticstream 18-may-12
oracle Telecom pty ltd 21-Jul-09
orion satellite system pty ltd 02-Jul-03
orion satellite investments pty ltd 16-Jun-06
one Telecom pty ltd 21-sep-12
ouriptel holdings limited 24-dec-07
ourlink pty ltd 21-sep-11
ourTel pty ltd 02-dec-08
ovee pty ltd 24-Jan-11
ozetel pty ltd 23-sep-05
oz Talk communications pty ltd 20-apr-12
pacnet internet (a) pty ltd 30-apr-99
c rhodes & l.f rhodes 08-Jan-10
payless flights pty ltd 06-feb-12
peninsula Telecom pty ltd 20-aug-10
people Telecommunications pty ltd 12-dec-00
perracom pty ltd 10-nov-05
pipe international (australia) pty ltd 17-oct-07
planet plan pty ltd 21-dec-09
planet 7 pty ltd 10-mar-11
planet isp pty ltd 17-dec-10
platinum Telecom pty ltd 08-feb-11
platform networks pty ltd 03-aug-07
planet Tel network pty limited 28-sep-09
The Trustee for powercom pacific Trust 19-apr-04
prime call (australia) pty ltd 21-Jun-05
premiere conferencing pty ltd 29-Jul-10
premtel pty ltd 27-Jun-11
primus Telecommunications pty ltd 01-Jul-97
pro dimension pty ltd 19-Jul-10
The Trustee for proTalk australia unit Trust 01-apr-09
protected networks pty ltd 01-mar-11
patochan pTc communications pty ltd 24-may-99
Qbic communications pty ltd 28-apr-09
Qr Tel pty ltd 11-sep-06
Qualitel pty ltd 20-aug-07
Quantum Telecom pty limited 12-oct-05
Quick direct pty ltd 08-Jun-10
rcom international pty ltd 06-may-08
rebtel services s.a.r.l 12-mar-07
redback communications pty ltd 02-Jun-08
redfox mobile pty ltd 23-aug-11

red mercury communications pty ltd 28-apr-09
reeds internet & Telecom pty ltd 08-nov-11
scott-Welsh holdings pty ltd 12-Jan-09
d Kingdom & V.l millerd & W.a millerd & d.l noonan 27-feb-09
real World Technology solutions pty ltd 22-may-08
ricksure pty ltd 15-feb-01
spinosa-catella, richard david 10-may-05
rival networks pty ltd 28-Jun-11
rivertel pty ltd 03-feb-11
r.J hicks & b.d mcintosh & n somner 13-Jul-05
roctel pty ltd 15-oct-10
rojan australia pty ltd 05-aug-10
royle holdings (aust) pty ltd 05-sep-05
saands marketing australia pty ltd 05-nov-03
heit, cody glen 16-aug-07
satellite communications australia pty ltd 01-nov-11
sc communications pty ltd 02-mar-05
southern cross Telco pty ltd 05-sep-07
secure Trac pty ltd 07-oct-08
servers australia pty ltd 07-aug-09
sds (digital strategy) pty ltd 30-oct-01
serversability pty ltd 06-Jun-11
The Trustee for The regan frank and simon clayson 
discretionary Trust

21-feb-11

shepcini entertainment pty ltd 28-feb-12
scott raymond gibson 23-Jan-07
simple roam pty ltd 07-may-12
simply Tel pty ltd 19-oct-09
sKs organisation pty ltd 19-nov-09
slimtel pty ltd 14-Jul-10
smart business Telecom pty ltd 29-feb-12
The Trustee for the Teligent Trust 21-sep-11
lenihan, sean anthony 21-mar-12
sme Telecommunications pty ltd 14-Jul-11
snoopa community geelong pty ltd 03-aug-07
snowy mountains Telecommunications 09-dec-03
phone snooper 04-mar-04
snork pty ltd 21-may-10
soft Telcom pty ltd 02-Jun-05
spectrum networks pty ltd 12-may-00
74 135 901 450 pty ltd 06-apr-09
spirit Telecom (australia) pty ltd 24-may-05
splash internet pty ltd 05-feb-10
The Trustee for The Westalk Trust 06-sep-04
speak ezy Voice and data pty ltd 25-aug-08
star Telecom pty ltd 17-oct-07
startel communications pty ltd 13-mar-07
strand Telecom pty ltd 02-feb-10
sunshine coast community  enterprises pty ltd 23-feb-05
suretrak global pty ltd 23-may-11
sure Telecom pty ltd 08-apr-11
switched on - Victoria pty ltd 27-aug-09
symsafe pty ltd 05-apr-12
your iT company pty ltd 06-aug-07
Talk up communications pty ltd 28-mar-11
Telco plus pty ltd 04-aug-04
Telstra corporation 01-Jul-97
Telair pty ltd 29-may-07
Telavanti pty ltd 06-sep-11
Telcobiz pty ltd 07-Jun-10
Telefa pty. limited 11-nov-04
Teleforce pty ltd 21-oct-11
Telegate pty ltd 21-oct-11
Telecom gm pty ltd 24-may-10
Telko pty ltd 13-Jul-09
Telnetworks pty ltd 02-oct-09
Telarus pty ltd 11-feb-04
Telconet solutions pty ltd 10-dec-10
Telecom Wholesale direct pty limited 13-dec-10
Telephone Wreckers pty ltd 14-Jul-11
Texcel communications pty ltd 29-aug-06
Tgen pty ltd 08-mar-12
Telcogreen pty ltd 24-dec-07
The smelly black dog company pty ltd 21-Jun-10
Think Telecom pty ltd 25-aug-09
The Trustee for The TelecommunicaTions TrusT 03-may-05
Telcoinabox australia pty ltd 25-aug-03
TinkleTel pty ltd 24-nov-09
Time on management pty ltd 09-feb-12
Time Telecom pty ltd 05-sep-05
Total business communications pty ltd 22-mar-12
Total business i.T pty limited 03-aug-11
Totalcom corp pty ltd 29-oct-09
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Touch Tel pty ltd 31-dec-99
TransacT capital communications pty ltd 22-sep-00
Trans pacific communications pty ltd 24-may-05
Trend communications 22-nov-11
exceed Telecom pty ltd 29-may-07
Tr pty ltd 23-Jul-10
uecomm ltd 01-Jul-97
united lifestyle group networks pty ltd 08-Jun-10
universal communications group pty ltd 29-Jan-09
unwired australia pty ltd 19-sep-02
uTel networks pty ltd 10-Jun-11
finance broker services pty ltd 06-sep-06
Value Telecommunications pty ltd 28-apr-11
Vaya pty ltd 28-Jun-11
go big Ventures pty ltd 29-oct-09
Veetel pty limited 10-oct-06
Ventraip group (australia) pty ltd 06-sep-11
Verbl pty ltd 16-dec-10
lumo energy Telecommunications pty ltd 07-mar-08
Viaip pty limited 28-nov-08
VicWest community enterprise limited 30-Jun-11
Virgin mobile (australia) pty ltd 11-sep-00
The Trustee for Virtual Telco Trust 20-feb-12
Virtutel pty ltd 11-may-11
Visage Telecom pty ltd 11-nov-09
gardena networks pty ltd 12-oct-11
Vixtel pty ltd 19-Jul-10
Vocal pty ltd 08-Jun-04
Vocal channels pty ltd 15-nov-11
Vocall pacific Telecommunications pty ltd 20-Jan-10
Vodafone australia limited 01-Jul-97
VoipeX pty ltd 03-Jul-07
Voip on The go pty ltd 29-nov-11
Voipstra pty ltd 27-Jan-10
Voicetalk pty ltd 22-oct-09
Voxcom pty ltd 11-may-06
m dunne & g donohoe 18-Jul-07
The Trustee for Vtree Trust 16-feb-06
W3 networks pty ltd 26-apr-12
Waterfront computers pty ltd 12-oct-11
Wideband networks pty ltd 10-may-04
Weaselbytes 22-may-12
hugonet 04-Jul-11
Westnet pty ltd 14-Jul-98
West empire pty ltd 11-aug-10
Westvic broadband pty ltd 06-aug-04
Whitebox Technology pty ltd 10-mar-11
Widelinx pty ltd 17-Jan-06
rutch, Wayne andrew 03-aug-11
bluemaxx communications pty ltd 26-Jul-05
Woffle pty ltd 12-Jan-11
Woodscout pty ltd 22-Jul-10
WxTel pty ltd 02-may-11
Xen networks pty ltd 21-Jun-10
yellow billing services pty ltd 05-aug-10
The Trustee for your local Telecom Trust 25-Jul-05
a.c.n. 118 010 763 pty ltd 07-feb-06
yourtel pty ltd 26-may-09
yTelco pty ltd 22-feb-11
Zeccho connect pty ltd 02-Jul-09
Z & K investments pty ltd 30-aug-05
Woffle pty ltd 12-Jan-11
Woodscout pty ltd 22-Jul-10
WxTel pty ltd 02-may-11
Xen networks pty ltd 21-Jun-10
yellow billing services pty ltd 05-aug-10
yourtel pty ltd 26-may-09
yTelco pty ltd 22-feb-11
Z & K investments pty ltd 30-aug-05
Zebra Telco providers pty ltd 12-sep-08
Zeccho connect pty ltd 02-Jul-09
Zen Telecom pty ltd 06-aug-12
Zettanet pty ltd 21-Jul-98
Zuri Telecom pty ltd 06-Jul-12
Telephone and internet service provider Total                                522

Telephone service provider
Telco4u pty ltd 24-sep-09
1800mumdad pty ltd 24-feb-04
1800 reverse pty ltd 01-Jan-01
1World Telecommunications pty ltd 17-Jun-03

Thomas dworakowski 27-sep-11
a1 systems pty ltd 29-aug-06
access international group pty ltd 05-dec-08
acsess health pty ltd 25-Jun-12
addcom contact solutions pTy lTd 11-oct-10
advanced future Technology pty ltd 24-Jan-03
advance net pty ltd 11-mar-08
aero Telecom pty ltd 15-sep-11
agile pty ltd 08-sep-98
alertee pty ltd 23-mar-11
mcmillan, alan Jackson 08-nov-05
amaysim australia pty ltd 22-nov-10
answer plus communications (aust) pty ltd 24-mar-03
aristel networks pty ltd 19-Jul-10
aT&T global network services australia pty ltd 27-feb-00
australian Telecoms exchange pty ltd 23-oct-09
atlas networks pty ltd 29-oct-09
aussie dial pty ltd 17-aug-06
mediatel australia pty ltd 21-apr-04
ausTar united mobility pty ltd 09-nov-03
australian Telecom holdings pty ltd 20-dec-10
australian Telecommunications pty ltd 17-mar-02
baghchal systems proprietary ltd 22-Jul-08
b33hive pty ltd 24-may-04
bell networks Voice & data pty ltd 03-sep-07
Ticehurst, andrew giles 19-feb-08
blue ridge Telecom systems, llc 16-Jul-04
boost Tel pty ltd 25-nov-03
bottle communications pty ltd 22-Jul-08
bluetone connect pty ltd 28-mar-11
motion Telecom pty ltd 10-feb-00
auslanka impex international pty ltd 08-dec-09
callex pty ltd 22-Jun-10
callsave pty ltd 13-nov-01
ccgiT pty ltd 13-may-05
chi Telecom pty ltd 03-Jan-02
call Journey pty ltd 25-Jun-12
clickncallnow.com 08-may-12
a.c.n. 106 690 224 pty ltd 08-apr-04
concerotel pty ltd 23-feb-09
connected intelligence 28-Jun-12
conec2 30-Jun-08
mobileworld operating pty ltd 28-sep-07
cybertel Telecom pty ltd 18-Jan-08
darren pro pty ltd 30-mar-09
dash Telecom pty ltd 07-Jul-11
delacon pty limited 05-Jun-08
service dT pty ltd 24-mar-01
direct Telecoms pty ltd 19-feb-08
dow Telecommunications pty ltd 19-Jan-12
drl communications p/l 05-feb-07
The Trustee for abg group unit Trust 29-Jun-04
bharti Telecom pty ltd 31-Jul-08
easy mobiles pty ltd 08-apr-09
edirect pty ltd 23-may-06
e-Tone corporation australia pty ltd 09-Jan-05
excite 2011 pty ltd 11-may-11
express Teleconferencing pty ltd 12-Jan-05
oVais a & shemyla o Khan 22-may-01
fairdincom pty ltd 22-feb-11
faktorTel pty ltd 24-mar-06
fiber Vision networks pty ltd 14-nov-06
Telecom australia "the first choice" pty ltd 04-feb-11
flex group pty ltd 15-may-09
advertising on hold pty ltd 17-oct-07
fonika 26-Jun-12
freshtel pty ltd 30-Jul-04
fyi Telco pty ltd 17-oct-11
gen7 solutions pty ltd 05-Jul-10
global card services pty ltd 07-Jan-03
globechat communications pty ltd 20-nov-06
projection plus (australia) pty ltd 10-sep-04
globe Telecom pty ltd 19-may-03
sheeran family Trust & simon yu family Trust 04-may-11
goTalk australia pty ltd 07-Jan-03
The Trustee for davis family discretionary Trust 15-nov-11
gruze international pty ltd 17-oct-07
gs Telecom pty ltd 11-aug-08
horizon Telecom 21-may-12
icb Telco pty ltd 28-dec-06
idea Telecommunications pty ltd 08-oct-06
idT Telecom asia pacific (australia) pty ltd 28-aug-06
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infiniti Telecommunication 14-Jul-11
ipcp pty ltd 26-apr-12
Thebuzz corp pty ltd 06-mar-07
iTalk (australia) pty. ltd 07-may-12
Jazmin communications pty ltd 27-feb-12
Jet interactive pty ltd 10-Jun-08
Jim's group pty ltd 04-nov-11
australian Kidney foundation 26-oct-09
Kiss mobile pty ltd 29-Jul-05
a.c.n 099 845 824 pty ltd 25-Jul-02
lamu holdings pty ltd 13-feb-09
lebara australia limited 30-Jun-09
hassan family Trust 04-Jul-02
lime Telecom pty ltd 30-aug-04
linear communication pty ltd 01-Jan-00
linqk australia pty ltd 04-Jun-07
live connected pty ltd 19-Jan-10
pivotel group pty limited 26-mar-03
m2 Telecommunications pty ltd 10-dec-01
m2 Viptel 08-apr-11
mach communications pty ltd 31-oct-06
macquarie Telecom group limited 01-Jul-97
magicmotion pty ltd 11-sep-07
maxo Telecommunications pty ltd 23-sep-09
mcall.com.au pty ltd 15-may-09
mediatel services pty ltd 25-feb-09
meshtel pty ltd 28-may-12
mirror image access (australia) pty ltd 22-aug-06
mobiles2go pty ltd 10-oct-05
mobicom communication services pty ltd 20-apr-04
destinare pty ltd 24-dec-08
mondoTalk pty ltd 06-oct-09
motion Telecom international pty ltd 27-aug-09
multelink services pty ltd 20-oct-04
openmarket pty ltd 15-sep-06
my number pty ltd 12-nov-08
mVoice pty ltd 03-oct-05
neo Telecom pty ltd 05-may-09
neotrend pty ltd 22-Jun-12
hill, dwain Joseph 29-Jan-09
newconnect Telecom 27-Jun-12
new Tel services pty ltd  
(receivers and managers appointed)

21-aug-03

northVoice communications pty ltd 07-Jul-00
noble olamijulo 03-aug-10
online iT services pty ltd 16-apr-03
optus mobile pty ltd 01-Jul-97
ozefax pty ltd 17-nov-11
payTel australia pty ltd 14-dec-03
pc range pty ltd 10-feb-12
phone business pty ltd 15-apr-04
powerconnex pty ltd 26-nov-09
prepaid services pty ltd 03-Jul-07
premier Technologies pty ltd 23-may-06
prodial pty ltd 22-mar-07
pulse Telecom pty ltd 05-sep-07
purple oranges pty ltd 20-Jun-07
real sim pty ltd 08-nov-11
redcoal pty ltd 14-Jul-11
reliance communications (australia) pty ltd 20-Jul-07
ripe communications pty ltd 09-Jun-11
Tel.pacific limited 21-sep-12
simplus mobile pty limited 06-dec-01
mobile services only pty ltd 21-Jul-09
Widetalk pty ltd 12-feb-02
live Telecoms pty ltd 22-Jan-07
icT express pty ltd 01-aug-08
sky Telecom (aust) pty ltd 04-Jan-07
empowered communications pty ltd 21-sep-11
southern phone company ltd 16-Jan-03
speed communications pty ltd 28-Jul-04
spoxcy pty ltd 27-Jan-10
Telco blue pty ltd 20-mar-03
supercheap Telco pty limited 31-dec-99
Telesaver pty ltd 07-sep-97
swift communications (aust) pty ltd 26-apr-12
Tekworx australia pty ltd 27-apr-11
Telecom connect pty ltd 23-feb-06
Thirgood holdings pty ltd 19-nov-07
Telcollect pty ltd 20-Jan-11
Telecube pty ltd 21-mar-11
Teleus pty ltd 01-dec-09
Telfin pty ltd 12-oct-08

Telcofusion pty ltd 12-oct-11
Telco Worx (aust) pty ltd 29-Jun-09
Times Telecom (australia) pty ltd 19-oct-03
T-networks pty ltd 23-Jul-07
Touch mobile pty ltd 08-mar-12
Trade mobile pty ltd 12-Jan-09
Trans orbit pty ltd 15-sep-06
Travelsim australia pty ltd 14-Jan-10
Tritel australia pty ltd 22-sep-99
Traitel Telecommunications pty ltd 30-mar-06
ultrafast communications solutions pty ltd 27-sep-11
unidial pty ltd 25-nov-02
your Telecom pty limited (receivers and managers 
appointed)

18-feb-01

unity Telecom pty ltd 04-apr-12
global gossip consoliodated pty ltd 30-nov-03
url networks pty ltd 07-feb-11
Value Tel pty ltd 16-feb-10
Velox Telecommunications pty ltd 12-mar-12
Voiamo pty ltd 07-may-12
Voicepoint communications (aust) pty.ltd as trustee for 
Voicepont communications unit Trust

06-Jul-10

Voicetek pty ltd 02-dec-01
global platinum holdings pty ltd 27-feb-08
Voise pty ltd 04-Jul-05
Voxbone public ltd 20-oct-08
Vroam australia pty ltd 22-dec-02
Vocaltone networks australia pty ltd 02-Jun-08
Welcome Telecom pty ltd 04-Jul-05
convergence solutions pty ltd 28-may-10
Witcom Telecommunications pty ltd 08-Jun-12
bugeja, carmen 24-aug-07
skink marketing pty ltd 24-aug-07
Woolworths ltd 24-Jul-09
Worldpacific communications pty ltd 05-Jan-00
Wow Tel pty ltd 19-nov-07
your phone pty ltd 23-Jul-09
Zintel communications pty ltd 04-dec-03
your Telecom pty limited (receivers and  
managers appointed)

18-feb-01

Zintel communications pty ltd 04-dec-03
Telephone service provider Total 206

other
1800 phone home 06-feb-07
askari, Kamal 05-dec-08
aggregato mobile direct pty ltd 25-Jun-10
Jemena asset management (2) pty ltd 31-Jan-08
anZ - Jones lang lasalle 05-aug-10
australia-Japan cable (australia) limited 01-feb-01
essential energy 08-dec-02
clarinet australia pty ltd 08-dec-05
connectivity iT pty ltd 25-Jan-12
dialogue communications pty ltd 30-aug-04
d.J blacKer & m.J blacKer 23-may-05
eTsa utilities 14-Jan-01
firstpath pty ltd 23-aug-10
sms centre 01-may-12
pivotel satellite pty limited 28-apr-03
index consultancy - australia pty ltd 21-Jul-06
ipera communications pty ltd 19-mar-00
ipsTar australia pty ltd 21-sep-06
Kallistrate pty ltd 06-sep-06
Kazatky, samuel Joshua 06-dec-05
The Trustee for The Kwietniak family Trust 01-mar-06
lowercall (aust) pty ltd 02-may-12
luminet pty ltd 21-mar-11
lycamobile pty ltd 10-feb-10
nbn Tasmania ltd 22-apr-10
new skies satellites australia pty ltd 02-Jan-06
digital distribution australia pty ltd 11-feb-01
office advisors pty ltd 10-mar-04
omniconnect pty ltd 18-sep-97
openetworks pty ltd 26-feb-07
opticomm co pty ltd 07-apr-09
optus Vision pty ltd 07-dec-97
oziplex pty ltd 27-sep-02
iTelecom Wholesale pty ltd 27-Jan-10
powertec Telecommunications pty ltd 09-feb-06
powerTel ltd 01-Jul-97
Quantum multimedia communications pty ltd 30-aug-02
railcorporation of nsW 28-apr-09
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reelTime media limited 07-Jul-06
commoditel (australia) pty ltd 11-aug-04
rp 25 pty ltd 12-Jul-06
savvy communications (aust.) pty ltd 07-Jun-10
savvy Telecommunications pty ltd 07-mar-06
sensis pty ltd 01-Jul-97
soul pattinson Telecommunications pty ltd 05-may-99
suretel pty ltd 09-nov-04
miscellany pty ltd 08-apr-04
syncaccessgroup pty ltd 08-oct-09
Technocash limited 08-dec-06
Think mobile pty limited 25-Jul-06
TransacT communications pty ltd 16-apr-99
unifier2 pty ltd 28-mar-12
Vernet pty ltd 30-may-06
urban renewal authority Victoria 27-aug-09
reward mobile pty limited 06-feb-05
Vocus fibre pty ltd 20-may-11
Wackado communications pty ltd 22-Jul-05
Webcentral pty ltd 30-Jun-03
The Trustee for The Wizard unit Trust 11-aug-10
Verizon australia pty limited 26-Jun-98
World Without Wires 19-Jun-06
Xantic b.V. 16-feb-03
Total other 62

Grand total 1,221
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lIst of submIssIons mADe bY tHe tIo In 2011-12

Inquiry/paper name organisation Date 

resolution of small business disputes options paper department of innovation, industry, science and research July 2011

proposed amendments to the waiver provisions of the 
customer service guarantee

australian communications and media authority July 2011

public inquiry on ‘reconnecting the customer’ draft report australian communications and media authority July 2011

numbering: implications of research into consumer issues 
(response via letter)

australian communications and media authority July 2011

universal service obligation legislative reform for 
transition to the nbn

department of broadband, communications and the digital 
economy

august 2011

mobile premium services code draft communications alliance october 2011

convergence review and sub-papers department of broadband, communications and the digital 
economy

october 2011

accc review of enforcement and compliance activities australian competition and consumer commission november 2011

draft report on Tio review department of broadband, communications and the digital 
economy

november 2011

Telecommunications consumer protections code draft communications alliance november 2011

numbering: calls to free phone and local rate number – the 
way forward

australian communications and media authority november 2011

connecting with confidence – optimising australia’s digital 
future discussion paper (response via letter)

department of the prime minister and cabinet november 2011

review of the telecommunications service provider (mobile 
premium services) determination 2010

australian communications and media authority december 2011

regional telecommunications review department of broadband, communications and the digital 
economy

december 2011

review of universal service obligation/
Telecommunications universal service management 
agency bills

senate committee december 2011

debt collection regulation harmonisation consumer affairs Victoria december 2011

mobile premium services barring determinations australian communications and media authority december 2011

review of pre-paid phone cards guideline communications alliance January 2012

comments on asTra’s draft codes of practice for 
subscription television

australian subscription Television and radio association may 2012

review of the customer requested barring industry 
guideline (response via letter)

communications alliance april 2012
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directors’ Report
your directors present their report of Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman Ltd (“TIO”) for the year ended 30 June 
2012.

The TIO is a company limited by guarantee and incorporated in Australia in 1993 under the corporations Act.  The TIO 
was established to investigate, resolve, make determinations and give directions relating to complaints by residential 
and small business consumers of telecommunications services.  The principal place of business is Level 3/595 collins 
Street, Melbourne, Victoria.

directors

The current composition and membership of the Board up to the date of this report is as follows:

Two (2) directors appointed by Telstra:

•	 J	P	Scarlett,	with	C	Williams	as	an	alternate	director	(appointed	25	July	2011)
•	 P	J	Sporton

Two (2) directors appointed by Optus:

•	 M	J	Elsegood
•	 A	R	Thomas,	with	G	R	Smith	as	alternate	director	for	both	(alternate	resigned	30	April	2012)

One (1) director appointed by Vodafone hutchison Australia (VhA):

•	 M	L	Sexton	with	B	Currie	as	an	alternate	director	(alternate	resigned	30	June	2012)

One (1) director appointed by members who are other than Telstra, Optus, VhA and who are not internet service 
providers or internet service intermediaries:

•	 R	Bhatia,	with	J	Horan	as	an	alternate	director	(alternate	resigned	26	July	2011)

One (1) director appointed by internet service provider or internet service intermediary members: 

•	 S	J	Dalby

Independent directors:

•	 J	M	Harvey
•	 J	F	Rohan	(Chairman).

changes to Board composition are summarised in note 12 to the financial statements. The names of persons who 
were directors of TIO at any time during the financial year are as follows:

Name of director date of Appointment date of Resignation
J Rohan 01 August 2001 continuing
G	R	Smith	(Alternate)	 4 March 2002 30 April 2012
J harvey 7 April 2003 continuing 
M elsegood 2 October 2006 continuing
S dalby 7 december 2006 continuing
A Thomas 12 September 2007 continuing
R Bhatia 22 November 2009 continuing
J Scarlett 27 November 2009 continuing
p Sporton 27 November 2009 continuing
M	Sexton 8 december 2009 continuing
B currie (Alternate) 8 december 2009 30 June 2012
J horan (Alternate) 20 April 2010 26 July 2011
C	Williams	(Alternate) 25 July 2011 continuing

directors’ Report
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Operating Results
The TIO recorded an operating deficit for 2011-12 of $(418,654). The operating deficit includes the effect of: 

•	 Complaint	demand	in	decline	since	April	2012.	This	has	resulted	in	fewer	new	complaints	and	fewer	conciliations	and	
investigations; and

•	 An	accounting	adjustment	of	$364,524	for	finance	lease	payments,	decreasing	the	deficit	for	statutory	reporting	at	
30	June	2012.	These	finance	lease	payments	related	to	funding	a	project	to	replace	the	complaint	management	
system	(known	as	the	RADaR	project).	These	costs	were	evenly	distributed	over	2011-12	within	Operating	Cost	
Recovery fees and will continue through to december 2013 as part of a 36 month co-terminating lease agreement. 

The results for the year ended 30 June 2012 are as follows:

year Total Revenue Total	Expenditure Surplus/(deficit)

2010-2011 $28,947,405 $27,985,586 $961,819
2011-2012 $29,676,712 $30,095,366 $(418,654)

The accumulated surplus was decreased from $7,674,184 at the start of the financial year to $7,255,530 at the end of 
2011-12. 

Review of Operations
•	 Total	Complaint	Handling	Transactions	

complaint handling transactions include enquiries, new complaints, cases and reviews. Total transactions for 
2011-2012 are presented below.

year Total Transactions % change from previous year

2010-2011 269,892 5.2% Increase

2011-2012 267,713 1.0% decrease

•	 Debt	Recovery
Bad debts of $168,059 were written-off during the financial year, with the provision for bad debts reduced to 
$346,917. 

•	 Cash	Flow
The TIO’s bankers, commonwealth Bank of Australia, provide the TIO with an overdraft facility of $150,000. This 
facility was created to alleviate any temporary cash flow variations associated with the TIO’s quarterly billing cycle. 
The overdraft was not utilised during the year.

•	 Performance
The TIO operational year featured a 1.0% decrease in total transactions.

during 2011-12, the TIO implemented a revised conciliation process for level 2 complaints, with a focus on timely and 
informal resolutions.  This change resulted in both more timely resolutions, and fewer cases requiring escalation to 
levels 3 and 4.  

The TIO monitors levels of complainant satisfaction and confidence with the service provided by the TIO.  Results in 
2011-12 indicated that more than 90% of consumers are satisfied with the TIO’s referral (level 1) and conciliation 
(level 2) services. 

•	 Industry	Engagement
during 2011-2012 the TIO continued to work collaboratively with industry to help reduce complaints about customer 
service and complaint handling.

A key change was the implementation of an account management approach to member engagement, with dedicated 
account managers being assigned to TIO members to assist in their interaction with the TIO.

•	 Communications
The TIO continued to focus on accessibility to the Scheme focusing its work to assist vulnerable groups in the 
community,	including	through	the	work	of	an	Indigenous	Liaison	Team	and	Disability	Access	Group.			

A new TIO website (www.tio.com.au) was launched in September 2011.  The website has significantly increased the 
accessibility to TIO information, and made on-line dealing with the TIO much easier.  The TIO published the first 
on-line Annual Report in November 2011. 

directors’ Report
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•	 Governance
The TIO implemented a comprehensive internal audit program during the course of 2011-2012, with audits focusing on 
the	RADaR	project	to	replace	the	TIO’s	complaint	handling	system.	

The Board initiated a review of the TIO in late 2010 in accordance with Article 19 of the TIO Articles of Association and 
this	review	continued	into	2011-12.		The	review,	conducted	by	KPMG,	found	the	TIO’s	performance	aligns	with	the	
National	Benchmarks	for	external	dispute	resolution	offices.		Particular	areas	for	ongoing	improvement	include	better	
reporting of systemic issues, public reporting of key performance indicators, and continuing improvements in 
performance and cost efficiency.  The report also focussed on a stronger strategic focus and planning process, to ensure 
TIO was well prepared to meet the challenges of a changing and more complicated telecommunications industry.

In addition, reports from significant reviews affecting the TIO, and conducted by dBcde and the AcMA, reported in 
2011-12.

•	 Financial	Reserve
The financial reserve increased to a total of $3,938,061 at 30 June 2012.

The	amount	of	the	reserve	was	independently	reviewed	by	PWC	during	2011-12.	The	review	found	a	strong	
understanding and monitoring of cash flow drivers within TIO.  The final report recommended some minor 
adjustments	to	the	reserve	policy,	and	the	review	of	protocols	for	managing	adverse	conditions.

•	 Fee	Increases
The TIO increased volume related prices for 2011-12. Level 1’s increased from $31 to $32, Level 2’s increased from $260 to 
$280, Level 3’s increased from $475 to $530, Level 4’s increased from $2,250 to $2,400, Land Access Level 4’s increased 
from $2,650 to $2,900 and enquiries increase from $31 to $32. The price of Reviews remained the same at $500.

•	 Major	Projects	Program
The	TIO	continued	its	major	project	initiated	in	2009-2010,	the	implementation	of	a	new	complaint	management	
system (known as RAdaR).  primary benefits from RAdaR include a stable and contemporary operating system, and 
over time improved data quality, more reporting capacity and increased efficiency.

The RAdaR system replaced cOSMOS, a decade old complaints management system that was unsupported, increasingly 
unstable and not effectively meeting the needs of either the TIO or its stakeholders.  For these reasons, the Board 
considered this program to be absolutely essential.

RAdaR commenced operation on 1 May 2012. Advice from industry and consumer representatives is that the 
changeover	to	the	new	system	has	been	seamless	from	an	external	perspective.		Reduced	productivity	during	the	first	
months	of	RADaR	implementation	was	expected	and	planned	for.		Overall	acceptance	of	RADaR	by	TIO	employees	has	
generally been positive, and development of it has continued since implementation.

•	 Membership
The Telecommunications (Consumer Protection and Services Standard) Act 1999 requires all carriers and eligible carriage 
service providers to be members of the TIO and comply with the constitution and Memorandum and Articles of 
Association of the Scheme. eligible carriage service providers are those which supply:

•	 a	standard	telephone	service	where	some	of	the	customers	are	residential	or	small	business	customers;	or

•	 a	public	mobile	telecommunications	service;	or

•	 a	carriage	service	which	enables	end	users	to	access	the	Internet.

A carriage service intermediary which arranges the supply of the services referred to above qualifies as an eligible 
carriage service provider.

The total number of members increased from 1,214 at 30 June 2011 to 1,221 at 30 June 2012. 139 new members 
joined	the	scheme	and	132	members	departed	the	scheme.

directors’ Report continued
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•	 Staffing
Average full time equivalent (FTe) staff numbers increased over the year from 235.1 to 251.80.  There are a number of 
reasons for this, which include:

•	 demand	continued	at	high	levels	throughout	the	first	9	months	of	2011-12

•	 additional	staff	were	required	to	implement	the	new	complaint	management	system	(RADaR),	which	went	live	on	
May 1, 2012. This included staff to implement, test and be trained in the new system before 1 May 2012, and 
additional staff after this date to ensure an ongoing effective and accessible complaint management service in 
the first several months of use of the new system.

As at 30 June 2012, the TIO employed 266 people, equivalent to 30 June 2011 when the TIO employed 267 people.

•	 Income	Tax	Exemption
The	TIO	has	been	granted	an	exemption	from	income	tax	under	Item	2.1	of	Section	50-10	of	the	Income	Tax	
Assessment Act 1997 until 30 June 2014. 

principal Activities

during the year, the principal continuing activity of the TIO was the investigation and resolution of telecommunications 
complaints from small businesses and residential consumers. There were no significant changes in the nature of the 
activities during the year. 

Objectives	and	Strategies

The	TIO	operates	in	the	context	of	a	three	year	strategic	plan	and	an	annual	business	plan.		These	detail	long	and	short	
term	objectives	and	KPI’s.		

during 2011-12, a substantial review of the TIO’s Vision and roles was undertaken.  As an outcome, a new Vision and roles 
were settled.  The new Vision is:  

We will continue to deliver an exceptional telecommunications dispute resolution service for consumers, service providers and 
the Australian community.  Our work contributes to better customer service and complaint handling within the 
telecommunications industry.

The roles of the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman were clarified and include 4 distinct and complementary 
functions:  resolving disputes (our primary role); improving telecommunications services;  providing an independent 
voice;	and	leading	by	example.

Member Liability

The TIO is a company limited by guarantee.  every member undertakes that in the event that TIO Limited is wound up 
during the currency of the member’s membership or within one year of the member ceasing membership, it will contribute 
to the property of TIO Limited for: 

(a)  payment of the debts and liabilities of TIO Limited incurred before it ceased to be a member; 
(b)	the	costs,	charges	and	expenses	of	winding	up;	and
(c)	 an	adjustment	of	the	rights	of	the	contributories	among	themselves,

such	amount	as	may	be	required,	provided	such	amount	shall	not	exceed	one	hundred	dollars	($100).

directors’ Report continued
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dividends

under the terms of its Memorandum and Articles of Association, the TIO is not permitted to pay dividends to members.

Significant changes in the State of Affairs

There have been no significant changes in the state of affairs of the company.

Matters Subsequent to the end of the Financial year

Except	for	the	matters	noted	above,	at	the	date	of	this	report	no	other	matter	or	circumstance	has	arisen	since	30	June	
2012 that has significantly affected or may significantly affect:

a) the operations of the TIO in future financial years: or
b) the results of those operations in future financial years: or
c) the state of affairs of TIO in future financial years.

Likely	Developments	and	Expected	Results	of	Operations

during the preparation of the 2012-13 Budget (in February and March 2012) the TIO budgeted for an increase in new 
complaints	and	cases	of	approximately	10%	in	2012	2013.		This	forecast	was	based	on	both	long	and	short	term	trends.	
In the final quarter of 2011-12, case numbers decreased substantially, and this reduced demand for TIO services has 
continued into 2012-13, meaning our demand is significantly below that budgeted.  The TIO is carefully monitoring 
complaint	statistics	and	taking	steps	to	adjust	resources	accordingly.	

environmental Regulations

Apart	from	statutory	provisions	of	general	applicability,	the	TIO	is	not	subject	to	any	specific	environmental	regulation.

Insurance of Officers

During	the	financial	year,	the	TIO	paid	a	premium	of	$14,261	(GST	inclusive)	to	insure	certain	officers	of	the	company.

The officers of the company covered by the insurance policy included all directors as listed in this report, council 
members	and	the	Executive	management	Team.

The	liabilities	insured	include	costs	and	expenses	that	may	be	incurred	in	defending	proceedings	that	may	be	brought	
against the officers in their capacity as officers of the company.

directors’ Report continued
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Information on directors

director Experience Responsibility
J F Rohan,  
B Mech Eng, Grad Dip 
IE, MBA

John has held senior positions including Md and ceO roles in cRA Ltd, James hardie 
Australia pty Ltd, pirelli ericsson cables Ltd, Mcconnell dowell corporation Ltd and 
Vodafone Australia Ltd.  his Board directorships have included university paton pty Ltd, 
Kockums	Australia	Ltd	and	Chairman	of	Hardex	Australia	Pty	Ltd.	In	addition	to	chairing	
the TIO Board, John was a member of the inaugural TIO council. he is currently a director 
of AARNet pty Ltd, a not for profit education and research network owned by Australian 
universities and cSIRO.

chairman from 1 
August 2001

G	R	Smith,	 
B Econ / Politics 
(Hons)

Head	of	Regulatory	Compliance,	Optus.	Gary	has	also	worked	with	the	former	industry	
regulator, the Australian Telecommunications Authority (AuSTeL), the Reserve Bank of 
Australia and the Victorian parliament. 

Alternate director 
from 4 March 2002 
until 1 May 2012

J M harvey,  
BCom, MBA, FCA, FAICD

directorships include:  IOOF holdings Ltd, Medibank private Ltd, colonial Foundation 
Trust, and oversight Board of the department of Treasury and Finance.  Victorian council 
member of the Australian Institute of company directors.

director from  
7 April 2003

M J elsegood 
B Eng (Hons), MBA

Manager,	Regulatory	Compliance	and	Safeguards,	Optus.	Michael	has	extensive	experience	
in the Australian telecommunications industry, having worked with regulators and 
carriers in a variety of planning, policy and compliance roles.

director from  
2 October 2006

S J dalby chief Regulatory Officer, iiNet. Stephen has been involved in the telecommunications 
industry	for	more	than	40	years.	Since	2003,	he	has	been	an	executive	with	the	iiNet	
Group.	Stephen	is	also	CEO	of	Chime	Communications	Pty	Ltd,	iiNet’s	carrier	subsidiary,	
holds directorships at communications Alliance Ltd and prosubi Ltd and is based in perth.

director from  
7 december 2006

A R Thomas Alexandra	Thomas	is	the	Vice	President	Customer	Solutions	and	Services		at	Optus.	In	
this	role,	Alex	is	responsible	for	professional	and	managed	services	at	Optus,	as	well	as	
customer service operations for business and government customers.

director from  
12 September 2007

R Bhatia  
B Elec Eng

Ravi founded primus Australia and retired as its ceO in 2011. he has held senior 
management	positions	in	the	US,	Germany	and	other	countries	with	Primus,	MCI,	OTC	and	
Siemens in sales, marketing and public policy. Ravi is a member of the Board of the 
Alfred Foundation and the president of Australia India Business council - Victoria.

director from  
22 december 2009

J p Scarlett 
BA LLB (Hons)

Jules is director, cross customer and complaint Management at Telstra.  Jules has 
responsibility for the framework of driving customer satisfaction at Telstra as well as 
facilitating senior customer service reviews.  Jules is also responsible cross company for 
complaint management Jules has worked for Telstra for over 12 years.

director from  
27 November 2009

p J Sporton 
B App Sci (App Elec)

Phill	is	the	Executive	Director	of	Service	Delivery	in	Telstra	Operations.	This	area	of	
Telstra is responsible for the installation, connection and repair of Telstra’s products, 
services and plant. having started with Telstra as an engineer in 1983, phill has spent 28 
years at Telstra in a range of roles, including several positions in senior management.   

director from  
27 November 2009

M	L	Sexton

BA, LLM, 

MBA (Executive)

Louise	is	Group	General	Counsel	and	Company	Secretary	of	Vodafone	Hutchison	Australia	
(VhA) and company Secretary of hutchison Telecommunications (Australia) Limited 
(HTAL).	Prior	to	the	formation	of	VHA	in	June	2009,	Louise	has	been	General	Counsel	and	
Company	Secretary	of	HTAL	since	September	1998.	Louise	has	extensive	legal	and	
regulatory	experience	as	General	Counsel	and	Company	Secretary	in	listed	public	
companies across a number of high technology industries in Australia. 

director from  
8 december 2009

B currie Brian	retired	as	the	General	Manager	of	Regulatory	Affairs	of	Vodafone	Hutchison	
Australia.	With	over	thirty	years	in	the	industry,	Brian	has	broad	experience	and	
knowledge that covers telecommunication engineering, management and regulatory 
affairs. he has formal qualifications in engineering and management.

Alternate director 
from 8 december 2009 
until 30 June 2012.

J	G	Horan	 
BCom, LLB, LLM

John	is	General	Counsel	for	Primus	Telecommunications	(Australia).	Prior	to	joining	
primus Telecom in March 2007, John held advisory roles in legal private practice and 
national	regulatory	agencies.		John	has	significant	experience	in	relation	to	utility	
regulation, regulatory frameworks and competition law. 

Alternate director 
from 20 April 2010 to 
26 July 2011

C	Williams

BA, LLM

christine is deputy director, Regulatory Affairs at Telstra.  christine has performed a 
range of roles as regulatory manager and legal counsel for many different aspects of 
Telstra’s	business.		Prior	to	joining	Telstra	in	1996,	Christine	was	a	senior	associate	in	
private legal practice.

Alternate director 
from 25 July 2011

directors’ Report continued
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Information on company Secretary 

company Secretary Experience Responsibility
p J carruthers  
BA, MBA, MComLaw, 
MAICD

phillip has worked in similar roles with VicRoads and cSIRO and 
previously served as an officer in the Australian Army.  phillip has 
also	been	a	Director	on	a	mix	of	for-profit	and	not-for-profit	boards.

company Secretary from 5 March 2001

Meetings of directors

The	number	of	meetings	of	the	company’s	directors	(excluding	meetings	of	committees	of	directors)	held	during	the	year	ended	30	
June 2012, and the number of meetings attended by each director were:

Number of meetings held: 7
Full Meetings of directors Number eligible to Attend Number Attended

J F Rohan 7 7
G	R	Smith	 0 0
J M harvey 7 6
M J elsegood 7 7
S J dalby 7 5
A R Thomas 7 6
R Bhatia 7 7
J p Scarlett 7 3
p J Sporton 7 6
M	L	Sexton 7 5
B currie 2 2
C	Williams 3 3

It	is	noted	that	Ms	Scarlett	was	on	extended	leave	during	2011-12,	and	Ms	Williams	(as	the	alternate	director	for	Ms	Scarlett)	
attended Board meetings during Ms Scarlett’s absence.

Auditors
pitcher partners continued their role as auditors of the TIO.

Auditor Independence
A copy of the auditor’s independence declaration, as required under Section 307c of the corporations Act 2001, is set out on the 
following page.

proceedings on behalf of the company
No person has applied to the court under section 237 of the corporations Act 2001 for leave to bring proceedings on behalf of the 
company, or to intervene in any proceedings to which the company is a party, for the purpose of taking responsibility on behalf of 
the company for all or part of those proceedings.

This report is made in accordance with a resolution of the directors.

J	F	Rohan		
director  
Melbourne
21 September 2012

directors’ Report continued
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Auditor’s Independence declaration
to the directors of Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman Limited
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Statement of comprehensive Income
For the year ended 30 June 2012

Note 2012	
$

2011	
$

Revenue

Revenue from members 4 29,004,061 28,158,804

Other income 4 672,651 788,601

4 29,676,712 28,947,405

Less:	expenses
Depreciation	and	amortisation	expense 5 (741,224) (617,115)

Employee	benefits	expense 5 (23,499,421) (21,157,071)

Occupancy	expenses 5 (1,609,003) (1,589,685)

Marketing	expense (558,769) (455,742)

Finance costs 5 (201,441) (137,399)

Bad	&	Doubtful	debts	expense 5 319,182 (243,224)

Information	technology	expense (1,143,722) (1,059,274)

Consultancy	expense (632,306) (594,433)

Legal	expense (313,176) (249,960)

Travel	expense (285,188) (233,899)

Telephone	and	faxes (463,574) (435,477)

Other	expenses (966,724) (1,212,307)

Total	expenses (30,095,366) (27,985,586)

Total	surplus/(deficit)	for	the	year 16 (418,654) 961,819

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Financial position
As at 30 June 2012

Note 2012	
$

2011	
$

Current	assets

cash and cash equivalents 7 5,653,334 5,855,578

Receivables 8 4,628,871 5,582,944

Other current assets 9 208,064 176,680

Total	current	assets 10,490,269 11,615,202

Non-current	assets
Intangible assets 10 3,081,302 -

Plant	and	equipment 11 1,331,849 2,891,206

Total	non	current	assets 4,413,151 2,891,206

Total	assets 14,903,420 14,506,408

Current	liabilities
payables 12 1,376,410 2,120,776

Borrowings 13,17 2,086,526 525,667

provisions 14 1,894,478 1,577,671

Other liabilities 15 139,997 139,997

Total	current	liabilities 5,497,411 4,364,111

Non-current	liabilities
Borrowings 13,17 936,255 1,290,465

provisions 14 700,903 524,331

Other liabilities 15 513,321 653,317

Total	non	current	liabilities 2,150,479 2,468,113

Total	liabilities 7,647,890 6,832,224

Net	assets 7,255,530 7,674,184

Accumulated	surplus
Accumulated surplus 16 7,255,530 7,674,184

Total	Accumulated	Surplus 7,255,530 7,674,184

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Statement of changes in equity
For the year ended 30 June 2012

2012	
$

2011	
$

Accumulated	surplus

Balance at beginning of the year 7,674,184 6,712,365

Movements in equity from:

Accumulated surplus/(deficit) (418,654) 961,819

Balance at the end of the year 7,255,530 7,674,184

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Statement of cash Flows
For the year ended 30 June 2012

Note 2012	
$

2011	
$

Cash	flow	from	operating	activities

Receipts from members 33,666,834 25,801,496

payments to suppliers and employees (32,913,025) (30,230,232)

Interest received 301,908 382,761

Interest paid (201,441) (119,529)

Net	cash	provided	by	operating	activities 20(b) 854,276 (4,165,504)

Cash	flow	from	investing	activities
payment for plant and equipment (92,505) (1,134,818)

payment for intangible assets (2,170,664) -

Net	cash	used	in	investing	activities (2,263,169) (1,134,818)

Cash	flow	from	financing	activities
proceeds from leases 1,471,750 1,016,890

Repayment of leases (265,101) (381,118)

Net	cash	used	in	financing	activities 1,206,649 635,772

Reconciliation	of	cash
cash at beginning of the financial year 5,855,578 10,520,128

Net increase / (decrease) in cash held (202,244) (4,664,550)

Cash	at	end	of	financial	year 20(a) 5,653,334 5,855,578

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Notes to Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2012

NOTE	1:	STATEMENT	OF	SIGNIFICANT	ACCOUNTING	POLICIES

The financial report is a general purpose financial report that has been prepared in accordance with Australian 
Accounting Standards, Interpretations and other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards 
Board and the Corporations Act 2001.

The financial report is for the entity Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman Limited as an individual entity. 
Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman Limited is a company limited by guarantee, incorporated and domiciled in 
Australia. Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman Limited is a not for profit entity for the purpose of preparing the 
financial statements.

The following is a summary of the material accounting policies adopted by the company in the preparation and 
presentation of the financial report. The accounting policies have been consistently applied, unless otherwise stated.

(a)	Basis	of	preparation	of	the	financial	report
Compliance with IFRS

The financial statements of company also comply with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as 
issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).

Historical Cost Convention

The financial report has been prepared under the historical cost convention, as modified by revaluations to fair value 
for certain classes of assets as described in the accounting policies.

(b)	Income	tax
The	company	is	exempt	from	income	tax	under	Item	2.1	of	section	50	10	of	the	Income	Tax	Assessment	Act	1997.		The	
TIO	has	been	notified	of	its	continuing	tax	exempt	status	up	to	30	June	2014	by	the	Australian	Tax	Office.

(c)	Revenue
Volume and operating fees are charged to members for complaint resolution services.  Members are invoiced monthly 
based on actual charges for each month. 

Interest revenue is recognised when it becomes receivable on a proportional basis taking into account the interest 
rates applicable to the financial assets.

All	revenue	is	stated	net	of	the	amount	of	goods	and	services	tax	(GST).

(d)	Trade	receivables
Amounts due from all members are recognised as amounts receivable.  collectability is reviewed on an ongoing basis.  
debts which are known to be uncollectible are written off.  A provision for impairment of trade receivables is 
established	when	there	is	objective	evidence	that	the	TIO	will	not	be	able	to	collect	all	amounts	due	according	to	the	
original terms of the receivables.  Significant financial difficulties of the debtor, probability that the debtor will 
enter bankruptcy or financial reorganisation, and default or delinquency in payments are considered indicators that 
the trade receivable is impaired.

(e)	Plant	and	equipment
each class of plant and equipment is carried at cost or fair value less, where applicable, any accumulated 
depreciation.

Plant and equipment

plant and equipment is measured on the cost basis.

Depreciation

The	depreciable	amount	of	all	fixed	assets	are	depreciated	over	their	estimated	useful	lives	commencing	from	the	
time the asset is held ready for use.

Leasehold	improvements	are	depreciated	over	the	shorter	of	either	the	unexpired	period	of	the	lease	or	the	estimated	
useful lives of the improvements.
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Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012

(e)	Plant	and	equipment	continued
The depreciation rates used for each class of asset are:

Class	of	fixed	asset depreciation rates depreciation basis
Leasehold improvements 14% Straight line
plant and equipment 33% Straight line
Furniture,	fixtures	and	fittings 14% Straight line
Software 40% Straight line

(f)	Leases
Leases are classified at their inception as either operating or finance leases based on the economic substance of the 
agreement so as to reflect the risks and benefits incidental to ownership.

Finance Leases

Leases	of	fixed	assets,	where	substantially	all	the	risks	and	benefits	incidental	to	the	ownership	of	the	asset,	but	not	
the legal ownership, are transferred to the company are classified as finance leases.  Finance leases are capitalised, 
recording an asset and a liability equal to the present value of the minimum lease payments, including any 
guaranteed	residual	values.	The	interest	expense	is	calculated	using	the	interest	rate	implicit	in	the	lease	and	is	
included in finance costs in the statement of comprehensive income.  Leased assets are depreciated on a straight line 
basis over their estimated useful lives where it is likely that the company will obtain ownership of the asset, or over 
the term of the lease. Lease payments are allocated between the reduction of the lease liability and the lease 
interest	expense	for	the	period.

Operating leases

Lease payments for operating leases, where substantially all the risks and benefits remain with the lessor, are 
recognised	as	an	expense	on	a	straight	line	basis	over	the	term	of	the	lease.

Lease incentives received under operating leases are recognised as a liability.  This lease liability is reduced on a 
straight line basis over the lease term.

(g)	Employee	benefits
(i) Short term employee benefit obligations

Liabilities	arising	in	respect	of	wages	and	salaries,	annual	leave	and	any	other	employee	benefits	expected	to	be	
settled within twelve months of the reporting date are measured at their nominal amounts based on remuneration 
rates	which	are	expected	to	be	paid	when	the	liability	is	settled.	The	expected	cost	of	short	term	employee	benefits	
in the form of compensated absences such as annual leave is recognised in the provision for employee benefits. All 
other short term employee benefit obligations are presented as payables.

(ii) Long term employee benefit obligations

Liabilities	arising	in	respect	of	long	service	leave	and	annual	leave	which	is	not	expected	to	be	settled	within	twelve	
months of the reporting date are measured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflow to be made in 
respect of services provided by employees up to the reporting date.

employee benefit obligations are presented as current liabilities in the balance sheet if the entity does not have an 
unconditional right to defer settlement for at least twelve months after the reporting date, regardless of when the 
actual	settlement	is	expected	to	occur.

(h)	Finance	costs
Finance	costs	are	recognised	as	expenses	in	the	period	in	which	they	are	incurred,	and	include	finance	lease	charges.

(i)	Impairment
Assets with an indefinite useful life are not amortised but are tested annually for impairment in accordance with 
AASB	136.	Assets	subject	to	annual	depreciation	or	amortisation	are	reviewed	for	impairment	whenever	events	or	
circumstances arise that indicate that the carrying amount of the asset may be impaired. An impairment loss is 
recognised	where	the	carrying	amount	of	the	asset	exceeds	its	recoverable	amount.	The	recoverable	amount	of	an	
asset is defined as the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and value in use.
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NOTE	1:	STATEMENT	OF	SIGNIFICANT	ACCOUNTING	POLICIES	CONTINUED

(j)	Financial	instruments
Trade and other receivables

Receivables are carried at nominal amounts due, less any provision for impairment.                                                                                                                                      
A provision for impairment is recognised when collection of the full nominal amount is no longer probable.

collectability of overdue accounts is assessed on an ongoing basis.

Prepayments

Prepayments	are	carried	at	cost	representing	their	expected	future	benefit.

Trade and other payables

Liabilities are recognised for amounts to be paid in future for goods and services received. 

Interest bearing loans and borrowings

Loans are carried at their principal amounts, which represent the present value of future cash flows associated with 
servicing the debt. Interest is accrued over the period it becomes due and recognised as part of payables.

Finance leases are accounted for at their principal amounts, with the lease payments discounted to present value 
using the interest rate implicit in the lease.

Financial liabilities are classified as current liabilities unless the group has an unconditional right to defer settlement 
of the liability for at least twelve months after the reporting period.

(k)	Trade	and	other	creditors
These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the company prior to the end of the financial 
year and which are unpaid. The amounts are unsecured and are usually paid within 30 days of recognition.

(l)	Cash	and	cash	equivalents
cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and at banks, short term deposits with an original maturity of three 
months or less held at call with financial institutions, and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are shown within 
borrowings in current liabilities on the statement of financial position. 

(m)	Goods	and	services	tax	(GST)
Revenues,	expenses	and	assets	are	recognised	net	of	the	amount	of	GST,	except	where	the	amount	of	GST	incurred	is	
not	recoverable	from	the	Tax	Office.	In	these	circumstances	the	GST	is	recognised	as	part	of	the	cost	of	acquisition	of	
the	asset	or	as	part	of	an	item	of	the	expense.	Receivables	and	payables	in	the	statement	of	financial	position	are	
shown	inclusive	of	GST.

Cash	flows	are	presented	in	the	statement	of	cash	flows	on	a	gross	basis,	except	for	the	GST	component	of	investing	
and financing activities, which are disclosed as operating cash flows.

(n)	Unearned	lease	incentive
All incentives for entering into an operating lease shall be recognised as an integral part of the net consideration 
agreed for the use of the leased asset, irrespective of the incentive’s nature or form or the timing of payments.

The	TIO	has	recognised	the	aggregate	benefit	of	incentives	as	a	reduction	of	rental	expenses	over	the	lease	term,	on	
a straight line basis, representative of the pattern of the benefit from the use of the leased asset.

The lease incentive has been recognised as unearned revenue and amortised over the term of the lease, being 10 
years.

(o)	Rounding	of	amounts
The company has applied the relief available to it under ASIc class Order 98/100 and accordingly, amounts in the 
financial report have been rounded off to the nearest $1.

(p)	Intangibles
RADaR Project

All	costs	associated	with	the	RADaR	project	were	capitalised	at	cost.	RADaR	is	amortised	on	a	straight	line	basis	over	
the period of 5 years from May 1 2012. RAdaR is reviewed annually and any balance representing future benefits, the 
realisation of which is considered to be no longer probable, are written off.

Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012
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NOTE	2:	NEW	ACCOUNTING	STANDARDS	AND	INTERPRETATIONS

A	number	of	standards	and	interpretations	have	been	issued	at	the	reporting	date	but	are	not	yet	effective.	When	adopted,	these	
standards and interpretations are not likely to impact on the financial information presented, however the assessment of impact has 
not yet been completed.

NOTE	3:	CRITICAL	ACCOUNTING	ESTIMATES	AND	JUDGEMENTS

Estimates	and	judgements	are	based	on	past	performance	and	management’s	expectation	for	the	future.

Estimates	and	judgements	are	continually	evaluated	and	are	based	on	historic	experience	and	other	factors	including	expectations	of	
future events that may have financial impact on the entity and that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.

2012	
$

2011	
$

NOTe 4: ReVeNue

complaint handling fees 29,004,061 28,158,804

Interest income 343,754 417,540

Other revenue 328,897 371,061

29,676,712 28,947,405

Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012
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2012	
$

2011	
$

NOTE	5:	OPERATING	PROFIT

Surplus from continuing activities has been determined after:

Expenses:

Finance costs 91,446 119,529

Bank charges 8,106 17,870

Leasing charges 101,889 28,038

201,441 165,437

depreciation

 - plant and equipment 150,249 139,372

 - furniture and fittings 247,595 241,692

 - leasehold improvements 237,128 236,051

Amortisation of intangibles 

 - RAdaR 106,252 -

Total	depreciation	and	amortisation	expense 741,224 617,115

Bad debts 

Bad and doubtful debts (319,182) 243,224

Rental	expense	on	operating	leases:

 - lease payments – rent, communications, IT and other 1,609,003 1,589,685

employee benefits:

 - short term benefits 23,499,421 21,157,071

Remuneration of auditors for:
Pitcher Partners
Audit and assurance services
 - Audit of the financial report 34,500 33,000

Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012
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2012	
$

2011	
$

NOTE	6:	KEY	MANAGEMENT	PERSONNEL	COMPENSATION

compensation received by key management personnel of the company 

 - short term employee benefits 1,564,217 1,374,462

1,564,217 1,374,462

The names of directors who have held office during the year are listed below

All directors were in office for the full year unless otherwise noted:

Name Appointment / resignation details
J F Rohan
J M harvey
S J dalby
A R Thomas
M J elsegood
G	R	Smith	(alternate) (resigned 30 April 2012)
M	L	Sexton
B currie (alternate) (resigned 30 June 2012)
R Bhatia
J p Scarlett
J	G	Horan	(alternate) (resigned 26 July 2011)
p J Sporton
C	Williams	(alternate) (appointed 25 July 2011)

The following persons also had authority and responsibility for the planning, directing and controlling the activities of the TIO, 
directly or indirectly during the year; 

Name Appointment / resignation details position
S cohen Ombudsman
d carmody deputy Ombudsman
p carruthers company Secretary
J Zammit chief Financial Officer
A dyer chairman of council
G	R	Smith (Appointed 1 May 2012) Member of council
J Matthews Member of council
T corbin Member of council
L Kreet Member of council
c Lowe (Appointed 1 July 2012) Member of council
c dodds Member of council
p harrison Member of council
W	Warburton (departed 30 June 2012) Member of council
L Kreet Member of council
J	Wilkes Member of council
c dodds Member of council
T c hill Member of council
S Sdregas (departed 30 April 2012) Member of council
R	Wheeler Member of council

Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012
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2012	
$

2011	
$

NOTe 7: cASh ANd cASh eQuIVALeNTS

cash on hand 1,100 1,100

cash at bank 1,584,404 138,349

cash on deposit 4,067,830 5,716,129

5,653,334 5,855,578

NOTe 8: ReceIVABLeS

cuRReNT

Trade debtors 4,975,788 6,414,840

provision for doubtful debts (346,917) (834,166)

4,628,871 5,580,674

Other receivables - 2,270

4,628,871 5,582,944

At 30 June 2012 current trade receivables had a nominal value of $4,975,788 (2011   $6,414,840). A provision for non recoverability 
of $346,917 (2011 - $834,166) was considered appropriate. 

The	ageing	of	these	receivables	is	as	follows:

1 to 3 months 4,547,439 5,396,392

Greater	than	3	months 428,349 1,018,448

4,975,788 6,414,840

NOTe 9: OTheR ASSeTS

cuRReNT

prepayments 131,439 141,901

Accrued income 76,625 34,779

208,064 176,680

Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012
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Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012

2012	
$

2011	
$

NOTE	10:	INTANGIBLE	ASSETS

RAdaR complaint Management System 3,187,554 -

Accumulated amortisation (106,252) -

3,081,302 -

Project	RADaR	(TIO’s	project	to	implement	a	new	complaint	management	system)

During	the	year	ended	30	June	2012	$572,665	($47,722	per	month),	(2011:	$377,544,	$47,193	per	month)	was	expensed	and		included	
within	the	operating	cost	recovery	fees	charged	to	members	in	relation	to	RADaR	project	funding.	This	is	based	upon	the	total	cost	
of	the	project	being	expensed	and	recovered	evenly	over	36	months,	coinciding	with	the	associated	lease	funding	arrangements.

For statutory reporting purposes however, accounting standards required different treatment, particularly in respect of depreciation 
of the RAdaR asset which can only commence when RAdaR becomes operational. The effect of the differing treatment is to increase 
the total surplus reported for the year ended 30 June 2012 by $364,524 (2011: $349,510). Since RAdaR became fully operational from 
1 May 2012, full cost has been brought to account as an intangible asset and amortisation has commenced for the two months to 30 
June 2012. 

(a)	Reconciliations

Reconciliation of the carrying amounts of intangible assets at the beginning and end of the current 
financial year

Intangibles at cost  - RAdaR

Opening balance - -

Additions 2,170,664 -

Amortisation	expense (106,252) -

Transfers in 1,016,890 -

closing balance 3,081,302 -

NOTe 11: pLANT ANd eQuIpMeNT

Leasehold	improvements
At cost 1,680,573 1,652,341

Accumulated depreciation (964,955) (727,827)

715,618 924,514

Plant	and	equipment
plant and equipment at cost 609,821 592,530

Accumulated depreciation (450,963) (301,656)

158,858 290,874

Furniture and fittings at cost 1,761,897 1,715,857

Accumulated depreciation (1,304,524) (1,056,929)

457,373 658,928

capital works in progress - 1,016,890

Total plant and equipment 1,331,849 2,891,206

(a)	Reconciliations
Reconciliation of the carrying amounts of plant and equipment at the beginning  
and end of the current financial year
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NOTe 12: pAyABLeS

cuRReNT

Unsecured liabilities

Trade creditors 317,141 419,728

Sundry creditors and accruals 1,059,269 1,701,048

1,376,410 2,120,776

Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012

2012	
$

2011	
$

NOTe 11: pLANT ANd eQuIpMeNT cONTINued

Leasehold improvements
Opening carrying amount 924,514 1,160,565

Additions 28,232 -

Depreciation	expense (237,128) (236,051)

closing carrying amount 715,618 924,514

Plant and equipment
Opening carrying amount 290,874 32,216

Additions 18,233 110,857

Transfers in - 287,173

Depreciation	expense (150,249) (139,372)

closing carrying amount 158,858 290,874

Furniture and fittings
Opening carrying amount 658,928 893,549

Additions 46,040 7,071

Depreciation	expense (247,595) (241,692)

closing carrying amount 457,373 658,928

Capital works in progress
Opening carrying amount 1,016,890 287,173

Additions - 1,016,890

Transfers out (1,016,890) (287,173)

closing carrying amount - 1,016,890

Total plant and equipment
carrying amount at 1 July 2010 2,891,206 2,373,503

Additions 92,505 1,134,818

Depreciation	expense (634,972) (617,115)

Transfer from property, plant and equipment (1,016,890) -

carrying amount at 30 June 2011 1,331,849 2,891,206
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Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012

2012	
$

2011	
$

NOTE	13:	BORROWINGS

cuRReNT

Secured liabilities

RAdaR 1,419,727 260,566

Other 666,799 265,101

2,086,526 525,667

NON cuRReNT
Secured liabilities

RAdaR 936,255 623,666

Other - 666,799

936,255 1,290,465

Project	RADaR	(TIO’s	project	to	implement	a	new	complaint	management	system)

During	the	year	ended	30	June	2012	$572,665	($47,722	per	month),	(2011:	$377,544,	$47,193	per	month)	was	expensed	and		included	
within	the	operating	cost	recovery	fees	charged	to	members	in	relation	to	RADaR	project	funding.	This	is	based	upon	the	total	cost	
of	the	project	being	expensed	and	recovered	evenly	over	36	months,	coinciding	with	the	associated	lease	funding	arrangements.

For statutory reporting purposes however, accounting standards required different treatment, particularly in respect of depreciation 
of the RAdaR asset which can only commence when RAdaR becomes operational. The effect of the differing treatment is to increase 
the total surplus reported for the year ended 30 June 2012 by $364,524 (2011: $349,510). Since RAdaR became fully operational from 
1 May 2012, full cost has been brought to account as an intangible asset and amortisation has commenced for the two months to 30 
June 2012.

(a)	Business	Card	Facility	

The	company	has	a	business	card	facility	of	$300,000	(2011:	$300,000)	which	may	be	utilised	at	any	time	and	is	subject	to	an	annual	
review.		All	credit	use	is	subject	to	approval	by	appropriate	delegates	in	accordance	with	the	TIO’s	policies.

(b)	Overdraft	Facility	

The company has an overdraft facility of $150,000 which may be utilised at any time and terminated by the bank without notice.  
This facility is unused at balance date.  The overdraft facility is secured by a charge over the assets of the company.   

NOTe 14: pROVISIONS

cuRReNT

employee benefits (a) 1,894,478 1,577,671

NON cuRReNT
employee benefits (a) 700,903 524,331

(a) Aggregate employee benefits liability 2,595,381 2,102,002

(b) Number of employees at year end 266 267
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2012	
$

2011	
$

NOTe 15: OTheR LIABILITIeS

cuRReNT

unearned lease incentives 139,997 139,997

NON cuRReNT

unearned lease incentives 513,321 653,317

NOTe 16: AccuMuLATed SuRpLuS

Accumulated surplus at beginning of year 7,674,184 6,712,365

Surplus/(deficit) for the year (418,654) 961,819

Accumulated surplus at the end of the year 7,255,530 7,674,184

Project	RADaR	(TIO’s	project	to	implement	a	new	complaint	management	system)

During	the	year	ended	30	June	2012	$572,665	($47,722	per	month),	(2011:	$377,544,	$47,193	per	month)	was	expensed	and		
included	within	the	operating	cost	recovery	fees	charged	to	members	in	relation	to	RADaR	project	funding.	This	is	based	upon	the	
total	cost	of	the	project	being	expensed	and	recovered	evenly	over	36	months,	coinciding	with	the	associated	lease	funding	
arrangements.

For statutory reporting purposes however, accounting standards required different treatment, particularly in respect of depreciation 
of the RAdaR asset which can only commence when RAdaR becomes operational. The effect of the differing treatment is to increase 
the total surplus reported for the year ended 30 June 2012 by $364,524 (2011: $349,510). Since RAdaR became fully operational 
from 1 May 2012, full cost has been brought to account as an intangible asset and amortisation has commenced for the two months 
to 30 June 2012.

NOTE	17:	CAPITAL	AND	LEASING	COMMITMENTS

(a) Finance leasing commitments

payable

 - not later than one year 2,359,049 677,721

 - later than one year and not later than five years 972,469 1,427,122

Minimum lease payments 3,331,518 2,104,843

Less future finance charges (308,737) (288,711)

Total finance lease liability 3,022,781 1,816,132

Represented by:
current liability 2,086,526 525,667

Non-current liability 936,255 1,290,465

3,022,781 1,816,132

The finance lease relates to the finance of the leasehold improvements and capital 
works	in	progress	(Project	RADaR).

Refer to Note 13 for disclosure of RAdaR

Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012
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Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012

2012	
$

2011	
$

NOTE	17:	CAPITAL	AND	LEASING	COMMITMENTS	CONTINUED

Non cancellable operating leases contracted for but not capitalised in the financial 
statements:

payable

 - not later than one year 1,940,224 2,031,666

 - later than one year and not later than five years 7,101,320 7,475,054

 - later than five years 991,503 1,326,163

10,033,047 10,832,883

NOTE	18:	CONTINGENT	LIABILITIES
The TIO has the following contingent liabilities:

during the 2006-2007 financial year, the TIO signed a bank guarantee in favour of Investa Nominees pty Ltd (the TIO’s landlord) for 
an	amount	equal	to	6	months	rent,	outgoings,	car	park	licence	fees	and	GST.	The	amount	of	the	guarantee	is	$172,870.	In	the	event	
where the TIO is unable to meet its financial obligations under its lease for level 3, 595 collins Street, Investa Nominees pty Ltd may 
call on the bank guarantee held by the commonwealth Bank of Australia.

during the 2007-2008 financial year, the TIO signed a further bank guarantee in favour of Investa Nominees pty Ltd (the TIO’s 
landlord)	for	an	amount	equal	to	6	months	rent,	outgoings	and	GST.	The	amount	of	the	guarantee	is	$387,877.	In	the	event	where	the	
TIO is unable to meet its financial obligations under its lease for level 4, 595 collins Street, Investa Nominees pty Ltd may call on 
the bank guarantee held by the commonwealth Bank of Australia.

NOTe 19: ReLATed pARTy TRANSAcTIONS
(a)	Transactions	with	key	management	personnel	of	the	entity	or	its	parent	and	their	personally	related	entities
(i)	 One	current	director,	L	Sexton,	and	one	now	retired	alternate	director,	B	Currie,	were	employees	of	VHA	Limited.	The	TIO	invoiced	

VhA Limited and related companies $10,136,253 (2011: $7,153,160) during the year for complaint handling fees.
(ii)	 Two	current	directors,	J	P	Scarlett	and	P	J	Sporton,	and	one	current	alternate	director,	C	Williams,	were	employees	of	Telstra	

corporation. The TIO invoiced Telstra corporation Ltd and related entities for $10,984,711 (2011: $9,781,868) during the year for 
complaint handling fees. Telstra corporation invoiced the TIO for $151,202 (2011: $145,684) for the provision for 
telecommunication services during the year.

(iii)	Two	current	directors,	A	R	Thomas	and	M	J	Elsegood,	and	one	now	retired	alternate	director,	G	R	Smith,	were	employees	of	
SingTel Optus pty Ltd. The TIO invoiced SingTel Optus pty Ltd $6,365,945 (2011: $2,119,983) during the year for complaint 
handling fees. SingTel Optus pty Ltd and related entities invoiced the TIO for $366,827 (2011: $359,939) for the provision of 
telecommunication services during the year.

(iv) One current director, S J dalby, was an employee of iiNet Ltd. The TIO invoiced iiNet Ltd for $254,804 (2011: $1,342,499) during 
the year for complaint handling fees.

(v)	 One	current	director,	R	Bhatia	and	one	now	retired	alternate	director	J	G	Horan	were	employees	of	Primus	Telecommunications	Pty	
Ltd. The TIO invoiced primus Telecommunications pty Ltd $216,687 (2011: $240,621) during the year for complaint handling fees.

(vi) All of the above transactions with directors and director related entities were based on normal commercial terms and conditions.

NOTE	20:	CASH	FLOW	INFORMATION

(a)	Reconciliation	of	cash
cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the statement of cash flows is reconciled 
to the related items in the statement of financial position is as follows:
cash on hand 1,100 1,100

cash at bank and on hand 1,584,404 138,349

At call deposits with financial institutions 4,067,830 5,716,129

5,653,334 5,855,578
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2012	
$	

2011	
$

NOTE	20:	CASH	FLOW	INFORMATION	CONTINUED

(b)	Reconciliation	of	cash	flow	from	operations	with	profit
profit from ordinary activities 961,819 347,897

Adjustments	and	non	cash	items
Amortisation 106,252 -

depreciation 634,972 617,115

Movements in provision for doubtful debts (319,182) -

Interest	expense - 11,442

Lease incentive through p&L (139,996) (139,996)

Changes	in	assets	and	liabilities

(Increase) / decrease in receivables 1,273,255 (5,067,680)

(Increase) / decrease in other assets (31,384) 50,229

Increase / (decrease) in payables (102,587) 52,998

Increase / (decrease) in amounts due to members - (759,331)

Increase / (decrease) in provisions 493,379 302,223

Increase/ (decrease) in sundry creditors (641,779) (194,323)

1,272,930 (5,127,323)

cash flows from operating activities 854,276 (4,165,504)

(c)	Credit	standby	arrangements	with	banks

credit facility 300,000 300,000

Amount utilised (157,000) (131,000)

unused credit facility 143,000 169,000

(d)	Loan	facilities
Loan facilities 150,000 150,000

Amount utilised - -

unused loan facilities 150,000 150,000

NOTE	21:	FINANCIAL	RISK	MANAGEMENT

The	company	is	exposed	to	a	variety	of	financial	risks	comprising:

(a) Interest rate risk
(b) credit risk
(c) Liquidity risk
(d) Fair values

The board of directors have overall responsibility for identifying and managing operational and financial risks.

Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012
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NOTE	21:	FINANCIAL	RISK	MANAGEMENT	cONTINued

The company holds the following financial instruments:

2012	
$

2011	
$

Financial	assets
cash and cash equivalents 5,653,334 5,855,578

Receivables 4,628,871 5,582,944

10,282,205 11,438,522

Financial	liabilities
creditors 317,141 419,728

Leases 3,022,781 1,816,132

Other payables 1,059,269 1,701,048

4,399,191 3,936,908

(a)	Interest	rate	risk

Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate as a result of changes in 
market interest rates.

The	company’s	exposure	to	interest	rate	risk	in	relation	to	future	cashflows	and	the	effective	weighted	average	interest	rates	on	
classes of financial assets and financial liabilities, is as follows:

2012		
Financial instruments

Interest bearing 
$

Non interest bearing 
$

Total carrying amount 
$

Weighted	average	
effective interest rate

Financial assets

cash 1,593,427 1,100 1,594,527 3.2% Floating

cash on deposit 4,058,807 - 4,058,807 5.3% Floating

Trade and other receivables - 4,628,871 4,628,871 0.0%

5,652,234 4,629,971 10,282,205

2012		
Financial instruments

Floating interest rate 
$

Non interest bearing 
$

Total carrying amount 
$

Weighted	average	
effective interest rate

Financial liabilities

Trade creditors - 317,141 317,141 0.0%

Leases 3,022,781 - 3,022,781 11.3% Fixed

Other payables - 1,059,269 1,059,269 0.0%

3,022,781 1,376,410 4,399,191

2011		
Financial instruments

Interest bearing 
$

Non interest bearing 
$

Total carrying amount 
$

Weighted	average	
effective interest rate

Financial assets

cash 139,449 - 139,449 3.2% Floating

cash on deposit 5,716,129 - 5,716,129 4.9% Floating

Trade and other receivables - 3,300,775 3,300,775 0.0%

5,855,578 3,300,775 9,156,353

Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012
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Notes to Financial Statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2012

NOTE	21:	FINANCIAL	RISK	MANAGEMENT	cONTINued

2011		
Financial instruments

Interest bearing 
$

Non interest bearing 
$

Total carrying amount 
$

Weighted	average	
effective interest rate

Financial liabilities

Trade creditors - 419,728 419,728 0.0%

Leases 1,816,132 - 1,816,132 11.3% Fixed

Other payables - 1,701,048 1,701,048 0.0%

1,816,132 2,120,776 3,936,908

Sensitivity

The	TIO’s	borrowing	and	finance	lease	are	at	fixed	rates	of	interest	and	therefore	not	exposed	to	movements	in	interest	rates.	The	
main risk arises from cash and cash equivalents, and the interest income they derive.

The aggregate net fair values and carrying amounts of financial assets and financial liabilities are disclosed in the balance sheet and 
in the notes to the financial statements.

(b)	Credit	risk

credit risk is the risk that one debtor will not repay all or a portion of an amount outstanding in a timely manner and therefore will 
cause a loss to the TIO. 

debtors are actively monitored and follow up actions are taken as required.

The	maximum	exposure	to	credit	risk,	excluding	the	value	of	any	collateral	or	other	security,	at	balance	date	of	recognised	financial	
assets is the carrying amount of those assets, net of any provisions for impairment of those assets, as disclosed in statement of 
financial position and notes to financial statements.

The	company	does	not	have	any	material	credit	risk	exposure	to	any	single	debtor	or	group	of	debtors	under	financial	instruments	
entered into by the company.

The company’s debtors are concentrated in one industry.

(i) Cash deposits

Credit	risk	for	cash	deposits	is	managed	by	holding	all	cash	deposits	with	major	Australian	banks.

(ii) Trade receivables

The aging analysis of trade and other receivables is provided in Note 8. As the company undertakes transactions with a large number 
of customers and regularly monitors payment in accordance with credit terms, the financial assets that are neither past due nor 
impaired,	are	expected	to	be	received	in	accordance	with	the	credit	risk.	

(c)	Liquidity	risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that the company may not have, or may not be able to raise, funds when needed and therefore encounter 
difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial liabilities.

The TIO maintains a cash reserve and actively monitors its cash flow position to ensure its ability to meet its debts as and when they 
fall due. In addition, the TIO’s Articles of Association provide that it can impose a special levy on TIO member companies.

(d)	Fair	values

The	net	fair	value	of	financial	assets	and	financial	liabilities	approximates	their	carrying	values	as	disclosed	in	statement	of	financial	
position and notes to financial statements. 

NOTe 22: cOMpANy deTAILS

The registered office of the company is:

 Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman Limited
 Level 3
 595 collins Street
 Melbourne VIc 3000
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directors’ declaration
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Independent Auditor’s Report 
to the members of Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman Limited
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